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Author's Preface
IT is now a little over fifty years since General Sir
~ l g x a n d e r Cunningham wrote the first outline of
Western Tibetan history. I t is found in his Ladak.
Since then a great mass of material which is of
historical interest has accumulated, and thus the
time has arrived for the compilation of another popular
history of that country. I do not say, " for a scientific
history." That may be written when all the historical records of whose existence we know have been
edited. There are such historical records, which it
is extremely difficult for a European to get hold of,
although there can be no doubt about their existence
Among them are the chronicles of several lines of
vassal-princes. But, as the principal historical work,
the Ladvags vgyal rabs, the " Book of the Kings of
Ladakh," has been translated in a masterly manner
by Dr Karl Marx, late Moravian missionary at Leh,
we may now venture on a popular history of Western
Tibet, without running the risk of making gross
mistakes. Still, there can be no doubt that in
another fifty years it will be possible to write a still
more reliable book on the same topic. I am particu-
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larly glad that this history gives me an opportunity
to place before a larger public the results of Dr Karl
Marx's excellent historical studies, and thus to give
expression to my gratitude to my beloved teacher.
As some knowledge of Buddhism is nowadays
considered to form part of one's general education,
I have not thought it necessary to explain every one
of the many Buddhist mythological names occurring
in the book. Only those which are of a purely local
interest to Ladakh have been explained.
My thanks are due to Dr F. E. Shawe, of ~eh:for
kindly reading the first rough copy of m y MS., and
for many suggestions, additions, and corrections, with
regard to the subject-matter ; to Major F. M. Peacock,
the well-known military novelist, for many suggestions
with regard to improving the style; and to the Rev.
C. J. Klesel, Secretary of Moravian Missions, for
kindly attending to the final revision.
The Tibetan names are spelt in a way to make
them pronounceable for English readers. All the
vowels should be pronounced as in German or
I talian.
A. H. FRANCKE.

Preface
I AM grateful to Mr Francke and the Moravian
~ i F s i o n Office in London for the opportunity of
prefixing a word of introduction to this valuable
little book. Sir Alexander Cunningham's remarkable faculty of eliciting information enabled him to
include in his general account of Ladakh (London,
1854, pp. 318, sqq.) an abstract of its history from
about A.D. I 5 80, based upon a native chronicle. He
questioned, mistakenly, as now appears, the statement
of Csoma Korosi regarding the existence of a continuous narrative from earlier times. In 1866 the
late Dr Emil Schlagintweit published at Munich a
text and translation of a Tibetan history in three
chapters, of which the last relates to Ladakh ; and
an analogous work had already been mentioned by
Schiefner, and was known to exist in a Kalmuck
version entitled Bodhimuv. Nearly all later researches
bearing upon the history of Western Tibet-they will
be found recorded in Mr Francke's bibliography (pp.
6, sqp.)-are due to the Moravian Mission.
Dr Marx's " Three Documents " include the chapter
mentioned above and two other originals which he
vii
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himself brought to light. Of the former he provided
a revised rendering. He did not live to publish his
work, which, however, fell into competent hands.
Babu Sarat Chandra Das saw through the press the
Tibetan portion of the first article, and the translation
of the third was supplied by Mrs Theodora Francke,
sister-in-law to Dr Marx, and wife of our present
author, To Mrs Francke also we are indebted for
the publication and translation of an account of the
more recent history taken down from the lips of an
Y
aged native of Kalatse.
Mr Francke's own pioneer researches into the
dialects, customs, folk-lore, ethnology, and archzology
of Western Tibet are becoming widely known. The
Moravian Mission is to be congratulated upon finding
so prolific and versatile a scholar to take up the work
of JPschke and Marx. T o him we owe the first
Grammar of Ladakhi. He has published several
interesting studies concerning the neighbouring
Dards, and close to the Tibetan frontier he has
revealed traces of ancient settlements of that race.
We have already from him a language map of the
wide territory within his purview, and-not to mention
minor poetry and proverbial lore-a local version of
the national epos of Kesar, celebrated throughout
Central and Eastern Asia. Last, but in our present
connection most important of all, we should mention
two fasciculi of Tibetan inscriptions, discovered and
copied by him. A future Corpzls i~zscvr;btionum
Tibeticalum will look back to this beginning ; and in
the meanwhile the published inscriptions supply, by
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checking the statements of the monkish chroniclers,
a valuable element in this History. The reader who
is also a traveller will not fail to profit furthermore
by the arch;eological guidance which Mr Francke
has thoughtfully supplied (pp. 9-1 I).
Can we spare a word to that remarkable example
of journalistic enterprise, the La-dwags-hyi-Ag-brir,
or
Lnduklc News, which each month conveys to those
high and remote valleys, in native script and language,
thg news of India and the world ? The Story ofjcsus
Christ in Lad(zRlri (second edition, 1906) belongs to
the more special work of the Mission. I do not
think that the Moravian Society has reason to regret
the labours of its representatives in the field of
scholarship : that such labours are far from alien to
its objects might be known from the practice of
kindred Societies, which have contributed eminent
names to the study of, one might almost say, every
Indian language and literature. And the English
reader may repose every confidence in this interestingly written History of Western Tibet,as the outcome, not only of scholarly enterprise and research,
but also of familiarity with the country and the
people.
F. W. THOMAS.
THELIBRARY,
INDIAOFFICE,WHITEHALL,
S. W.,
A U ~ U 1907.
S ~
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A History of Western Tibet
INTRODUCTION
4

THE reader of the history of Western Tibet will
probably like to know from what sources the information regarding this topic has been drawn. The
sources are of two kinds : some are foreign, and
Some Western Tibetan. The latter are of the greatest
interest to us, and are of a two-fold character : we
possess records on stone as well as on paper. Of the
former, which cover the time from zoo B.c.-1900 A.D.,
only comparatively little has become known up to
the present, the reason being that systematic and
thorough researches in that domain have not yet been
made. Also, regarding the records on paper, although
what is probably the most important work, the
chronicles of the kings of Leh (or Ladakh), has been
edited, much remains to be done. I have heard of
the existence of the following historical works which
have never yet been examined by a European : the
chronicles of the vassal-chiefs of Chigtan;
the
The present ex-chief of Chigtan tells me, however, that the
only existing MS. of this historical work was lost during his
lifetime.
I
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chronicles of the village of Sakti ; and the '(history
of the monasteries," as it is found, I am told, in the
Bidur (Vaidurya) gser-po. It is very probable that
there are many more historical works in existence in
the country, the names of which will be discovered in
course of time. Besides these books, some villages
are in possession of shorter documents on paper, in
particular edicts of several kings, to collect and edit
which will be a necessary preliminary to a scientific
study of our history. One of these documents, an
edict by King Nyima namgyal, will be round
translated in these pages.
Let us now exarnine the general character of
Ladakh historiography, especially the chronicles of
Ladakh on which the following history is chiefly
based. The chronicles, so far as they are made use
of here, cover the time from 900-1842 A.D. But as
the historiography did not stop with the loss of
independence of the kingdom, but has been continued
down to the present, the Ladakhi chronicles comprise
a full millennium by this time. The character of the
work is not the same during the different periods it
describes. Its most ancient part can hardly be called
a history; nor was it apparently meant to be such.
It was begun as a pedigree of the kings of Leh,
whose chief intention it was to prove their descent
from the famous line of the ancient kings of Lhasa.
Thus the first portion of the work, covering roughly
the period of 900-1400 A.D., does not contain much
besides mere names. About the year 1400 the
account begins to become fuller. This may be due
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to the fact that the second dynasty branched off at
about that time, and this new line of kings may have
had a stronger instinct for history. At any rate, the
accounts grow in fulness after 1400 A.D. Still, they
leave much to be desired from a European point of
view. The writers were Lamas, and to them the
greatest events during the reign of a king were his
presents to Lamas and monasteries, or his building of
chortens and mani walls. Much ink has been expended
on these events, which are of very little interest to
the' average European. On the other hand, t h e
campaigns of the kings are treated with extraordinary
brevity, and of their economical work we hear nothing
at all. Only in the case of the last few kings are we
able to form an idea of their characters, and of tactics
employed during the campaigns we hear nothing.
The historian is quite satisfied with telling us the
final result of the campaign. Thus we see that all
those points which go to make a history of a country
serviceable are missing in these Western Tibetan
records; and yet, the nalve tone of the historians has
often a charm of its own.
An important question is this : Do the Ladakhi
historians tell the truth, or is their history entirely or
partially fabricated matter? The best test of the
veracity of an historical account is its comparison
with other entirely independent documents. Only
in a very few cases are we able to compare a Western
Tibetan account of an event with that of a foreign
country. Of greater importance in that respect are
the many inscriptions on rock and stone which are
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scattered all over the country. I have made a special
study of these records, and have come to the following
conclusion. From the inscriptions it becomes evident
that at any rate the kings of the Namgyal dynasty are
historical realities, and their order of succession is the
same on the records on stone as in the chronicles.
Records containing the names of all of them have
been found, from Lhawang namgyal down to Tsepal
dorje namgyal. As far as contemporary history of
other countries can be adduced by way of comparison,
the chronicles do not contain anything that confkcts
with them. The test of the veracity of the account
of the first dynasty is of a more insufficient nature.
Records on stone, relating to the time from goo-1400,
are rarer than those of later times, and several ofi
them do not contain the proper name of the sovereign.
This much has so far come to light. King Bzlm Lde's
name is found on the rock at Mulbe which contains
an edict by him. An inscription at Kalatse, which
tells of the construction of a bridge across the Indus,
can with great certainty be attributed to King
Lkaclzen naglag, although it only speaks o f " the great
king," for the date given on the boulder and the date
given in the chronicles for the founding of Kalatse
coincide. Again, on a rock near Daru, we read the
name of a king Lhachen Kzln ga namgyal which
cannot be found in the chronicles as we have them
now. However, it is quite possible that only part of
his name, L i a . . . . gyal, has been preserved to u s
in the chronicles. Thus the testimony of the inscriptions which have become known up to the present
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does not go very far with regard to the accuracy of
the first part of the chronicles. Here folklore comes
to our aid. It has preserved the names of two more
kings of the first dynasty in two songs, the drift of
which is not in opposition to what the chronicles say
about them; these are the kings Nyima gon and
yopal. And the name of yet another king, or, at
least, prince, of Western Tibet, Prince Rinchen, is
attested by the chronicles of Kashmir. Certainly,
we .should be glad tb be able to adduce more
arguments to prove the accuracy of the first half of
our chronicles. However, what can be adduced is
in accordance with its statements, even with regard
to chronology, and I think we have a right to accept
*
also the first part of the history as on the whole true
and reliable.
In no case do the Western Tibetan chronicles
enable us to fix the time of the reign of a king exactly.
As, however, several kings were contemporaries of other
historical personalities, whose dates can be fixed, we
are in a position to furnish all the Ladakhi kings with
approximate dates. With regard to the second
dynasty, eventual mistakes can hardly amount to
more than a decade. From the outset it must be
understood that the reign of a certain king may
have been longer or shorter than the period
given in this history ; but it is probable that some
years of his actual reign coincide with some of the
years given here. The fixed dates on which hinges
the whole chronology given in this book are the
following : Langdarma, 900-92 I A.D. ; Tsongkapa,
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the contemporary of King Bum Lde, 1378-1441 (or
I 355-14 18) A.D. ; the Balti war, under Jamyang
namgyal, I 580-1600 A.D., according to Cunningham,
probably from Mohammedan sources ; the siege of
Basgo, 1646 - 47 A.D., under Delegs namgyal ;
and the Dogra wars, 1834-1842 A.D. The longest
period without a fixed date is goo to about
1400 A.D. It is filled up by assigning to each of
the kings twenty-five years. According to European
conceptions, the average duration of a generation
is thirty years. But as the Tibetans marry rather
early, the duration of a generation may be shorter
here.
The most important foreign documents which are
of particular value for a history of Western Tibet
are : ( I ) The Riijatarangini (chronicles of Kashmir)
by Kalhana, for the Chinese and Kashmiri expeditions
to Western Tibet, in the beginning of the eighth
century ; (2) the annals of the Chinese Tang dynasty,
for the same period ; (3) the Riijatarangini (chronicles
of Kashmir) by Jonarzja, for the career of Rinchana
Bhoti, in the beginning of the fourteenth century ;
(4) the account of the Mogul historian, Mir Izzet
Ullah, for details about the siege of Basgo, 16461647 ; ( 5 ) the account of the Dogra war, I 834-1 83gj
by Basti Ram, a Dogra officer, communicated by
Cunningham ; (6) Central Tibetan historical works in
several instances.
In the following, the literature which has been made
use of for the individual chapters is enumerated :Chapter I. LadaR, by General Sir Alexandet
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Cunning ham. Memoir on the A ncz'enl Geogvafhy
of Kashtnir, by M. A. Stein, PbD., etc.
Chapter I I. Kleine archaologz'.sche Erlviige einer
Missionsytise nach Zangshar, von A. H. Francke,
Z.D. M.G., r 906.
Chapter I I I. '' T h e Eighteen Songs of the Bonona
Festival," by A. H. Francke, Indian Antiquuvy, 1905.
Notes on a Lang-gage Map of Western Tibet, by
A. H. Francke, J.A.S.B., 1904.
C5apter IV. Memoir on the Ancient Geography of
K a J m i r , by M. A. Stein, Ph.D., etc. (Chavannes'
edition of the Tang annals was not a t my disposal.)
Chapter V. " Archaeological Notes on Balumkhar,"
by A. H. Francke, Indian Antiquary, 1905. D e r
*Frzihliags u n d Wintermythus dev Kesarsage, von
A. H. Francke : Helsingfors, 1901-1903. " A Lower
Ladakhi Version of the Kesarsaga," by A. H. Francke,
Bibliotheca Indicn, 1905, ff.
Chapter VI. Three Documents relating to the
History of Ladakh, by K. Marx, J.A.S.B. : 1891.
The Valley of Kashmir, by Sir Walter Lawrence
(for Kinchana Bhoti).
Chapter VII. Three Docunrents relating to the
HistoryofLadakk,byK. Marx, J.A.S.B., 1901. " T h e
Rock-inscriptions a t Mulbe," by A. H. Francke,
Indian A ntiqaary, I 906.
Chapter VIII. Three Documents relating to the
History of Ladaklt, by K. Marx, J.A.S.B.: First and
Second Documents, 1891and 1894. La&, by Sir
Alexander Cunningham.
Chapter IX. Three Docunzents relating to the
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History of Ladakh, by K. Marx, J.A.S.B. : Second
Document, 1894. L a d d , by Sir Alexander
Cunningham.
Chapter X. Three Documents relating to the
History of Ladakh, by K. Marx, J.A.S.B. : Second
Document, 1894. " Some Historical Inscriptions and
Documents from Western Tibet," by A. H. Francke,
Indian Antiqivary, 1906: in course of preparation
(for Nyima namgyal).
Chapter XI. Three Docivmcnts reltzting to. the
History of Ladakk, by K. Marx, J.A.S.B. : Second
Document, I 894. Die Geschichte des fviiheven
Konigs von Ladukh, etc., von Theodora Francke,

I903n
Chapter X I I . Three Documents relating to thf
History of Ladakh, by K. Marx, J.A.S.B. : Third
Document, 1902. Ladak, by Sir Alexander
Cunningham.
Chapter X I I I . Ladak, by Sir Alexander Cunningham. Die Geschichte des fyziheren Konigs von Ladakh,
etc., von Theodora Francke, 1903.
Chapter XIV. Three Documents d a t i n g to the
Histoy of Ladakh, by K. Marx, J.A.S.B. : Third
Document, 1902. Die Geschichte desfyiiheren Kofizgs
von Ladakh, etc., by Theodora Francke, 1903. Ladak,
by Sir Alexander Cunningham.
Throughout : Ladakhi Songs, edited by A. H.
Francke, in co-operation with Rev. S. Ribbach and
Dr F. E. Shawe.
Erste Sammlzlng tibetischer
historischer Inschriften auf F e l m u ~ dSteinen, von
West Tibet, von A. H. Francke, 1g06.
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FOR SUCH AS WOULD LIKE TO USE THIS HISTORY
AS A GUIDE-BOOK, TIlE FOLLOWING LIST WILL
PROVE USEFUL.

&as.-Ancient
Buddhist sculptures, see p. 52.
Modern Dogra castle near the Bungalow. Ruins of
unknown castles on the low hills in the valley.
Roc k-carvings.
Slrimsha Ka~brr.-Ruined castle of un k nown origin.
Rock-carvings.
Kargil.-Sod
castle, north of Kargil, see pp. 103,
141. Branch off to Suru River. Ruins of Kartse
castle, see pp. 103, 140 & Modern Dogra castle in
the town.
Pnshkykyum.-Ruins of castle, see p, 141.
Mulbe.-First
Buddhist monastery on the road.
On the rock, ancient inscriptions, see pp. 79, 93.
Colossal sculpture of Maitreya, see p. 96.
Bod Karbu.-Ancient town on the hill above the
village, with inscription, see p. 98. Stagtse castle, see
p. 103. Branch off to Chigtan River. Chigtan,
ancient monastery and castle, pp. 95, 103. Shagkar
castle, p. 103.
Henashum-Castle and kings of, see pp. 103, 122.
Lamayuru. Ancient monastery, see p. 52. Branch
off to Wanla. Ancient castle, pp. 65, 107. Hunupata, Dard rock-carvings, p. 32.
KaZatse.-Ancient
inscriptions near bridge, p. 20.
Bragnag castle, p. 65. Dard castles, p. 65. Balukar,
P*499
Nyuvla.-Branch
off to Tingmogang. Famous

-
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residence of the Ladakhi kings, pp. 80, 107, 150.
Ancient sculptures, p. 80.
Saspola.-Near the bridge, ancient castle of Alchi
Rock - inscriptions.
Cave
Kargog, see p. 48.
monastery, Nyizlapug, see p. 96. On left bank of
the Indus, Alchi, with ancient monastery, see p. 51.
Basgo.-Ancient
fortress, pp. 80, 107, 151.
Monastery inside castle, p. 99. Kashmir monastery,
p. 5 I. Battle of Basgo, pp. 107 ff. Mani-walls, p. 98.
Branch off to Likir, famous monastery, pp. 64, 78.*
Nyemo.-Ruined
nunnery ; sculpture of ancient
abbess. Chungkar castle.
Dam.-Ancient castle. Sculpture with inscription,
on the trade road, p. 67.
Piang.-Famous
monastery, p. 84. Ruins of'
castles.
Spitug.-Famous
monastery, p. 78. Kaoche
monastery in ruins, p. 96.
Leh.-Longest
mani-wall, p. 102.
Castle of
Trashi namgyal in ruins, p. 84. Palace of Sengge
namgyal, p. 99. Largest chorten in ruins, p. 76.
Red college, on the Namgyal tsemo hill, p. 75.
Mosques, p. I I I . Ruined monastery, on elephant
crag, p. 76. Many ancient Buddhist sculptures on
stone.
Sablr.-Castles, etc., p. 72.
Shelz.-Castle, chorten, p. I 24. Huge image, p. 102.
Ancient inscriptions, p. 62.
Chushod-Balti colony, p. I I I .
Hemis.-Monastery, p. roo.
Chemre.-Monastery, p. I 00.
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Rongchurgyud.-Dard colony, p. 28.
Hank.-Monastery, p. 100.
Trashisgang, beyond the frontier.
monastery, p. 100,

II

Famous

Skardo.-Famous castle, p. 1 5 7 . Sadpol, ancient
Buddhist sculptures and inscriptions, p. 89. Kapulu,
chief of, p. go.
4
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Spadum, castle of, pp. 2 I ff., I 5 I . Ancient Buddhist
sculptures, p. 2 1 . Zangla, castle and kings of,
3. I 22. Stongvdze, ancient chortens, p. 24. Kanika,
monastery, p. 5 I.

GREEK A N D ROMAN AUTHORS ON THE
NATIONS OF WESTERN TIBET

*

THE present population of Western Tibet is the
result of a long process of blending of at least three
distinct peoples, two of which are of Aryan stock:
whilst one, which is numerically superior to the other
two, is of Mongolian origin. The Aryan nations
are: the Dards of Gilgit, and the Mons of North
India (perhaps from Kashmir). The Mongolian is the
Tibetan nation.
After this statement let us turn to Herodotus, and
see what he has to say about the Dards; for, although
in his description of the different kinds of Indians
(Lib.iii. 98-106) he does not give the name of the
Dards, authorities are practically agreed that what he
says about the country of the " gold-digging ants "
refers to the land of the present Dards on the Indus.
H e says in Lib.iii. 102 : " Another kind of Indians live
in the neighbourhood of the town Kaspatyros, and the
land Paktyika (Afghanistan-the Greek word corresponds to the modern words Pashtu and Pathan),
Ia
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away towards the north from the rest of the Indians ;
their way of living is about the same as that of the
Bactrians. These are the most warlike of all the
Indians, and it is they who are sent for gold; for in
this district there is the sandy desert. In this desert
and in this sand there are ants which are smaller than
dogs, but larger than foxes; for some which were
caught there are now in the possession of the King of
Persia. These ants make for themselves burrows
below ground, and in doing so throw up the earth,
as ants do with us, and in the same manner; they
also look exactly like ours. This thrown-up sand
contains the gold, and for the sake of this sand the
Indians are sent into the desert. . . . 104. The
Iodians, after having harnessed their camels in such
a way, ride for the gold, taking the precaution to rifle
the gold during the heat of the day, because at that
time the ants disappear underneath the ground. . . .
105.When the Indians arrive at the place (of the
oold-dust) with their leather bags, they fill these bags
b
with sand and ride away as quickly as possible. For
the ants, which, as the Persians tell, have found out
what has happened through their sense of smell, are
at once after them, and they are exceedingly swift.
Thus, if the Indians do not gain a good start before
the ants have gathered, none of them would be able
to escape. . . .,,
Quite a similar story is told by Megasthenes, the
Greek Ambassador at an Indian court, who relates that
the Indian ants dug gold out of the earth, not for the
sake of metal, but in making burrows for themselves.

-
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I have given Herodotus' story almost in full,
because it is of particular interest as an example of
the continuity of such tales. For several years I
lived at the little village of Kalatse, which is now
thoroughly Tibetanised, but was a Dard colony
in former days. Here I received a letter from a
European student of folklore,' asking me to send him
tales of gold-digging ants, if such should be current
in the place. After a few days I was able to send
him two long tales of gold-digging ants, discovered
at Kalatse. But not only that : I was even shown
the kind of ant which, according to the belief of the
Kalatse people, was the gold-digger. It was a very
tiny creature, and far from the size of a dog or fox ;
but we must allow the story to have grown a little
its way from India to Greece.
Putting aside this fable, the fact remains that
the existence of the Upper Indus valley as a
gold-producing country has been known to the
world since the times of Herodotus. Other classical
authors speak of the gold-production of this district.
Ctesias states that "the gold was not obtained by
washing, as in the river Pactolus )' ; and Pliny's
sentence, Fertilissimi sunt auvi Darda) Seta vero
argenti ("the country of the Dards produces much
gold, but that of the Setre much silver" : Pliny,
Lib. vi., c. ~ g ) ,has become quite famous, because
his tribe of the Setae seems to be none other than
the Indian caste of bankers, who are called Seth
(Cunningham).
Dr B. Laufer.
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Even in our part of the country it is of particular
interest to go along the banks of the Indus and to
observe the traces which the gold-diggers have left
there from days of old. I have travelled along the
Indus from Saspola to Dartsig, a distance of over
fifty miles, and have seen but few parts of the ground
which have remained untouched. It looks as if the
ground had been worked with huge ploughs. In
many places remnants of masonry can still be seen
in the earth. There has been a break in the digging
for several years, owing to political causes; but the
eyes of Europeans are once more directed towards
these ancient gold-fields, and the old river may yet
witness once more the feverish activity of human
old-hunters. The colour of the gold found here is
of a bright yellow, so bright that the natives are not
at once ready to believe that the gold generally used
by Europeans is the genuine metal.
The Kashmiris were known to the Greeks and
Romans by name. Ptolemy speaks of the region of
Kas-eiyia, which he places between the Dayadrai
(Dards) on the Indus, and the Kylindrine (the present
Kulu) on the Byas. The Greek word Kaspeiyia
would represent the Greek attempt at writing the
Indian word KaSvira, which, though not occurring in
literature, must be supposed to be the middle stage
between the Sanskrit word Ka4mira and the modern
dialectical word KaSir. Another later Greek writer,
Dyonysios, mentions the tribe of the Kaspei~oi,who
in his time were famous among Indians for their feet,
i.e., their mountaineering capacities.
Q
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All the rivers which irrigate the district of Western
Tibet and its surroundings were known to the
ancients, especially to Ptolemy. The Sanskrit name
of the Jhelum is Vitnsta, and Ptolemy calls it
Bidaspes (instead of the more ancient Hydaspes).
The Indus was known under its present name. The
Sutlej, in Sanskrit Satczu'ru, is called Zarad~osby
Ptolemy ; the HyPs River (Sanskrit Viptlsa), Bibasis
(instead of the more ancient Hyphasis) ; and the
Chandra Bhaga appears as Sandabnl in Ptolemy's
book.
General Cunningham also places the tribe of the
Cesi (Pliny) and the ARhassa regz'o of Ptolemy in
the district of Western Tibet ; but as these assumptions have not yet been examined by modern scholar%
I must leave these questions undecided.
Ptolemy, who even mentions the nation of the
Bylta (which sounds very much like Balti), of whom
he says that they lived in the west of the AKhassa
regio, is the geographer of old who is credited with
having preserved to us an ancient name of the
Tibetans. H e speaks of the nation of the Dabasa,
and this has suggested itself to Tibetan scholars as
being a Roman transliteration of the modern province
of U (spelt dBus) in Central Tibet. There exists a
very strange law of pronunciation in the Tibetan
language, according to which the letters d and b
annul each other, if they meet at the beginning of
a word. Thus, the Tibetan f l u s would have to be
pronounced us, and, as a final s can become an i, the
last stage in the changing pronunciation of the long
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word dBus is #. This law of sound is so strange
that many philologists have had difficulty in accepting it. They say that the real word had always been
U or Us, and that the prefixing of the letters d and b
must have been the work of some fantastical scholar.
In answer to these doubts other philologists went as
far back as Ptolemy, and proved with his ancient
Dabas@ that in his days the d and 6 of the word
dBus must have had their full sound. However this
may be, the West Tibetan dialects of the present
day, which have a very archaic character, provide
ample proof that the d and 6 which annul each other
nowadays in most Tibetan dialects must have been
a reality in ancient times.
It is with the help of these dialects that the fact of
the existence of Tibetans in Western Tibet in olden
times-say, in the days of Herodotus-is established.
Otherwise, we should feel inclined to say that the
country was in the hands of the Dards and Mons
alone till the advent of the Central Tibetan dynasty
in 1000 A.D. But in that case the Tibetan language
of Western Tibet would show the characteristics of
Central Tibetan, which were fully developed as early
as 700 A.D.
Philological reasons compel us to believe that in
the times of Herodotus, when the Dards and Mons
had probably not yet left their original homes, an
ancient tribe of Tibetan nomads tended their herds
on the plains and hills of Western Tibet. Cunningham believes them to have extended as far as Gilgit.
Their life probably in no way differed from that of
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Tibetan nomads of the present day. They lived in
tents of yak-hair, on the produce of their numerous
herds of yaks, goats and sheep, and chased the Kiang,
the wild sheep, and the wild yak; for in those times
all these animals seem to have had their feeding
grounds a long way further to the west than they
have nowadays, if rock-carvings and folklore do not
deceive us. These ancient Dabam had probably the
poetical instinct as strongly marked as their present
children, and similar songs to the one given here in
Major Peacock's version of my translation (Ladahhi
Songs, No. VII.) may have sounded through the
valleys and hills of ancient Ladakh.
A maiden tending flocks on a mountain-side sings
across the valley to a youth similarly employed :In the meadow, in the meadow, in the higher meadow blowsOh listen, lad, oh listen to my songA flower, far the sweetest that in field and garden growsOh listen, lad, oh listen to my song.
Thou mayst cull the flower, sweetheart, thou mayst cull the
tender flower,
But thou shalt not grasp it rudely in thine hand ;'
Else 'twill wither in a moment, 'twill be perished in an hour,
If thou, ruthless, dare to seize it in thine hand.
Oh, but, lean thy bosom t'wards it, it will nestle to thy soul,
It will cling with tend'rest tendrils round thine heart ;
Ah, lad, lean thy bosom t'wards it, it will grow into thy soul,
And with strong, yet tender tendrils, hold thine heart.

THE MISSION OF TIlE MONS TO WESTERN TIBET

I N almost every Western Tibetan village we find
one or several families who are called Mon. Those
people are mostly musicians or carpenters, and are
treated with little respect by the rest of the population. Their low position makes us believe that they
belong to a nation, originally different from the
Tibetans, who were conquered in former days. But
to find out who the Mons really were is impossible in
most parts of Ladakh, because there, after the settlement of t h e Mons, and before the arrival of the
Central Tibetans, the migrations of the Dards took
place, and thus the recollections of the people have
been obscured.
It is different with Zangskar.
Zangskar has apparently never been colonised by
Dards, and the course of events there is not so
complicated. On a journey to Zangskar I discovered
the following interesting items with regard to the
tribe of the Mons :Zangskar, I was told by the inhabitants, was once
entirely in the hands of the Mons. The ruins of
I9
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their old castles are still called " Mon-castles." Then
the country was conquered by the Tibetans, and
remained a Tibetan country until the Mons came
back about seventy years ago and reconquered it. I
learned that in Zangskar all Indians, Kashmiris, or
Dogras, are called Mon ; and if the Indians of the
present day are called so it becomes very probable
that also the ancient Mons, who were subjected by
the Tibetans, were an Indian tribe. And who would
not think of Kashmiris in the first place, because they
are the next neighbours to Zangskar? Among the
ruins of the settlements of the ancient Mons of
Zangskar I discovered imposing remains of ancient
Buddhist art, and more and more the conviction grew
upon me that the settlement of the ancient Mons in
Zangskar and Ladakh must have had some connection with the pre-Lamaist Buddhism. The strongest
proof of the colonisation of Western Tibet by ancient
Indians are inscriptions in BrLhmf characters of
about 2 0 0 B.C. We know that at the legendary
third Buddhist Council, which, according to tradition, was held by King Asoka (272-231 B.c.)
at PHtaliputra, it was resolved to send Buddhist
missionaries to Yarkand, Kashmir, and many other
countries.
Buddhism got such a firm hold in
Kashmir that the fourth legendary Council, under
King Kanishka (125-152 A.D.), is said to have been
held at JLlandhara in Kashmir. Either after the
third or the fourth Council Buddhism must have
been carried to Western Tibet, situated between
Kashmir and Yarkand. And, as the case of the

ANCIENT SCULI'TURES AT SPADUM, ABOVE THE DESERTED
MONASTERY
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Mons shows plainly, the mission cannot have been a
religious mission only-it was apparently a civilising
and colonising mission as well. It would have been
difficult to influence the wandering nomads without
founding centres of Buddhist teaching with temples
and monasteries. The almost empty land attracted
more and more colonists, and the religious settlements grew into villages and towns in course of
time.
The following is a short description of the ancient
Buddhist remains at Sfadurn in Zangskar. On the
slope of the ridge towards the river, a little below the
town, there is a huge boulder of at least the size of
a two-storied Ladakhi house. On the north side,
looking towards the town, there is a sculpture of five
figures of Buddhas in deep relief, which are locally
known as rGyalba rigs ling. The figures are all
much above life-size, and the sculptures, together
with all adjuncts, cover a space of at least six yards
square. I n many cases the relief is worked out of the
rock to a depth of fifteen centimetres, and altogether
the workmanship is better than that of any other
ancient sculpture in Western Tibet. The figure of
the Buddha in the middle represents Maitreya, the
future Budda of the next KaQa (cycle of roo,ooo
years), and the four other Buddhas are said to be
representations of the Buddhas of the present and
the three preceding Kalpas. Maitreya is the only
figure which is furnished with a crown with three
points. Like the others, he is seated on a lotusthrone, and underneath his throne there are two lions.
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His hands almost touch each other in front, but his
right hand is a little above the left. The Buddha
to the left of Maitreya has a pair of peacocks
under his throne, and his finger-tips touch each
other in front. The second to the left of Maitreya
has two garudas (mythological birds) underneath his
throne. He holds up his right hand as if in the
act of teaching. The two Buddhas on the right of
Maitreya both touch the ground with their right
hands. What symbols they have under their lotusthrones cannot be determined, as that part of the
sculpture is covered with earth. Underneath the
pictures of these five Buddhas there is a long row of
pyramidical chaityas, and below them a row of men
who all wear hats with three points, like Maitreya.
Above the five Buddhas, at both ends of the row,
there are two square recesses bored into the rock,
which evidently served for the reception of beams.
Thus it appears that there used to be a hall erected
in front of the boulder, and that the sculptures formed
the back wall of the hall. Besides the sculptures
described above, there are a host of other picturesstanding Buddhas of six yards high, and chaityas of
all sizes, carved on the same rock in other places and
in a less deep style of relief.
A little higher up the river, on the slope, there is
a similar boulder, on which there are more sculptures,
in low relief. They represent five standing Buddhas,
probably the same which we found in a sitting
posture on the previous rock. And underneath three
of them the outlines of figures of lions, peacocks, and
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These emblems were probably
added at a much later date; otherwise, emblems
would have been carved also underneath the two
remaining Buddhas. The artist did not know what
to add there, because in his time that portion of the
principal sculpture was apparently already covered
with earth. On both sides of the rock we again
observe square niches, which served for the reception
of beams. But what is of the greatest interest are
the caves underneath the boulder, which form several
cells separated from each other by walls. These are
evidently the last remnants of an ancient Buddhist
monastery. But the cells are filled with earth almost
up to the ceiling, and it would be a grand thing if
at some time they could be excavated. That this
monastery was once larger is proved by the two
niches for beams above it.
The life which once pulsed in this now deserted
place was probably not very different from that in
Indian monasteries of those days. That the monks
wore the yellow robe is without doubt. But it is of
the greatest interest that down to the present day
the yellow robe is still worn by certain Lamaist sects
now residing in Zangskar. I myself once saw two
Zangskar Lamas who wore yellow robes. K. Marx
makes the following remark with regard to the colour
of the Lamas' dress in Tibet: " There is an error
prevalent regarding the dress of Lamas, viz., that the
dress of Lamas of the 'red' persuasion is red, and
that of the ' yellow' persuasion, yellow. This is not
so. The dress of both, the ' red ' and ' yellow ' Lamas,

gavucl'as can be seen.
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is red, with the exception of the one special order of
the Geldanpa, who, to my knowledge, only exist in
Zangskar, whose dress is also yellow. But Lamas of
the ' red ' persuasion also wear red caps and red scarfs
round their waist, whilst in the case of the 'yellow'
Lamas these and these on& are yellow." The simplest
explanation of the fact that in Zangskar alone the
original Buddhist colour of the clerical robe has been
preserved to the present day is probably that
Zangskar was not affected by King Lhn chen ngorab's
command, viz., that all novices were to go to Central
Tibet for study, and that here the original Buddhism
lingered on for several more centuries before it was
swallowed up by Lamaism.
Besides those described above, I also came across
other remains of the ancient Mons in Zangskar. Near
the village of Zangla there is a boulder by the roadside,
one side of which is covered all over with pictures of
pyramidal chaityas. These pictures are carved in
the rock, and the lines are painted with red colour.
At the village of Stongrdze I was taken to the last
remains of the stGpas and chaityas, which are still
called Mongyi mani, mani of the Mons. Although
not much was left of them, it could be seen that their
original shape must have been like that of those
pictured on the boulder at Zangla.
By the natives a number of ruined castles in
Zangskar are called Mongyi mklar, "castle of the
Mons." This was said in particular of the following :
Drakar, Darkungtse, near Sanid, and a fort near
Tsadar. But the most important fortification of
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the ancient Mons seems to have been the castle of
Spadum, which was connected with the fortified
village of Ghov ghor by a long masonry rampart.
This rampart protected the fortification on one side,
whilst on the other there was the river. This kind
of fortification appeals to the sense of Europeans,
because in this case we can understand a fortress
offering a prolonged resistance, there being no danger
that the water would run short. But it is difficult
for us to understand why so many castles in this
country were built on bare cliffs, in which case it
remains a mystery how the besieged party supplied
itself with water.
This is a rhurnd of the principal items of interest
which are known with regard to the Mons of Ladakh.
Who would think, when he sees a low-caste Mon of
the present day, that he has before him a probable
descendant of those ancient Buddhist missionaries,
whose imposing works of art have hardly ever been
excelled in Western Tibet ?
S O N G O F A MON MUSICIAN (Lad. Sa~gs,
No. L.).

Do not think that my fiddle, called Trashi wanggyal,
Does not possess a great father !
If the divine wood of the pencil cedar
Is not its great father, what else?
Do not think that my fiddle, called Trashi wanggyal,
Does not possess a little mother !
If the strings from the goat
Are not its little mother, what else?
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Do not think that my fiddle, called Trashi wanggyal
Does not possess any brothers !
If the ten fingers of my hand
Are not its brothers, what else ?
Do not think that my fiddle, called Trashi wanggyal,
Does not possess any friends !
If the sweet sounds of its own mouth
Are not its friends, what else ?

RefrainShab shdb ma zhlg shab shdb ma zhlg,
Tse sdng ma zhig sang m61.

THE MIGRATIONS OF THE DARDS

ALTHOUGHthe Mons had, besides preaching the
" law," founded villages and towns in desert Western
Tibet, much arable ground remained, and this fact
was now recognised by the Dards of Gilgit.
It is quite possible that the colonisation of Western
Tibet by the Mons and Dards met with no opposition
from the Tibetan nomads, because their interests lay
in different directions ; and, although a few irrigated
plains were occupied by these Aryans, there remained
ample pasture-ground for the flocks of the Tibetans.
But it is possible that hostilities sprang up occasionally
between the Dards and the Mons, and that the Mons
were subdued in this struggle. Otherwise, it is
hardly possible to explain why the position of the
Mons became so much lower than that of the
Dards.
Although no written historical records of the Dards
of Western Tibet have as yet been found, we know a
great deal more about them than we know of the
Mons. This is principally due to the fact that a
27
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certain number of them have not yet lost their
language, and have withstood the tide of Tibetan
culture that has swept over them. There are two
tribes of Dards still existing in the territories of the
former Ladakhi kingdom who have preserved their
original language: the Dards of Dras, and the
Dards of Da. The most interesting of the two
are the latter. Those of Dras became Mussulmans
about three centuries ago, and, in consequence, most
of their original customs and folklore have been
stamped out. Those of Da have neither become
Mohammedans nor have they accepted Lamaism
whole-heartedly, and thus much of their originality
has been preserved.
The Dards of Da have, indeed, a festival which is
celebrated every third year, but occasionally oftener,
when they try to forget for a few days that they have
come under the sway of Tibetan and Dogra masters.
For those few days they want to be Dards only, and
in a long hymnal they sing of old Dard days. It is
through this hymnal that we get some news of their
past.
In the sixth of these hymns they give the names of
all those colonies on the Indus which were founded
by this special tribe of Dards ; and the most eastern
of them is Rong dzl rgyzld, a long way beyond Leh,
in a district which we should hardly have ever
suspected of having been Dard. On the accompanying map all the present and former settlements of the
Dards are marked red. Those are marked entirely
red where the Dard language is still spoken. Those

DARDS OF DA*
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places which are claimed by the Dards of Da as
having been founded by their forefathers on their
emigration from Gilgit are marked with vertical
lines. Those where I have discovered traces of
the Dards, either in the form of ruined castles,
deserted oases, or graves, are marked with horizontal
lines.
From the map it becomes evident that the influence
of the Dards on the development of Western Tibet
must have been enormous, and we ask with astonishment how it is that they disappeared entirely from
most parts of the country. Is the story of their fall
known? Popular tradition tells us something of
their last days ; but their end was not everywhere
the same. I t is not likely that a nation whom
Herodotus called the most warlike of all the Indians
should have given in so easily, and there are tales
current which speak of the stubborn resistance of
the last Dards. Thus at Nyerags the following
Samson-like story is told of the fall of those Dards:
"The Dards were besieged in their castle (probably
by Tibetans), and when their supplies of food and
water came to an end they resolved to die together.
So they all assembled in the central hall of the castle,
and the oldest man pushed away the stone on which
stood the central pillar supporting the roof, and the
falling roof buried them all." A story of the Hanu
Dards runs as follows: " T h e Tibetan kings, who
considered the people of Hanu their subjects, ordered
them to join the rest of the population in doing
forced labour. The king was opposed by an old
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Dard, who told him that the Dards considered it
beneath their dignity to be the slaves of a king.
This old man was now selected to work all by
himself in the presence of the king. But all means
failed to make him do any work, and at last he was
condemned to be immured. When the wall reached
up to his neck he was asked once more if he was
ready to work, but, as he still refused, the wall
was closed." Still, the old man does not seem
to have sacrificed his life in vain for his people ;
for an almost destroyed rock-inscription, a few
miles above the Hanu gorge, is still shown as the
edict of the king who released the Dards from
forced labour. Unfortunately, the name of the
king cannot be deciphered.
There is still a
proverb in use with regard to this incident : " You
cannot force labour on a Dard, just as you cannot put a load on a dog!" T o deprive the Dards
of Hanu of their national feeling, the last Tibetan
kings prohibited the use of the Dard language and
posted spies to report every individual who spoke
Dardi.
The disappearance of the Dards, at Kalatse for
instance, seems to have taken place in an altogether
peaceful manner, according to local tradition. All
those Dards who lived between Kalatse and the
little village of Skinding, moved down to Kalatse
or up to Skindiug, one after another, and were
quite satisfied to be Tibetanised. Only in a few
houses at Kalatse a prayer in Dardi is still
rendered to the guardian spirit of the house on
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New Year's Day, because this deity is supposed
to have not yet acquired a sufficient knowledge
of Tibetan.
As regards the religion of the ancient Dards, it was
probably the form of Buddhism which was prevalent
in the days of emigration at Gilgit. The many stone
images without date which are found all over Ladakh
testify to this, and many of them show a particularly
strong resemblance to those found about Gilgit (see
The Tribes of the Hindo Kush). But Buddhism does
not appear to have been very firmly rooted among
them, and their old traditions were hardly given up
for the sake of Buddhism. I n the hymnal mentioned
above we find a song of the origin of the world which
probably contains their most ancient ideas with regard
to that event. It is this :
How did the earth first grow ?
At first the earth grew on a lake.
What grew on the water?
On the water grew a meadow.
What grew on the meadow?
Three hills grew there.
What are the names of the three hills ?
The name of one hill is the "White Jewel Hill."
What is the name of another hill ?
The name of another hill is the " Red Jewel Hill."
What is the name of the one remaining hill?
The name of the one remaining hill is the " Blue Jewel Hill.''
What grew on the three hills?
Three trees grew there.
What are the names of the three trees ?
The name of one tree is the "White Sandal Tree,"
The name of another is the " Blue Sandal Tree,"
The name of the one remaining tree is the " Red Sandal Tree."
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What birds grew on the three trees?
Three birds grew on the three trees.
What is the name of one bird?
The name of one bird is "Wild Eagle."
What is the name of another bird?
The name of another bird is " Barndoor Hen."
What is the name of the one remaining bird ?
The name of the one remaining bird is " Blackbird."

The three mountains and trees are possibly thought
to exist one on top of the other, and thus to constitute
the three worlds in correspondence to the land of the
gods, of men, and of the water-spirits, of the Tibetan
pre-Buddhist religion. Also the system of colourswhite for heaven, red for earth, and blue for the lower
world-is the same as that of the Tibetans. But in
other respects the Dard system is different from the
Tibetan system. Thus, according to the Tibetans,
the earth i's formed out of the body of a giant, whilst
here it grows out of the water.
The Dards were great carvers on the rocks, and
some of the drawings of animals are quite works of
art (see Plates). But the drawings which are of the
greatest interest to us are those which show the Dards
in their original costumes. Such carvings I have discovered at Hunupata and at Kalatse. On the rocks
of Hunupata the Dard women are represented as
wearing long ungirded gowns and very high pointed
caps, a costume which agrees exactly with the one
still worn by the Dard women of Dras. The costume
of the Dard men, represented on the same rock, has
entirely disappeared, the reason being that at the
time of the last Ladakhi kings certain types of
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dress were ordered to be worn by the whole male
population.
On a rock near Kalatse, a Dard woman carrying
a basket on her back is represented. Her headdress
is considered by the present people of Kalatse to be
identical with the headdress of the present women of
Da, looking at it from the front. She wears her
gown tucked up very high, as the women of Da do
when working. On another rock at the same place
is a picture of a man hunting antelopes. His headdress looks like a flat hat furnished with a tie for a
tail. On other rocks near Kalatse men with something like flat hats on their heads can be seen.
From these carvings we may infer that the ancestors
of the Dards at Hunupata belong to the same tribe
as the Dards of Dras, and those of Kalatse to the
Dards of Da.
In the Tribes of Hindo Kwh, with regard to the
Dards of Da the supposition is expressed that this
tribe emigrated from Gilgit during the seventeenth
century. It is of course possible that single families
have emigrated as lately as that time. But the
emigration of the tribe as a whole must have taken
place at a much earlier date. The chief reasons for
my belief are again of a philological nature. If the
emigration had taken place during the seventeenth
century, it could hardly be explained why the dialect
of this particular tribe is so much at variance with
the present Dard language at Gilgit; whilst the Dras
dialect is still practically the same as the Gilgit
dialect. The Dards of Da must have been without
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connection with the Dards of Gilgit for a very long
time back, whilst the language areas of Dras and of
Gilgit never seem to have been separated by speakers
of other languages.
But the Dards of Da themselves may have given

Some of the more artistic rock-carvings from Kalatse, probably of
Dard origin. Approximate date, 1200A.D.

rise to the supposition of their late emigration. It is
an ancient Dard custom to bury the dead. Now, the
present Dards of Da, discovering the old burialground of their forefathers in a side-valley near Da,
jumped to the conclusion that their forefathers must
have been Mussulmans, because they observed that
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their Mussulman neighbours always bury their dead.
If the Dards had emigrated in Mussulman times, of
course, the date of their emigration would be rather
late.
Besides the custom of burial, the Dards are known
for many more strange customs, the origin of which
has not yet been explained satisfactorily. Thus they
do not breed fowls, nor do they eat their eggs ; the
milk of cows is also not used by them, although they
breed Dzos (the hybrid of the yak and common cow)
to sell them to other people.
The question very naturally arises, whether the
ancient Dards were illiterate or not. It is as yet
very difficult to decide this question definitely. Those
ancient inscriptions in Indian Brrihmt and Kharoshthi
characters of 200 B.c., which have been found at
Kalatse, more likely belong to the times of the
ancient Mons. However, in front of the ancient
Dard castle at Kalatse, there is a short inscription
in a later form of Indian character. This may be a
document of the civilisation of those Dards.
But more than literature the Dards enjoyed sports ;
and in many places, where their language has become
extinct, the game of polo which they introduced has
survived to the present day. This game, which was
played by the ancient Persians, as we know from
their monuments, fell into disuse. The Dards, however, kept it up. In the more western parts of
Western Tibet it is known better than in the eastern
parts. The most famous polo-ground in Ladakh
has been that of Chigtan, about which a song exists.
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Hut in Baltistan the game is still played in the old
ceremonial style, which reminds us of European
mediarval tournaments. Rock-carvings seem to tell
also of other entirely forgotten sports-for instance,
standing on the backs of bulls, and shooting arrows
whilst they were charging, and horse baiting. But
the commonest sport was hunting, and not only do
the rock-carvings refer to it, but in an ancient song
a hunting scene, with bow and arrow, which took
place at Gilgit on the occasion of a dance, is described
in full.
At Brushal and Gilgit
One hundred youths appear.
In the fertile village of Satsil
One hundred maids appear.
They form a great assembly at Gilgit ;
The lion-king of Gilgit appears at the head of the dancers.
Then all you girls, twirl your hands, to greet us !
All you boys, clap your hands, to greet us !
Hurrah for love ! Well done, hallo !
On the Ambir pass it ~nakes'' tarag " !
Take the arrow, then the bow, then the arrow-shafts and the
heads,
Oh boy that art clever at hiding I
Then, oh boy, clever at climbing ;
Then, oh boy, who art clever at imitating the antelope's cry ;
Then, oh boy, who art clever at getting out of sight,
There the ibex can be seen, the ibex can be seen in a herd !
Now take the arrow, oh boy ;
Now take the bow, oh boy ;
Then take the arrow-shafts and heads,
Oh boy that art clever at driving them together ;
Oh boy that art clever at driving them to heaps ;
Thou that art clever at singling out the best ;
Thou that art clever at shooting them !

...
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Offerings of flour, butter, milk, and water,
Must now be brought ! Honour to thee, oh God !
Now cut the flesh with a sharp knife ;
Roasted meat must be offered !
Cut it to pieces !
Give a mouthful to each of one hundred boys I
They will carry the meat in their pockets of leather ;
They will give some to father and mother, oh boy !
They will make presents of it to one hundred girls, oh boy !
Now we have come to happiness and abundance, oh boy I

AKCIENT BUDDHIST SCULPTURES FROM BALTISTAN.
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CHINESE RECORDS OF WESTERN TIBET,

SAY 640-760 A.D.

DURING
the seventh and eighth centuries several
Chinese Buddhists made pilgrimages to the famous
Buddhist shrines of North India. The Chinese are
noted for their historical and geographical acumen,
a faculty which the Indians do not possess. Thus
the diaries kept by the Chinese pilgrims on their
Indian tours are of the highest value for the study
of ancient Indian geography and archaeology. Unfortunately, none of these pilgrims apparently passed
through Western Tibet on their way from China to
India, and thus we have to be satisfied with a few
references to our territories which were made by
them when they arrived in the neighbourhood of
Western Tibet.
I t was believed for some time that one of the
earliest of them, Fa Nian, say 400 A.D., had passed
through our country, because the description he gives
of the kingdom of Kie cha in his diary might actually
39
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pass for a description of Ladakh. Therefore, General
Sir Alexander Cunningham accepted Kze cha as the
Chinese rendering of some ancient name of Ladakh ;
and Legge identified K i e cha with Skardo in Baltistan.
Modern scholars, in particular Dr M. A. Stein, have
proved, however, that Kie cha stands for Kashgar, in
Turkestan.
Hhen Tsang went on his pilgrimage about 640 A.D.
H e spent two years in Kashmir, and there seems to
have heard people occasionally mention the neighbouring districts of Western Tibet. Thus, he gives
a short description of the road to Baltistan, which he
calls P o - h - l o (the Chinese rendering of the ancient
name B d o v of that country). He says : " Since the
erection of this statue (of Maitreya in the streamlet
Tha-li-20, the modern Dayel, near a great monastery)
the law has spread considerably to the east. To
the east of this point, traversing the hills and the
valleys, ascending the Sin-tou (Indus), crossing
flying bridges, logs of timber, precipices, and
marshes, and proceeding in all 500 Zi, you come to
the country of Po-lu-lo." This description shows that
in those days travelling in the Western Himalayas
was not particularly pleasant, and difficulties and
obstacles only encountered now on branch roads
were then the ordinary features of the main
road.
There must have been some reason why the pilgrim
spent such a comparatively long time in Kashmir,
Kia-shi-mi-lo, as he calls it, and Dr Stein has the
following note on the point: "With all due respect
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for the spiritual fervour of the pilgrim and the excellence of his Kashmirian preceptors, it is difficult
to suppress the surmise that the material attractions
of the valley had something t o d o with his long
stay. T h e cool air of Kashmir, the northern aspect
of its scenery and products, have a t all times
exercised their powerful charm over those visitors
who, themselves born in colder climes, have come
to the valley from the heat and dust of the Indian
plains."
With regard to the situation of Po-Cu-lo (Baltistan),
Hhen Tsang makes the remark that it is found south
of Pho-mi-lo, the Pamir.
General Cunningham also believed that Hiuen
Tsang was speaking of Western Tibet under the
name of Mo-lo-fho, which name corresponds t o the
ordinary name Mar yuC of the Ladakhi kingdom
(Marpa = a man of Mar yul). He based his
opinion on Hiaen Tsang's remark that Mo-lo-pho
was situated on the other side of the mountains
when travelling from Kh-lzl-to (Kulu), and on the
fact that San-fho-ho is given as another name of
Mo-b-pho; and the word San-plro-ko reminded
Cunningham of the Tibetan name of the Indus
(tsangpo = river). But since his days Mo-lo-fko has
been looked for in other districts, and one of the most
recent attempts a t identifying it is that with Malva,
in India, by Vincent Smith. A s this is evidently a
failure, the question of the situation of Mo-lo-plio is
still open.
Further information respecting Western Tibet,
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from Chinese sources, is contained in the annals of
the Tang dynasty. Those were the days when the
Chinese pushed on towards the West with a great
amount of energy.
During the time of the Chinese progress in the
far West, Turkestan, Western Tibet, and Kashmir
became part of the celestial empire. These conquests took place during the first part of the eighth
century. From the Chinese annals we learn that
" the first embassy from Kashmir arrived at the
Imperial Court in or shortly after A.D. 713. In the
year 720 Tchen-tho-lo-pi-li, ruler of Kashmir, the
Chandrdpt'da of the Kashmir chronicles, was accorded
by imperial decree the title of king."
It is of some
interest to notice that the Kashmir book of chronicles,
the famous Riijataranginl, does not make the least
mention of the subjugation of Kashmir by China,
nor does it refer to the annual tribute that had
to be sent to China. The Kashmir policy of those
days seems to have been one of yielding to the
strong and bullying the weak. It looks as if the
Kashmir troops had not offered much resistance
to the Chinese, and as if the Kashmir king had
early sought the friendship of the Chinese. He
was apparently quite satisfied with his recognition
as a vassal king. It was different with Western
Tibet. Although the land was split up into a great
number of petty principalities, as will be shown more
fully in the next chapter, the Tibetans were ready
Quoted from Dr M. A. Stein's A~zcient Geo~rryaphy of
Kash~fiir.
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to fight; and the state which offered the most
serious obstacle to the progress of the Chinese was
Baltistan. Several expeditions became necessary
against Po-liu, as Baltistan was then called, and the
first of them took place some time between 736
and 747.
With a sufficient army at one's disposal, it could
not have been very difficult to gain a victory over one
or other of the numerous little kingdoms between
Leh and Kashmir which were continually at war
with each other; and this fact was recognised by the
next Kashmir king, Lalz'tdditya, or Muktdpfda, the
Mou-to-pi of the Chinese annals. W e boasted of his
victories over the Tibetans, and, although his expeditions against them were mere raids for the sake of
plunder, he pretended he had been engaged in serious
operations.
He sent an envoy called Ou-li-to to the Chinese
court. This man was to report the victories of
his master over the Tibetans, and at the same
time to solicit the establishment of a camp of
Chinese troops by the banks of the lake Mo-hoto-mo-looung (Mahdpadma, or VoZuv lake).
The
Kashmir king offered to provide all necessary
supplies for an auxiliary force of 200,000 men.
But the "Divine Khan" found it more convenient
to content himself with issuing decrees for the
sumptuous entertainment of the ambassador and
for the recognition of Moukt&ptda under the title of
king. " Since jthat time the relations of Kashmir
with the celestial empire and the payment of
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tribute from the former is said to have continued to
this day."
Of particular interest to us is that the Chinese
annals speak of " Great and Little Poliu " ; from this
we infer that the names of " Great and Little Tibet"
were known in those ancient days, Baltistan in
particular being called " Little Tibet." This name
is found often in the works of the later Kashmir
historians.
The political relations between China and the
northern kingdoms of India seem to have ceased
soon after the time of 021-khong,the Chinese pilgrim,
of whom we shall now speak. This was probably
due to the Chinese power under the later Tang
gradually losing ground in Central Asia before the
Uigurs and Tibetans.
Ou-hhong reached Kashmir in 759 A.D., and spent
a considerable time in the country. His remarks
concerning two of the three roads leading into
Kashmir are of some interest in relation to Western
Tibet. Dr Stein gives his information in the
following words: " In the east a road leads into
Thotl-fan, or Tibet; in the north there is a road
which reaches into Po-Zia, or Baltistan; the road
which starts from the ' western gate ' goes to Khientho-lo, or GandhPra. We have here a clear enough
description of the great routes through the mountains
which since ancient times have formed the main lines
of communication between the valley and the outer
Quoted from Dr M. A. Stein's Ancient Geography of
Kashmir.
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world.
The road to Thou-fan corresponds undoubtedly to the present route over the Zoji-la to
Ladakh and hence to Tibet. The road to Poliu is
represented by the present ' Gilgit Road,' leading into
the upper Kishangangl valley and thence to Skardo
on the Indus. The third route is by the Baramulla
gorge."
The Chinese pilgrims after 021-khorzg are of little
importance and need not be mentioned.
From the Chinese sources we hear of the first great
war which raged in Western Tibet, and although the
information is both vague and scanty, we can well
imagine that the country was shaken to its very
foundations by this continual warfare. It will be
fitting here to cite an ancient "call to arms" as
we find it in the Kesar epic, which was probably
composed after the model of a real "call to arms" of
bygone days. The women are also called to battle,
and Tibetan folklore speaks of several women who
were able to fight.
Thou host of the heavens, come to the fight,
And Wangpo Gyabzhin be at thy head !
Thou host of the earth, come to the fight,
And Mother Shyabdun be at thy head !
Thou host of the waters, come to the fight,
And Water-king Ljog-o be at thy head !
At the head of the heroes of Ling, Palle must stride ;
At the head of the women of Ling, Astag must ride !
At the head of the Lamas of Ling, Tsegu must ride ;
At the head of the Mons of Ling, Penag inust stride !
At the head of the smiths of Ling, Kayoc? shall ride ;
At the head of the Bhedas of Ling, Kang~ingsshall stride !
You boys who know how to use the sling, go to the war ;
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You girls who know how to use the spindle, go to the war I
Whoever can provide for himself, let him do so ;
Whoever cannot, let him be provided for at the castle of Ling I
Whoever has a horse of his own, let him bring it ;
Whoever has none, let him get one at the castle of Ling !
March off then towards the land of Hor,
And the king shall march in front of you all I

THE TIME OF THE TIBETO-DARD KINGDOMS,

WE now meet with the first Tibetan historical
records. They are of two kinds: there are records
on rocks and records on paper. With regard to
the political state of the country about 950 A D . , the
chronicles of Ladakh make the following remarks :
" A t that time Upper Ladakh was held by the
descendants of Gesar (Kesar), whilst Lower Ladakh
was split up into various independent principalities."
As we have shown in the previous chapters, the
irrigable valleys of Western Tibet had been brought
under cultivation by the Aryan tribes of the Mons
and Dards, and the latter especially exhibited an
extraordinary skill in the construction of watercourses along almost inaccessible cliffs. The products
of the fields were as welcome to the Tibetan nomads
as were the produce of the flocks to the Dard peasants,
and the lively barter which took place between the
two tribes apparently led to many matrimonial
47
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"bargains " as well, and so a race grew up which
combined the agriculturalist and the nomad. What
is beautiful, to our taste, in the features of the
present West Tibetans is due to their half-Dard
origin; and what is not, to their half-Tibetan
parentage. The growth of villages in many parts
of the country led to the formation of chieftainships,
or, in other words, to the state of things we find in
950 A.D.
From local tradition and inscriptions it is possible
to gather some scanty information about the various
states which were in existence before the time of
the Central Tibetan dynasty. At Leh there reigned
a dynasty of kings who derived their origin from
the mythical king Kesar; at Saspola people tell of
a king Badel, the constructor of the ancient fort
Alchi kargog. A t Kalatse there was a dynasty of
Dard kings whose fort was built on the bank of the
Indus, and whose last members were called Shirima,
Gya shin, and (probably) Tyi od, according to inscriptions. I t apparently came to an end between
I 150-1200
A.D.
At Lamayuru the paramount
power seems to have been a monastery. The villages
of Da and Garkunu were ruled by magspons, or
"dukes," just as the Raltis were ; but these villages
have always been independent of Baltistan. At
Kartse, near Kargil, reigned a dynasty of chiefs
who called themselves Tri ygyal, according to an
inscription; these altered their title into Tyi Sultan,
after they became Mussulmans. This dynasty lasted
down to the time of the Dogra war, but is extinct now ;
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the only dynasty of petty chiefs whose representatives
are still alive is the line of the Jobo vjes of Chigtan,
who altered their title to Purig Sultan, after they
became Mohammedans. This dynasty possesses a
written chronicle which goes back to the days when
its ancestors had not yet left Gilgit. It is a genuine
Dard dynasty.
Local tradition at Kalatse tells of the general
state of things in those days. There was continual
warfare between the many petty kings ; particularly
difficult were the harvest seasons. When the fruit
of the field was being cut, half of the men of the
village had to be on guard with bow and arrow,
whilst the other half reaped. Suddenly the men
of the village of Tagmachtg would turn up in full
armour and try to carry off the whole harvest, if
possible. A few days after the young men of
Kalatse would start on a raid to Tagmachig, to
pay these people back in their own coin.
It is astonishing to find that in those unsafe times
trade was carried on through Western Tibet, apparently between India and Yarkand. There are the
ruins of an ancient fortified custom-house, called
Balukar, not far from Kalatse. This custom-house
guarded an ancient bridge across the Indus, and the
custom-officer who was stationed there had the title
mdo gtsong gtso, " Lord of the trade in the lower
valley." As many ancient beads have been found
at this site, it is believed that the tax had to be paid
in kind and not in money ; for not a single coin
has as yet been discovered there. The ancient
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orthography employed in the inscription and other
circumstances make it probable that the inscription
was carved on the rock below the castle about
loo-~oooA.D., more probably under the Tibetan king
Tri shvong de tsan.
There are two ancient Central Tibetan kings, Mu
tri tsanjo and Tvi shrong de tsan, who claim to have
conquered Western Tibet during this period.
Turning to the religious condition of the country,
we remark that in those days there were apparently
two religions co-existent in Western Tibet : Buddhism
and Bonchos.
Buddhism had entered the country by two
channels: the ancient Mons had brought it from
India, and the Dards from Gilgit. During this
period Buddhism was strengthened by the emigration
of many Buddhist monks from Kashmir. Concerning
this emigration there exist written records, and one
of them is the Tibetan work Padma bRa btnng. The
emigration did not take place in coilsequence of
severe persecution ; it had its origin in the general
decline from Buddhism in Kashmir, which deprived
the monks of their sources of revenue. The time
when this emigration took place can be roughly fixed
at about 600-1000 A.D. When Hiuen Tsang visited
Kashmir, he found "the mass of the population addicted to the devas, and the monasteries few and
partly deserted." If Ou Rhong's account is correct, the
Buddhism of Kashmir looked a little more hopeful at
the time of his visit ; but after the destruction of the
famous monastery of NPlanda in the ninth century
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It was fast losing ground. The most famous among
the pupils of the Kashmir Buddhists who settled
in Ladakh was Lotsava Rinchen bzangpo. He
lived in the year 954 according to Schlagintweit.
According to the Tibetan historical work mentioned
above, the Kashmiri monks first settled at Sanid in
Zangskar, and built the Kanika monastery.' When
they had finished painting the pictures some paint
remained, and to make use of it they decided to
build another monastery at Sumdn in Piling, and
a third at AWL The fourth given in the record is
the M a t t g ~ umonastery. These monasteries can be
easily distinguished from the rest of the Ladakhi
monasteries, their special marks being the following:
the door beams and lintels are very thick and ornamented all over with mythological wood-carvings. Of
special interest are the galleries, if they have been
preserved, as, for instance, at Alchi, with their trefoiled
arches in genuine Kashmir style. The large hall is
decorated with paintings only: if there are images
in it nowadays they are later additions. These
paintings represent Buddhist saints, often nude and
in a standing position, and are sometimes painted on
oval medallions which rise a little above the surface
of the wall. Although only four monasteries are
mentioned in the Tibetan book, several more have
been built by Kashmiri emigrants, because in at least
It is remarkable that the monks of this monastery wear the
red garb. This shows that the yellow robe of such Zangskar
monasteries as, for instance, Gargya, was not introduced by the
Kashmir monks.
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two more ruined monasteries

K. Marx was able to

point out the characteristics given above. One he
discovered at Basgo and another at Chigtan. I have
visited the latter and discovered in the hall, besides
a Tibetan inscription by the chiefs of Chigtan, a
Sanskrit inscription in Kashmir Sarada characters.
The fact that by these monks the Sarada characters
were used seems to provide a clue to the nature
of the well-known stone images at Dras. General
Cunningham found on one of them an inscription
in Kashmir Sarada characters, and read the word
Maitreynn among others. As, however, the principal
figure represented in his opinion a woman, he did
not know what to make of it. According to the
judgment of the Ladakhis, the figure is not a woman,
but a plain Maitreya, and in these sculptures we
probably have a monument of the introduction of
Buddhist art from Kashmir.
The religion of the Tibetan part of the population
was from time immemorial the Bon chos. Although
without a systematised religion for centuries, the
contact with Buddhism taught the advisability of
systematising the Bon chos and accepting certain
forms from Buddhism. Thus lists of the water-spirits
( k h ) and other spirits were drawn up and monasteries
founded. I am told that in some parts of Tibet Bonfo
monasteries are still in existence. The most famous
Bonfo monastery of Ladakh, according to popular
tradition, was the Yzlrigdyung monastery (now called
Lamayurz~or Yzlrzl). It was called after the svartika
(in Tibetan yuagdrung), one of the symbols of the
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Bon chos, as well as of Buddhism and many other
religions.
In the folklore of Western Tibet much of the
unsystematised Bon chos seems to have been
preserwd, and the religious system of West Tibetan
folklore has been drawn up by me under the name of
gLing chos. The main features of this religion are the
following :-The world consists of three great realms :
the land of the gods, or heaven, which is of white
colour ; the land of men, or the earth, of red colour ;
and the land of the water-spirits, or lower world, of
blue colour. There is a king reigning in heaven as
well as in the under-world, but the greatest in power
on the earth is the " earth-mother." There is a huge
tree, the tree of the world, growing through all the
three realms. It has its roots in the under-world and
its highest branches in heaven. The king of heaven
is asked to send one of his sons as king to the earth,
and around the story of the mission of the youngest
son of the king of heaven to the earth the national
epic of Tibet in general, and Western Tibet in
particular, has grown up.
Different from the national epics of other nations, the
Tibetan national epic has not been preserved in one
single version. Almost every village of Western
Tibet has a version of its own which generally differs
much from the version of the next village. But there
is a version in existence which we may call the
" official version." Lamaism took hold of this famous
topic, and a poem was composed in which the ancient
pre-Buddhist religious system was reconciled with
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Buddhism. This poem has, however, not achieved
any popularity in Western Tibet. Here people
prefer to listen to the village bard, when he sings to
them the ancient songs, quaintly intermingled with
passages in prose. The following is an abstract
-.
giving the main drift of the national epic .*
I. The forefather sows some seed, and a huge tree
grows, from which a harvest of much fruit is obtained.
The fruit is stored in a barn, and many worms come
out of it. They eat up each other, until only one
big worm remains. This changes into a boy, who
marries eighteen girls, from whom the eighteen
Agus (the heroes of the epic) are born. Then the
boy kills a giant and builds the world out of
his flesh and bones, in particular the castle of
Ling. The Agus go to a very distant castle, from
which they rob the treasures and store them up
at Ling.
11. The king of heaven is assisted by one of the
Agus when fighting the devil, and the Agu is allowed
to ask a boon. He asks that one of the sons of the
king of heaven may be sent to the earth as king.
The youngest, Dongrub, is sent. He dies in heaven
and is re-born on earth to a woman who had swallowed
him in the form of a hailstone. Although he is the
glorious King Kesar of Ling, he often exchanges
his glorious appearance for a very poor outside,
and also makes himself invisible. The traitor
among the Agus makes some unsuccessful attempts
to kill him.
111. Kesar is to be married to the maiden Bru.guma,
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but her parents object to give him their daughter on
account of his beggarly appearance. He has to
accomplish several impossible tasks : peeling the skin
a huge yak who stretches from one hill to another,
tting a wing off the sun-bird. He succeeds,
and is accepted as son-in-law.
IV. The King of China becomes ill, and Kesar alone
is able to heal him. The road to China is very
difficult to find ; besides, there are obstacles of many
kinds, water, hills, snowstorms, ice, stones flying
about in the air, male and female ogres. All are
overcome, and the King of China is healed. The
daughter of the king runs away with Kesar. As,
however, the treasures of the king are carried off by
the couple, Kesar is followed and thrown into a pit with
three dragons. Kesar escapes in the shape of a fly,
and goes to Ling with his new bride. Meanwhile the
traitor among the Agus has seized the castle and
turned out Bruguma. The traitor as well as the King
of China are punished, and Kesar lives happily with
his two wives.
V. Kesar goes to the North to conquer the giants of
the North. Bruguma, who wants to accompany him,
is sent back. After many difficulties Kesar arrives
before the giant's castle, but does not find the giant
at home. The giant's wife takes him in, and both
have a happy time together. The giant's approach
is indicated by an earthquake, and Kesar is hid by
the lady in a hole underneath the ground. Although
the giant smells at once the presence of a human
being, he is pacified by his wife and induced to go to
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sleep. When he is fast asleep, Kesar is brought out
of the hole and kills the giant.
VI. Whilst Kesar was away, the King of Hor had
overrun the land of Ling and stolen Bruguma.
message is carried to Kesar by storks,
starts to save her. I n the land of Hor he takes
service at a smith's, and learns the trade. With
the help of an iron rope made with the assistance
of the smith, Kesar ascends the castle of Hor and
kills the king in a wrestling contest.
Bruguma,
who is not quite without fault in the affair, is
punished, and then both live happily together at the
Ling castle.
Although there are many general features in the
epic which remind us of Aryan and European myths,
the groundwork of the sagas is apparently of
Indo-Chinese origin, as almost the same tales are
found in Chinese folklore. When, however, the
similarity of minor features of the sagas with
European and Indian tales is very great, we may
suspect that in such cases the influence of the Mon
and Dard colonies on this ancient literature makes
itself felt.
I imagine that about the year 1000A.D. the popularity of the Kesar saga was very great. Personal
names were taken from the saga. The dynasty of
the ancient kings of Leh called itself after Kesar ; at
Kalatse the name of rGya zhilt (the name of Kesar's
heavenly father) occurs not only in a king's name
but also in the names of other men, as is proved by
rock-inscriptions. Also the name of the ancient
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castle at Spadurn contains the same word. I t was
called Spa durn rgya J i pholad sku mkhav
I add a poem taken from the Kesar cycle (Ladzkki

Oh, my clever king !
When thou goest to the upper land of the gods,
And seest all the fairies of heaven,
Then do not forget thy wife from the land of men !
Oh, my wise lord I
When thou goest to the upper land of the gods,
And seest all the beauties among the fairies,
Then do not reject Bruguma from the land of men !

Oh, my clever king I
When thou goest to the lower land of the nixes,
And seest all the lady-nixes of it,
Then do not forget thy wife from the land of men !
Oh, my wise lord !
When thou goest to the lower land of the nixes,
And seest all the beauties among its ladies,
Then do not reject thy helpmate from the land of men !

THE INAUGURATION OF THE CENTRAL TIBETAN
DYNASTY A N D ITS FIRST KINGS, ABOUT
1400 A.D.

900-

ON most inscriptions the Ladakhi kings call themselves " descendants of Nya tri tsanpo" (gNya hhn*
btsanpo), the first king of Tibet, whose date is about
zoo or 300 B.C. But, although these kings are very
proud of belonging to the family of the great kings
of Tibet, they do not wish to be reminded of the fact
that their special ancestor, after whom their dynasty
branched off from the Central Tibetan dynasty, was
Langciarma, the famous " Julian the Apostate" of
Buddhism. Although Buddhism had been introduced
into Central Tibet about 400 A.D., it did not become
a great religion until King Shrong tsan sgampo, about
629 A.D., openly accepted it and used his influence to
let it spread over the whole of Tibet. Still, for about
two more centuries, it had to fight for its existence,
as the adherents of the ancient Bon chos of Tibet
were not willing to give up their national creed for
one introduced from a foreign country.
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About goo A.D. the hope of the friends of the Bun
chos was centred in Prince Langdarma. Although
Langdarma was older than his brother Ralpachan, he
excluded from the succession on the ground that
inimical to Buddhism. However, he got his
chance when his brother was strangled by the enemies
of Buddhism. His first measure was to deprive
the monasteries of the conditions of tenure, and, in
consequence of this, many Indian pandits left Tibet.
But the king found that these had not sufficient effect,
and he began to persecute Buddhism openly. He was
not quite without humour in his anger. Half of the
many Buddhist monks had to become butchers, and
the other half hunters. Whoever did not show a
liking for his new profession was decapitated. But
when Langdarma thought that he had succeeded in
annihilating Buddhism, the snake which he thought
he had crushed bit him. A Buddhist hermit put on
a robe, black on the outside and white inside, because
only black clothing (the colour of the Bon chos) was
allowed to be worn in those days. But underneath
his coat he kept a bow and arrow in readiness. He
approached the king, as if he were a suppliant, and
threw himself down on the floor. When Langdarma
walked up to him, he suddenly rose and shot t h e
king through his heart. Then, in order not to be recognised by those who had seen him enter in black, he
put on his dress with the white outside and escaped.
This Langdarma is the special ancestor of the
Western Tibetan kings. There is still an interesting
reminiscence of Langdarma in the mode of dressing
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the hair of the Ladakhi ex-kings. They wear long
hair to cover the middle part of the head. People
say that Langdarma had to wear his hair in this
fashion to cover two horns, each an inch long, w
grew out of his head. These horns pro
Langdarma was a devil in his rBle of " Julian the
Apostate" of Buddhism. But the idea of his having
horns may have been suggested by the first part of
his name, which means "ox."
We are now entering the domain of Western
Tibetan historiography, which, though not of classical
value, as K. Marx justly remarks, is of the greatest
importance for the student of history. Although it
does not enable us to fix exact dates for the Ladakhi
kings, it enables us to fix approximate dates with a
great amount of certainty. It forms the backbone of
the following outline of history, and quotations or
information from it will always be marked thus
Fortunately, we are able in many cases to
enlarge on it, as documents on stone and paper will
become more and more plentiful as we proceed.
[ Langdarma had a legitimate son from the lesser
queen, called Oddrung (about 925-950) ; but there
was also an illegitimate son of the great queen, called
Yumstan, and it was the latter who seized the
government of Central Tibet. ]
[Odshrung's son was LrEfaL Kortsan (Lde @a2
Khor btsan), about 950-975.1
[Ldepal kortsan had two sons-Skyid ide nyima
gon (about 975-1000) and Trashi tsegspal. Both
were robbed of all their possessions in Central Tibet
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by Yumstan, and fled to Western Tibet (called Ngani
in those days). Trashi tsegspal became king of the
most eastern portion of Western Tibet, called YarI
.
lung But Skyid lde nyima gon conquered Western
Tibet uompletely, although at the outset his army
numbered only 300 horsemen.
On his way to Western Tibet he was once in such
straitened circumstances that he had nothing to eat
but eggs and fish. Now, his servants brought him
this dish covered with a large napkin. From this it
has come to be a custom with the kings of Tibet to
use the so-called giant's napkin, which custom is still
observed by the kings of Ladakh.]
The Dard people of Garkunu sing a song of King
Nyima gon (which means something like " Sun-lord ")
and his son Zlaba gon (which means something like
" Moon-lord "). According to this song Zlaba gon is
killed by a Lama. Although I do not believe that
Nyima gon had a son Zlaba gon, I presume that the
Dard people, who were conquered by Nyima gon,
knew that he was a descendant of Langdarma, who
had been murdered by a Lama, and later on mixed
up his forefather and son. But a song like this is
one of the most certain proofs that the whole of
Western Tibet was actually conquered by this king.
[The principal towns and castles said to have been
built by Nyima gon are: Karmar in Rutog in the
horse-year ; Tseshogyari (not known) in the sheepyear ;' several villages in Dam and Lag (probably
As these are the first dates given in the West Tibetan
chronicles, it will be in place to say a few words about Tibetan
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in the Upper Sutlej valley), and Nyizungs in Purang,
from which place he also obtained his wife.]
He is also, apparently, the king who ordered t*
principal sculpturesat Sheh, which arenowadays known
as Sman la, to be executed. In an inscription'he says
that he had them made for the religious benefit of
the Tsanfo (the dynastical name of his father and
ancestors), and of all the people of Ngavis (Western
Tibet). This shows that already in this generation
Langdarma's opposition to Buddhism had disappeared.
[ L k a chex palgyigon, about 1000-1025. Nyima gon
had three sons, among whom he divided his kingdom.
But it seems to have been understood that the younger
brothers were in some degree of vassalage under their
elder brother ; for the kings of Leh continually claimed
authority over the entire kingdom of Nyima gon.
chronology. The Tibetans as well as the Chinese have cycles
of sixty years, which are differentiated by numbers. The first
Tibetan cycle begins with the year 1024 A.D. (1026, according
to Waddell). This great cycle of sixty years contains smaller
cycles of twelve years each, the single years of which are named
after twelve animals. T o be able to distinguish between the
same animal years within the cycle of sixty, the animals' names
are coupled with the names of the Tibetan five elements. Thus
a date is complete if the following is given : I. The number of
the great cycle ; 2. the animal of the little cycle ; 3. the element.
For instance, the water-ox year of the fourteenth cycle is the
year 1853. But in most cases the date is not given complete
enough to be of much use. In the most ancient dates, as in
the present case, only the animal's name is given. Some time
between 1500 and 1600 the Ladakhis began to combine the
animal's name with that of the element. Dates furnished also
with the number of the cycle of sixty do not occur before the
nineteenth century.

SCULPTURES A T SHEH. IMAGE OF MAITREYA, RAISED PROBAB1.Y
BY KING NYIMAGON, ABOUT 975 A.D.

Photo by H. B. Marx.
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Lha chen palgyi gon, the eldest, received Ladakh
proper, from the Zoji Pass to Kutog and the goldmine of Gog. The name Gog is probably used in
error for Grog, pronounced Dog, the Thog of the
maps, east of Rutog. His portion was not only the
largest, but certainly the most beautiful part of the
empire.
Trashis gon, the second, received a long and narrow
strip of country along the northern slope of the
Himalayas, of which Purang and Guge are the bestknown provinces.
Lde tsug gon, the youngest, received the southern
provinces of the kingdom, of which Zangskar, Lahoul,
and Spiti are best known. His portion was the
smallest. ]
Nothing is known about Trashis gon's descendants.
Of Lde tsug gon's descendants eight generations
are known. This line of kings has become famous
through its connection with the Buddhist teacher
Atisa. The best known of its kings are Yeshes o d
and ]ang chub od.
On the accompanying map the empire of King
Nyima gon with its three divisions is shown.
[Drogon and Chosgon, about 1025-1050, were the
two sons of Lha chen palgyi gon.] As in several
other cases, nothing besides the names is as yet known.
[Lha chen dragspa Me, about 1050-1075, was the
son of Drogon.]
[Lha chen jang chub semspa, about I 075-1 I 00, was
the son of the preceding.]
[Lka cken rgyalpo, about 1100-1125, the son of
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the preceding. He built the first real Lamasery in
the country at Likir near Saspol, and caused a
brotherhood of Lamas to settle down there. ] Likir
looks a little out of the way ; but in those days
Likir was a town on the great trade road. Before
the present road along the Indus was cleared by the
blasting of many rocks, the ordinary route to Leh
was by Tingmogang, Hemis, and Likir. I have
visited the monastery and found it a very stately
building indeed; but its present shape seems to go
back only to about the time when it adopted the
reformed doctrine (see later). Still, its foundations and
some of the wood-work and pictures are certainly old.
Most of the wall-paintings were renovated recently.
A very beautiful pencil-cedar close to the monastery
is said to have been planted by Lha chen rgyalpo.
[Also the recluses that lived in the neighbourhood
of the three lakes (Panggong, etc.) he provided for
a long time, with untiring zeal, with the necessaries
of life. When they were numerous there were about
five hundred ; when few, one hundred. ]
In a popular saying, in which all the most ancient
things of Ladakh are put together, the Likir monastery
is given as the most ancient monastery, although
those erected by Kashmiri monks are certainly older.
[Lha chen Utpala, about I 125-1 150, the son of
Lha chen rgyalpo. He united the forces of Upper
and Lower Ladakh, subjected all the vassal chiefs,
and even conquered a new province, Lowo, east of
Purarig]; so that his empire was perhaps even
greater than that of Nymia gon. [All the vassal

BRAGNAG CASTLE A T KALATSE.
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chiefs had to pay tribute and attend the annual
council. He also invaded Kulu, and the King of
Kulu bound himself by oath, " so long as the glaciers
of the Kailasa do not melt away, or the Manasarowar
Lake dry up, to pay his tribute to the King of
Ladakh," in particular Dzos and iron. ] This treaty
remained i n force at least down to the times of King
Sengge namgyal. It may be asked : Why did he
not annihilate the vassal princes ? Eastern policy
does not seem to have thought that advisable. Wars
were only entered upon with the desire to fill one's
pockets. These conquerors knew very well that a
great deal more money could be squeezed out of a
country if the
----___.
old chieftain remained in it.
[Lka cken Naglug, about 1150-1175, the son of
the former. This king built the palace at Wanla in
the tiger year, and Kalatse in the dragon year.
With regard .to the building of Kalatse, the following inay be added : Before the advent of the Central
Tibetans, there used to be a Dard colony at Kalatse.
These Dards had their stronghold in a castle about
a mile above the present village, on the brook. The
ruins of this castle, as well as of extensive fields and
watercourses, can still be seen in the valley. The
local Dard chieftains of Kalatse had their castle on
the bank of the Indus, to guard a bridge. This
bridge was built in opposition to the Balu khar
bridge, three miles off, probably to draw the trade to
their own territories. King Naglug is credited with
having built the Bragnag castle on the rock towering
above Kalatse, and in the popular saying of all t h e
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most ancient things, cited above, the Kalatse castle
is called the first castle in the country, and popular
tradition adds that it had to accommodate sixteen
families. Besides, King Naglug seems to have constructed the first bridge across the Indus in the very
same place where the present bridge is. The reason
was certainly to draw the trade to his new bridge and
thus secure the taxes. There still exists a stone
inscription in close vicinity to the present bridge,
which records the first construction of a bridge in
this place and gives the dragon year (the date given
in the chronicles as the date of the building of
Kalatse) as the date of the construction of the
bridge. But the proper name of the king is not
given. The inscription simply speaks of "the great
king." The edict ends up with a threat to all who
might feel inclined to damage the new bridge. And
this threat may have been necessary, because the
Dard kings of Kalatse may not have wished to see
it exclusively used. The threat runs as follows :Whoever thinks evil of it in his heart,
Let his heart rot !
Whoever stretches his hand towards it,
Let his hand be cut off!
Whoever harms it with his eye,
May his eye become blind 1
Whoever does any harm to the bridge,
May that creature be born in hell 1

[Lha chengebhe and Gebum, about

I I 75-1200,

were

the sons of Lha chen naglug.]
[Lha chen joldor, about I zoo- r 225, was probably
the son of Gebhe. ]
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I 22 5- I 2 50,

was the son of Joldor.]
[Lha~gyal,about 1250-1275. H e was the son of
Trashis gon. ] According to my theory, propounded
elsewhere, the full name of this king was Lka then
Kzcnga na7rtgynZ. This name has been preserved to
us on an ancient sculpture near the village of Daru.
The principal sculpture represents a Viyi.aflnni
(Phyagrdor) as its central figure. Vajrapani seems
to have been the favourite deity of this king ; for [he
ordered a treatise on the Vajra point (the ~ G y n d
rdovje memo) to be copied in gold. Besides this, he
ordered two other voluminous Lamaist works to be
copied in gold on indigo-tinted paper]. This is the
first record of the introduction of Lamaist literature
into Western Tibet.
[Lha chen jopal (dpal), about I 275- I 300, the son of
the preceding. This king performed royal as well as
clerical duties to such perfection that he reached
Nirvana.
In a popular song the happy days under
King Jopal are described : under this king people
became so rich that they wore hats of gold, and
their mouths never became empty of tea and beer.
Masters and servants alike spent their days in frolic
and merriment.
[ Lha chen ngorub (dngos gmb), about I 300-1 325,
Jopal's son. During the reign of this king the
usage of novices going to Central Tibet was first
introduced.]
This arrangement was not only the
death-blow to the Bon-religion of Ladakh, which had
probably lingered on down to that time; it meant

1
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also the end of the ancient forms of Indian Buddhism,
which had had their principal seats in the grand
monasteries erected by the Kashmir emigrants.
Individuality was stamped out, and Lhasa became
a literary centre. Apart from this the nation of
Western Tibet, which had a very great gift for
poetry, was prevented from developing a national
literature. Without the authority of Lhasa nothing
could attain to any popularity; so we find that
national literature, with few exceptions, is not found
in the country. But the high standard of West
Tibetan folklore shows plainly what a high position
the literary genius of the people would have taken
had it been given free and fair play. In accordance
with his plan of bringing Central Tibetan literature
to a prominent position in his country [this king
ordered the colossal Tibetan Encyclopaedia of
Lamaism, called Kangyur (a library of 108 volumes)
to be copied twice, and a book of secret spells to be
copied many times. He also repaired the monasteries
which had been built by his ancestors, probably those
in particular which had been built by Lha chen gyalpo
at Likir and on the lakes. Not content with that, he
made costly offerings to Buddha of gold, silver,
copper, coral beads, pearls, etc.
[Lha chen gyalbu ~ifichen, about I 325-1 350, the
son of Lha chen ngorub. ] That is all that we learn
about him from the Ladakhi chronicles, and it is
strange that no more is said of him, because for three
generations before him the accounts have been a
little fuller and grow in fulness after him. I t is also
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remarkable that he is called gyalbu, prince. The
epithet iha chen, great god, is the common title of all
West Tibetan kings. An explanation is found in
the chronicles of Kashmir, the famous Raja taranginl.
Although the second part of this historical work,
after I 150, by Jonaraja, has not yet been critically
treated by a great scholar, we know enough of it to
trace Prince Rinchen's career. The following is quoted
from Sir Walter Lawrence's account of the history of
Kashmir :" At the beginning of the fourteenth century, when
Simha Deva was king, Kashmir was a country of
drunkards and gamblers. It was a most fitting time
for the Tartar king Zulkadar Khan to invade the
country. Helpless Simha Deva fled to Kishtawar,
and the Tartars slaughtered the people, took slaves,
and set fire to the city of Srinagar. After an
occupation of eight months, the Tartars, who had
depopulated the valley, found provisions scarce and
tried to get out of Kashmir by the southern passes,
but snow overtook them, and Zulkadar Khan and his
army and his Kashmiri captives perished.
" Meanwhile Ram Chand, the commander-in-chief
of Simha Deva, had been trying to keep up some
semblance of authority in the valley, and when the
Tartars departed he moved down and drove out the
Gaddis, who had come in on a raid.
" Ram Chand had with
him two men who were
destined to play an important part in the history of
Kashmir. One was Shah Mirza, from Swat, at whose
birth it was prophesied that he would become king of
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Kashmir ; the other was Xainchatt Shah, who, having
quarrelled with his father, the king of Tibet, came as
an adventurer to the valley.
" Rainchan Shah (or Rinchana Bhoti, Rinchen the
Tibetan, as he is called by Cunningham) seems to be
none other than the Tibetan ' Prince Rinchen.' I t
has always been the custorn among the West Tibetan
kings to make the heir-apparent assistant to his father,
when he reached manhood. A s regent, Rinchen held
different opinions from his father. Kinchen left
Ladakh apparently after a son had been born to him,
for there is no break in the line of succession.
"Before many days passed, Rainchan Shah broke
with Ram Chand, and, with the assistance of his
Tibetans, attacked and killed him. This took place
at Lahara Rotta, the present Lay, in the Sind valley.
H e then married K u t a Rani, Ram Chand's daughter,
and proclaimed himself king, I 323 A.D. (Cunningham
calls the daughter Ram Chand, and her father Sena
Deva. He gives 1 3 1 5, and, in another place, the
middle of the fourteenth century as the date of the
event. Also J. C. Dutta's date, I 323, is only approximately correct. Thus we may say that the event took
place some time between I 3 I 5 and I 350.)
" Rainchan Shah, who had no strong convictions,
found it necessary to adopt one or the other forms of
faith which existed in Kashmir. H e could not become
a Hindu, because none of the Hindu castes would
admit him t o their brotherhood. O n e morning he
saw a Mohammedan a t his prayers, and, admiring this
form of devotion, he adopted Mohammedanism and
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took the name of Sadr ud din. He built the Jama
mosque and a great shrine for Bulbul Shah, the man
whose devotion he had admired. T h e shrine is still
known by the name ' Bulbul Lankar.'
"After a short reign of two and a half years Rinchen,
the first of the Mussulman kings of Kashmir, died.
His widow married first a brother of the old king,
Simha Deva, and afterwards Shah Mirza, who became
king of Kashmir and thus fulfilled the prophecy about
him."
It is incredible that the news of Rinchen's accession
to the throne of Kashmir was not made known in
Ladakh. T h a t no mention is made of this in the
Tibetan chronicles may be due t o his change of
religion. That is the sin which the Lamas who wrote
the chronicles could not forgive, and we shall meet
with a very similar case later on.
I t may be said that Rainchan Shah could just as
well have hailed from Zangskar, Purig, or Baltistan.
That is quite possible, but, in the absence of any
historical records about these countries, we are glad
that there are three distinct facts which point to the
identity of Gyalbu Rinchen with Rainchan Shah, viz.,
I. the coincidence of time ; 2. the identity of the
name; 3. the fact that the Tibetan record speaks of
Rinchen only as a " prince." l
[ L k a chen shesrab, about 1350-1375, the son of
Gyalbu Rinchen. H e built the hamlet Sengge sgang
on the top of the Hangtsemo rock, at Sabu, six miles
Another account of Prince Rinchen's career, according to
material supplied by L)r Vogel, is given in the Appendix.
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south-east of Leh, and made it a dependency of the
Chang castle at Sabu.]
The Chang castle was
apparently one of the royal castles which, in the
absence of the king, was occupied by his nominee,
who received taxes from all the villages round about.
I visited the site, and people told me that the rock
was called Hlangtse~no(gIang rtsemo) and the castle
ShangRar or even Sangkar; but the name of the
village Sengge sgang was not known. Local tradition
still speaks of the Sangkar castle as the beginning of
Sabu. The site is on the ridge of mountains west of
Sabu, and I found the hillside covered with ruined
houses. I t does not seem to have been occupied for
a long time. The eastern side of the valley being
more sunny, the king's minister moved there with the
whole population, and built the village of Sabu and
the " minister's castle," which is now in ruins. An
ancient chorten below the ruined village of Sertgye
sgang seems to go back to the time of its creation.
On one of the last hills a t the end of the western
range of mountains are the ruins of a watch-tower
which enabled the ministers of Sabu to overlook the
country from their castles.
[ L h n d e n tri tsug Ide (Khvi btsug Me), about
1375-1400,
the son of Shesrab. H e built one row
of chortens numbering 108 at Leh, and two such
rows at Sabu.]
These rows of chortens, which
were the forerunners of the mani-walls of which we
shall hear later 011, usually consist of chortetls not
higher than two or three feet, and in their dilapidated
condition reseinble low walls, built at random anyhow
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across the desert. But those built by kings are at
least six feet high. Of those at Sabu there is still a
fragment left, of about six yards. I t looks as if the
other portion of it had been carried away by a flood.
This is the last of the ancient kings, about whom
we have but scanty information ; and before we enter
the next period of history, let u s listen to a passage
from the ancient epic on King Nyima gon.
Oh Father Nyirna gon,
Do not go a-hunting !
In my dream last night
I saw something bad in my dream.
I, a boy, had to die !
I saw the colour of blood on my golden saddle.
I shall no more dance to the sound of trumpets and clarinets. '
Oh king, do not go a-hunting,
T h y son Zlava go11 has to die !

VII
T H E DAYS OF THE G R E A T R E F O R M E R TSONGKAPA,
A N D THE FALL O F T H E F I R S T DYNASTY,
ABOUT 1400-1 580.

FROM1378-1441

A . D . ~ there

lived i n Tibet a great
Lama, whose name was Tsongkapa. He found the
Buddhism of Tibet in at least as rotten a state as it
is now, and determined to reform it. He sat down
to study the writings of the founder of this religion,
and soon discovered that there were great discrepancies between what ought to have been and
the actual facts. Among other discoveries which
he made in the field of Lamaism was this, that the
dress of the Lamas in no way corresponded with that
of the early Buddhists. I t was red and theirs yellow.
Thus he resolved to found a new sect called the
"virtuous ones," and to raise the moral standard of
the monks to the standard, if possible, of the early
Indian Buddhist monks. He would also have liked
These numbers are given in Griinwedel and Pander's
Pantheon. Sarat Chandra Das gives 1418 as the year of
'I'songkapa's death.
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to exchange the red dress for the yellow, but public
opinion seems to have been against it. People had
got so much accustomed to the red garment of
the Lamas that they would not have shown respect
Thus Tsongkapa
to a Lama in yellow dress.
contented himself with the introduction of yellow
caps and scarves. And, as with the dress, so
it was with the morals. They could be raised
only as high as public opinion would pertnit them
to be.
About 1400 A.D. there were two kings in Western
Tibet. Tri tsug lde had two sons : Lha chen dragfa
bum Me, popularly called Lde, and Dragspa bum,
generally known as Dragspa. Although Lde was the
eldest and ought to have been king alone, Dragspa
would not yield, and took possession of part of the
kingdom. The two brothers were of very different
character. Lde was of a mild and merciful disposition ;
Dragspa was fierce, gloomy, and inconsiderate. Lde
was religiously inclined ; Dragspa did not care in the
least about his future state. Lde was thoughtful
about even the low-caste people among his subjects ;
Dragspa could not bear the idea of having a brother
king beside him.
[Lde commenced his career with the erection of
a number of religious buildings. First he erected the
"Red College," probably the one on the Namgyaltsemo hill behind Leh, and, perhaps on the same hill,
a wood and clay statue of Maitreya, in a sitting
posture, 25 feet high. There is a statue of this
description on Namgyaltsemo hill, the head of which
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reaches through the ceiling of the first story. But
the statues of Manjushri and Vajrapani, which are
said to have been on the right and left, are no more,
although there are traces of the pedestal of at least
one of them. Many frescoes which this king is
reported to have caused to be painted can be seen in
the same temple. He also built a triple temple, one
surmounting the other, on the pattern of an ancient
temple erected by King Yeshes dd of Zangskar ..at
.
Toling, about 954, on the Upper Sutlej.]
Where
that is has not yet been traced.
With more certainty the sites of the following
edifices can be fixed : [The little monastery, for
four Lamas, which he built on the crag resembling an
elephant, in the lower part of the Leh valley, the
ruins of which are still extant; and the colossal
chorten, the largest in all Ladakh, which he built over
the "Yellow Crag," about one mile above Leh. It
was erected because some " fatality " had occurred at
Leh]. This sounds rather mysterious, but I think
that the results of modern excavations, carried on
occasionally by some of the missionaries, throw some
light on the matter. We discovered in close vicinity
to the chorten an ancient grave, with numerous
entire skeletons, the skulls of which were of distinctly
dolicho-cephalic shape, and several well-preserved
clay-pots, some of which were ornamented with a
dark red design. As far as we can make out, this
grave goes back to Dard times. Another grave was
discovered close by, but not opened. There seem to
be a number of other graves in the neighbourhood.
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The "fatality" which had occurred at Leh was probably a serious illness of some important personage
or an infectious disease, and the spirits of the old
Dards who roamed about in the vicinity were
To make their
suspected to be the authors.
excursions ineffective the magic power of a huge
chorten seems to have been considered sufficient.
Thus over the ancient burial-ground [the Teu
trashi o d to was erected, containing 108 temple
shrines, and of the shape of a chorten].
When
King Lde had done all this he believed he had
gained enough religious merit, for he said : [ If I die
now it matters not].
But there was more in store for him to d o ; for
about that time an embassy from the famous
Tsongkapa arrived in Ladakh. Of this event the
chronicles say: [ A t that time it came to pass that
the Omniscient of the period of degeneration, the
great Tsongkapa, having in his possession a Tse pag
med (literally "eternal life ") about as long as a
finger-joint, which originated from the blood of his
nose ( I believe that it was a short summary of his
doctrines, perhaps written with his own blood), entrusted the same to two ascetics and said : " Give it
either to the one called Dragspa, or to the one called
Lde ! " When the two arrived in Western Tibet,
the one called Dragspa was in Nubra. They went
into his presence, but he did not deign to look at it
with so much as one eye. So they went on to Leh.
On the morrow the king gave command, " At to-day's
council, whoever attends, be it ascetic or a low-caste
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man, Bheda,' Mon, or Shoemaker, he should not be
refused admittance." Now, when the two ascetics
came into his presence, the Icing rose and went to
meet them. They made over the present, and the
king was delighted with it].
T h e first consequence of the reformer's embassy
was that King L d e [built the Spitug monastery;
though in reality he did not build it, but it came
into existence by a miracle]. This monastery was
the first in Ladakh o f " the virtuous sect," founded by
Tsongkapa. T h e most important other monasteries
of the same sect ill Ladakh which were founded in
course of time by other kings were : the Sangkar
monastery near Leh, the Rirdzong monastery near
Hemis shugpachali (this is not yet a century old),
and the Trigtse monastery, twelve miles above Leh
on the Indus. Several other monasteries exchanged
the old doctrine for the new; for instance, Likir.
[ King L d e caused many brotherhoods of Lamas to
settle in the country. ]
From what has been said it would appear that
King Lde's piety was no more than an outward form.
From an edict carved on the living rock a t Mulbe
we learn, however, that his religious sense was of
a high type, and that it was his earnest desire to
purify the Buddhism of his country. One of the
Bheda is a Sanskrit word meaning "difference." As the
caste of the Bhedas is still lower than that of the Mons, I believe
that they are the descendants of the servants of the ancient
Mons, who by their name had pointed out that they were not
equal to them.
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best known doctrines of Buddhism is the prohibition
to take animal life. But although Buddhism had
been the religion of Western Tibet for many
centuries, people had always shown a remarkable
laxity with regard to the execution of this commandment. Not only were the people great hunters, but
also the cruel sacrifices of living animals before the
altars of pre-Buddhist deities were not yet abolished.
A t least once or twice a year a goat is offered
before those altars in every village, when the heart
is torn out of the living animal. The edict of
Mulbe is directed against this cruel rite. It runs as
follows :" Oh Lama (Tsongkapa), take notice of this!
The king of faith, Bum lde, having seen the fruit
of works in the future life, gives order to the men
of Mulbe to abolish, above all, the living sacrifices,
and greets the Lama. The living sacrifices are
abolished.')
It is not likely that Lde would have published
his edict at Mulbe only, but in the other villages
it was perhaps written on wooden boards.
At
any rate, in spite of special investigations, no
other edict of a similar character has as yet been
discovered.
But with the removal of sacrifices the king was
no more successful than Tsongkapa with the reformation of the Church. Public opinion was against it,
and we find the opinion of the people of Mulbe
expressed in an inscription on the same rock, by
the side of the edict in which they call King Lde's
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order too hard to be executed. For what would
the local deity say, if the goat were withheld from
him ?
Meanwhile Dragspa had gone his own way. [ His
principal seats were the villages of Hasgo and Teya
Tingmogang. He is called the builder of the royal
city of Tingmogang.]
Here it is as it is with
Kalatse. We must not imagine that there was
nothing in the place before he came. From the
Balu kar inscription it appears likely that there
was a village called Tingbrang in the same valley
in olden times ; and a stone image, which is of
striking similarity to those of Gilgit, would point
to an originally Dard occupation of the place. But
Dragspa built the now ruined town on the top of
a low hill and its extensive fortifications, together
with a stately castle above the town, and several
watch-towers higher up.
I t was probably also
Dragspa who improved the ancient fortifications at
Basgo, to make them a stronghold of the first rank.
I n a great number of inscriptions after him, it is
the castles at Basgo and Tingmogang, besides the
palace erected later on at Leh, which are praised
as the most valuable possessions of the Ladakhi
kings. We heard that Dragspa was in Nubra
at the time of Tsongkapa's embassy. What was
he doing there? we may ask; but no answer is
given in the chronicles. I believe, however, that
he went there to draw the local chief of Nubra
over to his side, in order to make himself supreme
king.
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[ L o d ~ o sBog Zdan (610 gros mchog idan), about
1440-1470. King Lde had three sons, the eldest
of whom, Lodros chog ldan, became supreme king
after him. I t appears strange that the second of
his sons had the half Mohammedan name Dungpa
Ali. Could one of Lde's queens have been a
Mohammedan lady ?
But also Dragspa had a son who became king
after him in the villages which he had made his
own.
Lodros chog ldan's reign began under good auspices.
The chronicles say : [ Having conquered Ngaris
skor sum (Western Tibet), his dominions grew much
in extent].
This can only mean that all the vassal
chiefs were subdued once more, and that the King of
Leh was the real master of the empire. His greatest
triumph was [ the arrival of vast quantities of presents
and tribute from Guge in the east: fifty grey ponies,
fifty isabel, twenty black, and thirty piebald ones ;
twenty young yak-cows, and twenty light-brown
(a very rare colour) yak-bulls; sheep in immense
quantities, and very valuable weapons. All these
weapons had appropriate names, and the most
According to the Kashmir chronicles Sultan Zut'nu-l-ubidin's
expedition to Ladakh took place during the latter part of his
was coinpelled to marry a
reign, and perhaps Bum Z
Mohammedan lady. Of this expedition the following is said :
Zuinu-Z-abictin,
King of Kashmir, invaded Gogqn-desha (probably
Guge) and saved a golden image of Buddha irom the hands of
the Mohammedans (his own soldiers ?) in Shnya-dcsha(probably
the village of Sheh). Then he took the town of Kuluta (A'uZt)
(Kulu).
-

striking among them were " the resplendent devilcoat-of-mail," the coat -of- mail " devil darkness,"
the white " gods " coat-of-mail ; the sword " licking
blood off the sky," the sword " wild yak, long
point," the sword " killer of the red lightning flame" ;
the " black devil knife."
Besides these, fifteen
turquoises of great value were brought, and twenty
saddles
Lodros chog ldan's reign seems to have lasted
long; for when the blow against the dynasty was
struck it did not come from Dragspa's son, Bhara, but
from his grandson, Bhagan.
[ Lha chen Bhagan, about 1470-1~ o o . He and the
people of Sheh (a village eight miles south-south-east
of Leh, on the Indus), having formed an alliance, deposed and subjected the sons of the King of Leh,
Lodros chog ldan, and his two brothers. ] Thus the
kingdom of Lodros chog ldan, which had nothing to
fear from external enemies, became an easy prey to
its internal foes, as soon as they managed to bring the
greater weight of power on their side. What was the
lot of the last members of the old dynasty is not stated.
Bhagan is the founder of the second, or Namgyal,
dynasty, which lasted down to the end of the empire.
He called his two sons Namgyal, or " perfect victors,"
and the word Namgyal, combined with other names,
is found in the names of all his descendants.' [This
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It seems to have been a general custom in Tibet to use
certain names as dynastical names. Thus the word tian, or
tsan;bo, is found in a great number of names of the ancient
Central Tibetan dynasty, and the words Lha chen, great god,
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king was very fond of fighting] is said of Rhagan;
but we do not hear of any more of his wars.
[Lkawang namgyal (Lka dbang rnam ~gya()and
%ashi ( b k h i s ) namgyal, about I 500- I 5 30. The
bad example set by their father showed its influence
on the sons. Once more the younger brother's
ambition strove after the crown. The brothers are
characterised as follows : Lhawang had great bodily
strength and was clever at any kind of sport ; but
Trashi was very crafty. T o attain his aim, Trashi
caused his elder brother's eyes to be plucked out.
Then he sent him to Lingshed on the borders of
Zangskar. ] But then a strange circumstance which
the Ladakhis regard as the judgment of heaven
occurred : Trashi remained without children and
there was great danger [that the dynasty would die
out. Therefore Trashi gave his blind brother a wife
From a votive tablet at Tingmogang we learn that
Lhawang outlived Trashi, and that there was some
glory about his old days. For after Trashi had died,
the new king, Lhawang's son, took his father back to
the capital (Tingmogang in those days), and blind
Lhawang received full honours as '' father-king."
[The first thing the crafty Trashi had to do was
to conquer once more the whole country and subdue
the vassal-chiefs. As he also conquered Droshod,
he prepared the way for the conquests of the next

1.

were combined with most names of the first Western Tibetan
dynasty. As, however, the second dynasty descended from the
first, the name of Lha chen was added, at pleasure, to the
names of many of its members.
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king, under whom the Western Tibetan kingdom
reached its greatest extension.
His principal
spoils were ponies, of which he brought great
quantities to Ladakh. H e then built the first royal
palace at Leh, on the top of the Namgyaltsemo hill,
and below it the hamlet of Chubi.] The greater
part of this palace is now in ruins, but some of its
ancient walls were used when the present monastery
on the top of that hill was built. Also some of the
watch-towers which were built in connection with the
palace still remain. [ H e also erected a temple
dedicated to the lords of the four quarters on the
same hill, and thus obtained power over the demon
that turns back hostile armies. That power he had
acquired in the nick of time, for just then an army of
Turks invaded the country. H e fought against them
and killed many; and, apparently, as a thank-offering,
the corpses of the Turks were placed under the
images of the lords of the four quarters.]
After that Trashi thought it advisable to turn his
thoughts towards religion ; for he was, not without
reason, afraid that his stock of accumulated merit
might be rather small. But his religion was not of
the reformed class; the craftier, the better. Therefore, [according to the advice of the great Lama
Ldanma of Drikhung in Tibet, he built a monastery
of the red sect at Piang, which is one of the
most imposing buildings in the country. At the
spot where this Lamasery is seen for the first time
(probably coming from Leh), he placed a long
prayer-flag.
Whosoever, whether thief or liar, in
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short anyone guilty of offence against the king's
palace or life, if he escaped to this spot, should be
rid of his crime.
H e made the rule regarding the number of children
that were to be sent by every village to become
Lamas]. According to it, every family of more than
one or two male children had to give up one, not the
eldest, however, to be made a Lama. Now that this
rule is no longer compulsory, there has been a great
falling off in the number of Lamas.
[Finally, Trashi made the usual offerings of goldwater (for writing books with gold characters), prayerflags, cushions, tea, etc., to the most famous Central
Tibetan monasteries, and caused a number of religious
books, among them the Encyclopzdia, to be copied.
H e even erected many chortens but it is not stated
which they are.
[ Tsewang namgyal I. ( Tltse dbang), about I 5 30I 560. Blind King Lhawang had three sons : Tsewang
namgyal, Namgyal gonpo, and Jamyang namgyal.
They all grew very tall in stature ; they grew taller
in a month than others grow in a year; and they
grew taller in a day than others grow in a month.]
This passage sounds exactly as if it had been taken
from the Kesar saga.
Tsewang ascended the throne without having to be
afraid of a pretender. I t was as if the time of the
civil wars was now coming to an end. [When quite
a young man, Tsewang had to go to war, because the
vassal-chiefs believed they had got another chance of
making themselves free. However, they were all

1,
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subdued, and under him the Western Tibetan empire
reached its greatest extension. In the south the chiefs
of Kulu were made to feel the weight of his arm : l
he even conquered a portion of Baltistan. To end
the continual warfare against the vassal-chiefs, he
brought the rulers of all the conquered districts with
him as hostages, and placed his own representatives
in their castles. He also said he would make
war against the Turks, north of Ladakh ; but the
people of the frontier province Nubra, who were
afraid of harm being done to the trade to Yarkand,
petitioned him to abstain from that war, and he
desisted.
The tribute which came to Ladakh in his days was
very great. Again we are told what was received
from Guge: goo grammes of gold annually. From
Rutog came 7So grammes of gold annually, and it1
addition IOO three years' sheep, one riding-horse, ten
tanned skin-bags, and the proceeds from the royal
domains near Rutog. ]
Tsewang seems to have been a really ingenious
man. T o carry on his campaigns, roads and bridges
were needed, and two records of road-building under
him have been discovered, one on the road to
Baltistan, near the Hanu gorge, the other on the
way to Zangskar, at Hunupata. Tsewang wished to
keep the goodwill of the people, which he was in
danger of losing if he charged them with the construction of the bridge at Hunupata as part of the
The conquest of Kulu included that of Lahoul, which is
mentioned in the chroilicles of Lahoul.
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ordinary forced labour system. He therefore proclaimed that the building of the bridge was a means
for everybody to accumulate religious merit, and
that the names of all those who had some share
in the work would be embodied in the inscription.
Through this arrangement he made certain of the
goodwill of the people, and at the same time got the
bridge. The minister who superintended the work
was Bumbha lde, and in a popular song we are told
he made liberal use of the cane. I n the song old
Bumbha is teased by the people, who are no more
afraid of him. Tsewang belongs to the popular kings
whose names are not yet forgotten. His nephew
Sengge namgyal built the Alchi bridge several years
later, according to the same system.
T o do also something in the cause of religion
[ Tsewang planned the erection of a college on the
Namgyaltscmo hill, because his ancestors had not
succeeded in making this hill a place of pilgrimage,
although they had placed the bones of Buddha in his
elephant incarnation on the top of the hill. But, as
his work on earth was finished, he died].
This chapter has shown us that, in spite of
old and reformed Buddhism, most of the Western
Tibetan kings had their minds directed to the things
~f this world.
That also other people were
not much different is shown by Lodaklti Songs,
No. VI.
The high ones live in high places.
Into all the heights of the sky,
Besides the king of birds, none flies.
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During the three summer months
Whatever can bloom, blooms.
Except in the three summer months,
Oh, there are no flowers.
Besides this one lifetime
I shall not belong to my mother.
In this one lifetime
Whatever can be happy, is happy.
Enjoy this one lifetime
As ever you can enjoy it.

THE TIME OF THE BALTI WARS, ABOUT

1560-1640

THE population of Baltistan, as well as that of the
rest of Western Tibet, consists of Aryan and Tibetan
elements; but, as has been supposed by several
writers, in Baltistan the Dard element is somewhat
stronger than in other parts of the country, and this
may account for certain superiorities in the character
of the Baltis.
The Balti is, as history proves,
rather braver than the average Western Tibetan ; he
is quicker in adopting new methods and altogether
more alert.
The last we had heard of the Baltis was their brave
resistance against the Chinese conquerors, in the
eighth century. The tenth century brought the
conquest of practically the whole of Western Tibet
by Nyima gon, and it is at least probable that in
those wars Baltistan was also concerned, although
nothing is said in the Tibetan chronicles. As we
know from ancient inscriptions and sculptures, the
religion of the Baltis was a Tibetan form of Buddhism,
and the Tibetan alphabet was at least partly known.
89
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Besides this, the Baltis pride themselves also on having
an ancient alphabet running from right t o left.
T h e Baltis apparently never had a king over
themselves who was the undisputed master of the
whole country ; they had magspons or dukes instead,
who took a leading part only in time of war. But
for periods a certain famous magspon seems to have
had the command over the united forces of all
Baltistan.
T h e Baltis were the first Western Tibetans who
became Mussulmans. Although we have no definite
record to g o by, Cunningham makes it probable that
the change of religion took place some time about
1400. His method is the following: Cunningham
collected the pedigrees of six magspon families of
Baltistan and compared them with each other. None
of them is of very great historical value, as the
magspons, on their becoming Mohammedans, ignored
their origin from Tibetan or Dard Buddhist ancestors,
and fabricated new pedigrees with as many Mussulman names in them a s possible. T h e most important
and probably most ancient magspon family was that
of Kapulu, and its fabricated pedigree of sixty-seven
members (in 1830) starts with a Sultan Sikander,
after whom the Sultans Ibrahim and Ishak are placed.
T h e fact that Sikander is placed a t the head of this
pedigree makes Cunningham suspect that the introduction of Mohammedanism into Baltistan may have
taken place about the time of Sikander, the Iconoclast,
who reigned in Kashmir about 1380-1400.
janzyang namgyal, about I 560-1 590. Tsewang had
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died unexpectedly, without leaving any children, and
therefore one of his younger brothers had to take up
the reins of government. Why Namgyalgonpo, who
was the next, did not become king, is not stated. We
are simply told that Jamyang reigned. Unfortunately,
all the vassal-kings whom Tsewang had carefully
brought to Leh had found an opportunity to escape,
and [they all lifted up their heads]. Thus the first
task Jamyang had to master was to fight them all,
one after another.
He turned his attention first of all to Purig. In
this country great changes were taking place, as the
two chiefs of that country, the Princes of Chigtan
and Kartse, had adopted Mohammedanism and styled
themselves Sultans. According to Chigtan traditions,
Tsering malik, who then reigned, was the first Mohammedan chief of that part of Purig. I t is quite
possible that these two princes embraced Mohammedanism only to alienate their subjects from the rest
of the Ladakhis, whose suzerainty had always been
unpleasant to them. Fortunately for Jamyang, the
two new Sultans quarrelled with one another, and
Jamyang decided to go to the assistance of Tsering
malik of Chigtan.
Popular tradition has the following about the
beginning of this campaign : " It was late in the year
when the Ladakhi army was on the point of starting,
and it was not considered lucky to start before having
celebrated the New Year's festival. However, to
wait for the Tibetan New Year would have meant a
delay of two months. Therefore Jamyang, who was
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not particularly energetic in other respects, had energy
enough to decide that this year the New Year's
festival was to be celebrated two months before it
actually fell. Ever since, New Year has been celebrated about two months earlier in Ladakh than in
Central Tibet."
In spite of these measures to hasten his tampaign,
Jamyang started on it too late. The whole business
looks rather like a trap into which he was enticed.
For the Haltis, who had not yet forgotten Tsewang's
inroads, were only waiting for an opportunity to pay
off this old debt. [ Ali Mir, the Duke of Kapulu, had
united under his sway the forces of all Baltistan, and
as soon as the Ladakh army had crossed the passes
towards Purig the Ualti forces broke forth. The
armies met ; but by dint of stratagem, ever putting
off fighting from one day to the next, Ali Mir
succeeded in holding the Ladakhis on, until all the
passes and valleys were blocked with snow, and the
king with his army, wherever they went, were compelled to surrender.]
But the snow apparently
formed no obstacle to the Baltis, for [all Ladakh
was soon overrun by the Baltis, who burnt all the
religious books with fire, threw others into the water,
and destroyed all the colleges; whereupon they
returned to their own country7 In short, they
behaved like true Mohammedans and iconoclasts.
They had some time before cleared their own country
of idols and Buddhist remains, and were now enjoying
the same sport in Ladakh.
Truly it lnay be said of Ladakh that [the time
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had now come when the period of darkness should
supervene, the period when royal supremacy should
well-nigh be destroyed ] ; and the proverb " At the
tricks of the plucky Balti the heart of the timid
Ladakhi is lost," was probably coined in those days.
Practically, the Western Tibetan kingdom had
come to i n end. The king was Ali Mir's prisoner,
and the army was annihilated. Just then [ it pleased
Ali Mir Sher Khan, as his full name was, to give his
daughter, Gyal Katun by name, to Jamyang namgyal,
to be his wife].
Although the lady was certainly
very beautiful, the marriage had its taste of bitterness,
for Jamyang was obliged to make Gyal Katun his
first wife, and to disinherit the sons who had been
born by his old queen. Still, the Lamas knew how to
make matters more pleasant. They found out that
[ Katun was a n incarnation of the White Tara]. Who
would not give up any woman for that distinguished
lady? It was rather startling that the White TLrA
should have chosen the body of a Mohammedan girl
for an incarnation ; but women are capricious, and
the White Tars is quite capable of being re-born
sometime as a Papuan lady.
Ali Mir's principal object in marrying Jamyang to
his daughter was, as I suppose, to draw him quietly
over to Mohammedanism, and it is surprising that this
did not happen after all.
On a rock at Mulbe is carved a wedding congratulation to Jamyang and his new queen. Soon after the
wedding Ali Mir had a remarkable dream which
proved to be of the greatest importance to his son-in-
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law. [Now, after Ali Mir had prepared a feast for
all the soldiers, and Gyal Katun had put on all her
jewels, he invited Jamyang namgyal to mount the
throne, and then said: " Yesterday I dreamt I saw a
lion emerging from the river in front of the palace
and jumping at Gyal Katun ; he disappeared into
her body. At the very same time also Gfal Katun
conceived. Now it is certain she will give birth to a
male child, whose name ye shall call Sengge namgyal
(lion, conqueror of all)." Having said this, he gave
the king leave to return home with the army of
Ladakh, and to resume his royal functions. ]
Thus the Ladakhi empire was saved, but its size
was now smaller than it had ever been, and as after
his sad experiences the king did not feel inclined
to fight once more against the vassal princes, h e
called his own only the country from Purig (Purig
apparently not included) to Drangtse, near the Panggong Lake.
Although his misfortune was due to the strategic
superiority of a Mussulman king, Jamyang decided to
do all in his power to strengthen the much shaken
Buddhism of Ladakh. [ He said : " I will employ
any means that may serve towards the propagation
of the religion of Buddha and make it spread. But,
as the religion of Buddha for its propagation is
entirely dependent on the people, I will, on my part,
relieve them from taxation and treat them like my
own children." Having thus resolved, he equalised
rich and poor three times.] It is a pity we are not
told how the rich liked this proceeding.
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Purig, however, could not be regained for Buddhism,
for the two new Sultans made use of their independence, and Mohammedanism became their state religion.
Still, in the territory of the Purig Sultans of Chigtan,
the progress of Mohammedanism was remarkably
slow, and even nowadays a traveller to this district
can make interesting observations with regard to the
half-Lamaist kind of Mohammedanism prevailing
there. The old Onpos, or astrologers, find it still
easy to make a living, and the once fanious
monastery of Chigtan is visited annually by large
crowds who deposit there flower-offerings, as had
been the custom in Buddhist times. On account of
this attachment of the people to the monastery, the
monks did not desert it at once, and the last Buddhist
monk, called Gergan (dGe vga~c)Tsering, left the
place about 1860. I have met people who had seen
him. This old monastery, as well as the imposing
castle of the chiefs of Chigtan, are well worth a visit.
The people of Tagmachig, who were subject to these
chiefs, did not like the change of religion, and, as
their now lost inscription is said to have told, they
went to the Ladakhi king, Jamyang's successor, and
asked him to allow them to become his subjects.
They were accepted, and remained Buddhists.
To set an example to his subjects, Jamyang sent
a deputation with costly presents to the principal
Central Tibetan monasteries, and the sons who were
born by his old, now deposed, queen, had to escort
them and later on to act as messengers to a high
Lama. This was a convenient way to get rid of them.
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One of them, Ngag wang namgyal, became the
principal Lama of Lahoul.
After he had ordered a number of Lamaist books
to be copied in gold, silver, and copper, he would
have much liked to rebuild and present anew whatsoever had been destroyed by the Raltis ; but, his life
being short, he died before he had been able to
accomplish his purpose.] The best known ruins of
the Balti wars are: the Nyizlapug monastery at
Saspola; the Kaoche monastery at Spitug; and the
Lingshed castle and monastery.'
Sengge na?rrgyal, about 1590-1620. He was the
son of Jamyang and Katun, and had inherited the
warlike spirit of his grandfather, Ali Mir. [From
his childhood he was very strong, and clever at
wrestling, running, jumping, shooting with bow and
arrow as well as matchlock, and riding.
In any kind of sport he was to be compared with
Prince Siddharta Gautama of olden times.
He was married to a Rubshu princess, called Skal
Zang], and this is one of the few queens who have
acquired some real fame. On almost all of the many
inscriptions of the time of this king we find the queen
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According to Cunningham, during the attempts to restrengthen Buddhism in Ladakh, the colossal stone Maitreya at
Mulbe is said to have been probably erected. This is quite
improbable, as such an event would certainly be mentioned in
the chronicles. Besides, the custom of erecting stone iinages is
very much older. Judging from the few dateable ones, we may
say that not many were erected after 1000 A.D. The Mulbe
image was probably carved by one of the Purig chiefs during
their first time of independence.

STATUE OF STAG TSANG RAS CHEN,
MONASTERY
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mentioned and praised, and also their children were
apparently general favourites.
In spite of his Mohammedan mother, this king
does not appear to have had any liking for
Mohammedanism, and Buddhism was strengthened
in the crown provinces more than had been the case
for some firne. This was in particular the work of
the great Lama [Stag tsang ras chen, whom Sengge
namgyal had invited to Ladakh. This great Buddha
had visited Hindustan, Urgyan (UdyPna), and
Kashmir, and had seen all the eighty saints face to
face
This great Lama, whose name is still in the people's
mouth, is said to be the author of the well-known book
of travel called Tlte j o u r n e y to ShambhaZa, and he is
either the inventor of the mani-walls or the introducer
of them to Ladakh. For some time I made the maniwalls my special field of research, and have read the
votive tablets of a great number of them, but have
not found a single wall that was erected before the
time of Sengge namgyal. There is a special kind
of them, " two-storied" type, which dates almost
exclusively from the time of this king.
T h e " two-storied" kind has a narrower upper
storey than the lower one, and therefore somewhat
resembles a damaged row of 108 chortens, as were
built in earlier times.
In fact, several rows of
chortens seem t o have been turned into the twostoried type of mani-wall. There is one of this kind
a t Kalatse. But the one-storied, and more common,
type of mani-wall came up already under this king.

1.
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Such a wall with an inscription, mentioning Sengge
namgyal, I have discovered at Lingshed, and the
large mani-walls outside Basgo are said by popular
tradition to have been erected by Stag tsallg ras
chen.
Stag means tiger, and sengge, lion, and the fame
of the " tiger-Lama " and the " lion-king are still
remembered, and the chronicles have the following
passage on the two: [The king governed over all
his dominions according to the ten virtues, and thus
it came to pass concerning the kingdom of this world
that the king was like the lion, and the Lama like
the tiger, and their united fame encompassed the face
of the earth as " the lord and the Lama," " sun and
moon," a pair 3.
Sengge namgyal twice went to war, both times to
the east. Purig and Haltistan he left undisturbed.
Still, as we find from an illscription by him at Karbu,
during his reign this part of Purig seems to have
been considered his own. His son had to re-conquer
it. The people of Tagma-chig assert that their lost
inscription spoke of an expedition of Sengge namgyal
against Baltistan. Rut they are probably mistaken.'
[When yet a youth, he made war against the back
steppes of Guge to re-conquer that lost province for
his kingdom, and carried away ponies, yaks, goats,
"

-

Cunningham says that Sengge namgyal beat the Baltis with
great slaughter at Icarbu. But, as he also erro~leouslyplaces the
battle of Basgo (see below) under Deldan, instead of Llelegs, it
is very probable that also in this case he nlixcs up Sengge's reign
with that of his son Deldan.

THE PALACE OF SEXGCE NAMGYAI. IN LEH (FROM THE WEST), THE
FAVOURITE RESIDENCE ON' THE LATER KINGS.
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and sheep, even so far as from the northern slopes of
Kailasa, and indeed from everywhere on earth. He
made all Ladakh to be full of yaks and sheep. Some
time later he made war against the central provinces
of Guge also.
When he was old, he bethought himself: My
uncle ~ s e b a nnamgyal
~
certainly did rule over all
the country as far as Ngamring in the east ; but he
did not live long, and during the reign of my father
all the vassal-princes again rose and made themselves
independent." So he again went to war, and came
as far as Ngamring (only seven marches from
Shigartse); but at Shirikarmo his army was routed.
This place is situated on the right bank of the Charta
River; and, as K. Marx observes, the difficulty of
crossing the river may to some extent account for the
defeat of the Ladakhi army. Upon this, there arrived
an ambassador from Tibet, and it was agreed that the
frontier should remain as before, and that Sengge
namgyal's dominion should include all the country up
to Ustsang, up to about the Charta River. On his
return journey the king died at Hanle.]
Before this campaign Sengge namgyal had entered,
in co-operation with the Lama, on a great scheme
of grand building enterprises, many of which were
finished long after his time by his son. The best
known of these buildings is the Leh castle, above
the city, a huge building of nine stories which was
completed in about three years. Another remarkable
building is the Maitreya monastery at Basgo, above
the ruins of the ancient fort. It still contains the
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statue of Maitreya of clay, copper and gilt, as big as he
would be in his eightieth year, i.e. three stories high.
More the work of the " tiger-Lama" than of the king
are the four great Lamaseries which were erected at
Hemis, Chemre, Trashisgang (nowadays in Tibet
proper, beyond the frontier), and Hanle. Especially
the Hemis monastery has become famous & account
of the devil-dances which take place there every year
in summer. Also a wooden bridge across the Indus
was constructed under Sengge namgyal, at Alchi,
according to an inscription.
[That King Sengge did not forget to have the
Encyclopxdia and many other books copied in
copper, silver, and gold; and that costly offerings
of silk, gold, silver, corals, pearls, amber, etc., were
sent to the Central Tibetan monasteries for the
spiritual welfare of his father and Mussulman mother,
can well be imagined. But the best bargain was
made by " the tiger-Lama," who received 100 ponies,
IOO yaks, 1000 sheep, 1000 rupees, 300 grammes of
gold, 3000 loads of grain, I string of pearls, I string
of coral beads, I string of turquoise beads, 25 matchlocks, 25 spears, 25 swords, 15 coats-of-mail, 25 pieces
of silk, 10 pieces of brocade, 25 pieces of gauze, 25
pieces of broad gauze for scarfs of blessing, and other
presents. 3
The form of religion of this king and his great Lama
was that of the red sect, and all the monasteries built
by them belong to Lamas of that persuasion. This
form of religion has always shown a resemblance to
Sivaism, and from that the words [he introduced the
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great deities of all Hindustan ] become intelligible.
Another not quite clear passage seems to mean that
people were specially allowed to kill game, which
would also imply a lax form of Buddhism.
Deldan namg-yal, about I 620- 1640,who became
king after his father, was the eldest of Sengge
narngyalP's three sons. His two brothers became
vassal-kings under him. [ Indra Bodhi namgyal,
who had entered the clerical career as one of
Stagtsang raschen's principal disciples, and acted as
superintendent at the erection of the Hemis and
Chemre Lamaseries, became ruler of Guge; and
Dechog namgyal, the youngest, was made vassal-king
of Zangskar and Spiti. ] From this it appears that the
ancient line of the Zangskar kings had come to an end.
When Deldan ascended the throne, his kingdom
reached only from Purig to the Maryum Pass, but it
was his ambition to restore the lost prestige of the
Ladakhi army and to bring the rulers of Purig once
more under his rule, besides avenging his family on
the Baltis. These plans were not executed until he
had reached old age, but they were eventually, and the
Ladakhi kingdom attained to about the same fame
and power under him as it had during its best times.
As the many inscriptions prove, Deldan was also
a very popular king, and if what we know about
the lost inscription at Kalatse is true, he was not
only a wise organiser, but also a ruler who took an
interest in the welfare of his subjects. The inscription tells of his regulating the irrigation water in
that village.
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[Deldan did not show the same building activity
as his father. H e built only an Assembly Hall at
Leh and the longest mani-wall in the --country.
.It is
the one at the TewaTGorge, and is about 850 paces
long. At the upper end there is a high chorten of
the Namgyal type (with round steps), and at the
lower end a high chorten of the Jangchub t i p e (with
square steps). This was built for the spiritual welfare
of his mother; and for that of his father he erected at
Sheh an image of Buddha, of clay, copper and gilt,
three stories high. Also a chorten, five stories high,
was reared there. Another image of Buddha, two
stories high, was constructed at the Leh palace, and
one of Avalokitesvara, of the same height, probably
at the Assembly Hall, where is also the silver chorten
made by him, which is of the same height. I believe
that most of Deldan's structures are still in existence.
At each of the principal monasteries were placed 108
Lamas,
-.
who had to perform the one hundred inillions
of Om manipadme hum incantations once a year.
Then he appointed his minister, Shakya gyatso,
Field-Marshal. I n the water-ox year the Ladakh
army took the field, and marched to Purig to
re-conquer this lost province. The first territory
they invaded was that of the Tri Sultan of Kartse,
who was then independent king over the country
from Karbu to Dras. Many men and women of
Karbu they carried away captive, and the castles
of Henasku and Stagtse were reduced and brought
into subjection. Although the Tri Sultan had not
yet been attacked in his capital, the army now
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invaded the territory of the other ruler of Purig, the
Purig Sultan of Chigtan, and his strongest castles,
Chigtan and Shagkar, were taken. When there was
nothing more to fear from that side, the Ladakh FieldMarshal marched against the three strongest castles
of the Tri Sultan. The first was Sod, a little north
of Kargfl, and after it had been taken the harvest of
the fields in the vicinity was gathered in. The other
two castles, Sumtang and Kartse, were then attacked
and taken, and the Tri Sultan himself became a
prisoner. He was transported to Leh.
In the wood-tiger year the Ladakh army inarched
against Baltistan, and conquered the villages
Chorbar and Tortsekar. Over these districts were
placed chieftains of the Ladakhis' choosing. The
Duke of Skardo and all the Baltis were unanimous
in their complaints to the Nawab (probably of
Kashmir) of these high-handed proceedings. The
Nawab induced the Turks to invade Ladakh, and an
army of Turks, numbering 200,000(probably 20,000),
arrived at Pasari. But the minister Drug namgyal
of Ladakh fought a battle against them and killed
many Turks. They took away their flags and kettledrums, and thus gained a complete victory over the
enemy.]
During the days of Deldan the mission of the
Jesuit Andrada to Tsaparang in Guge seems to have
taken place.
These glorious wars brought the Western Tibetan
empire once more to the respected position it had
once occupied. There are many popular songs which
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tell of wars against the Raltis, but it is very difficult
to assign to them their proper place in history. Here
are two specimens of them. The first may go back
to the Buddhist times of Baltistan.
At the Lake Mondur, Stobsyabgopa appears and shows his
strategy.
The god-like force of Skardo cast their lhassos of sted.
They pay back to the god-like army of Ladalch what is their
due.
They revenge their fathers and forefathers on them.
The children of the Lord of Shigar gain a glorious victory.

The lord resides at the flower-castle of Saling.
God is gracious to thee this summer !
The king resides at the flower-castle of Saling.
God is giving success to thee this summer !
Thou turnest back the Turk army of Skardo on the Daltong
Pass.
God is gracious to thee this summer !
Thou dictatest a treaty to them, to last longer than a lifetime.
Lightning flashes out of King Deldan namgyal's sword.'
The original has Deskyong namgyal, which is a mistake,
as Deskyong did not carry on any wars.

T H E GREAT MONGOL WAR,

ABOUT 1646, 1647

DURING
the time from 1643-1716A.D., Central Tibet
was a dependency of Mongolia The reason why
the Mongolians had become masters of the country
was the severe quarrels between the yellow-cap Lamas
and the red-cap Lamas. A detailed account of these
quarrels does not belong to the domain of Western
Tibetan history, because in this country the two
sects have always lived in peace with each other.
Whoever is interested in these fights for supremacy
may look them up in a Central Tibetan history.
Now it was the red-cap sect, and soon after the
yellow-cap sect, who asked the Mongolians to come
to their support, and the result of the long wars
was that the Mongol Gushri Khan seized the whole
country and became king of united Mongolia and
Tibet. H e had fought for the cause of the yellow
church, and made that church supreme in all his
dominions.
It would have been very natural, if the thought
105
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had arisen in the minds of these great MongolTibetan rulers, to add also the Western Tibetan
empire to their dominions, and thus to become
masters of the whole Lamaist world.
But the
thought does not appear to have occurred to them
before war was declared froin the Ladakhi side.
The chronicles give the following reasoh for the
beginning of hostilities.
[ A t the time of Delegs namgyal) about 1640-1680,
Deldan's son, the Bhutan state had a quarrel with
the Tibeto-Mongolian monarchy.
Now, as the
Pope of Bhutan was the patron Lama of the King
of Ladakh, the latter sent a letter to Tibet, saying
that he was prepared to take up his quarrel. The
Tibetans, when hearing of this, instead of entering
into any negotiations, raised an army at once,
to prevent the Ladakhis from overrunning their
country.
Ma ic calculations
pointed to a Mongol Lama
-. - . . .
ca ed Tsang, who was at the time residing at Galdan,
as the destined leader.
He, accordingly, turned
layman, and, heading the Mongol tribe and a powerful army of Tibetans, soon reached Ladakh. At
the beginning of active warfare it came to an engagement at Zhamarting, near the Panggong lake. The
Ladakhis were driven back, and in time the Mongol
army arrived at Basgo. ]
One of the great mistakes of Delegs was that he
did not go to war himself, but contented himself
with sending his general. He may have thought
that in this he was following the example of his
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father, but it looks rather as if he had been afraid of
the battle-field. Now he did not even remain at the
splendidly fortified Basgo, where the greater portion
of the Ladakhi army found shelter, but fled to the
fortress of Tingmogang, about thirty miles further
west. The fortress of Basgo seems to have had
one great advantage, in a continual water-supply.
None of the Western Tibetan fastnesses was in
danger of running short of grain ; for all these castles
had tremendous storehouses of grain, which look
very deep, round masonry wells. They were
-like
--. - _ __ .. -not only filled -when the enemy was before the
doors; but it was a custom to throw some of the
harvest into these pits every year, and thus the
grain was ready at hand when the enerny arrived.
In the storehouse at Wanla there is still some of
this old grain left. Because the castles were so
well provided, [the Ladakhi army held its own
for three years.' But they were unable to drive
the Mongol army back again].
And, as popular
tradition knows, the Mongols went on raiding
expeditions all over the country.
When the difficulties of Delegs had reached their
highest point, [he dispatched a messenger to the
Nawab of Kashmir], to come to his assistance. In
those days Kashmir was a province of the great Mogul
empire -of - and as the Nawab was one of the
Mogul's officers, he sent Delegs' letter on to Delhi.
In this manner the history of Ladakh became connected with Mogul history, which has the great
I
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Six months, according to other historians.
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advantage that, with regard to this war, we have the
privilege of consulting Mogul historians, in particular
Mir Izzet Ullah (1812), cited by Cunningham and
- -2- the
- -.- friend ~f Aurangzib, who has preserved
Bernier
f i e date of the battle of Basgo. At this time the
bigoted Shah Jahan sat on the throne of the Moguls,
and it looks very much like him to promisehis assistance only on one chief condition, viz. that the Ladakhi
king was to become a Mussulman in acknowledgment
of it. There were several conditions of minor importance besides, which will be mentioned below. As
Delegs was in a mood to promise anything, an army
of 600,ooo warriors, as the Mogul historians say, was
dispatched under Nawab Fateh Khan and five other
officers. The number of 600,000 is quite an impossibility. Never could such a host be fed in a
barren country like Ladakh. Cunningham proposes
to say 6000 instead.
This army crossed the Indus at Kalatse on two
wooden bridges, and advanced to Basgo. The
Mongol army left the fortress and arranged itself in
battle-order on the Jargyal plain between Basgo and
Nyemo. [There a battle ensued. The Mongol army
was routed; they left behind them a large quantity
of armour, bows and arrows, and their rout continued
until they reached Spitug. Even there they did not
make a long halt, but continued their flight until they
came to Trashisgang, beyond the Panggong lake.
Unfortunately for Delegs, they did not flee any
farther. But at Trashisgang they built a fort, shut
it in with a wall, and surrounded it with water.]

---
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After the Mogul army had rendered this great
service to Delegs, he left Tingmogang and went to
meet the Nawab, to express his very sincere thanks.
But, alas, this was not considered sufficient, and the
Nawab presented a bill to Delegs, which contained
the following items :I. Delegs was to become a Mussulman and to accept
the new name A kabal (or Akabat ? ) Mahmud Khan.
This was not so very easy, considering the great
power Buddhism had acquired in Ladakh under his
father and grandfather, and the vengeance of the
Lamas was certain to be cruel. As the news about
Delegs' change of religion is very contradictory, I
will simply state what we hear about it.
The Mussulman historians speak of it quite in the
affirmative, and therefore Cunningham is of opinion
that the least we can accept is that Delegs was
taken to the Nawab's camp, where he had to repeat
the words of the Mohammedan creed as they were
dictated to him. The Tibetan historians and the
Lamas pretend to know nothing of a Mohammedan
confession, and strictly deny such an occurrence.
Still, I believe that the Mogul historians are right,
and the Larnas even betray themselves. As we have
seen in the case of Rinchen Bhoti, it is the Lamas'
policy to ignore, if possible, even the name of a king
who was unfaithful to Buddhism. This they seem
to have tried in the case of Delegs, as a study of
the votive inscriptions of Ladakh reveals. Votive
inscriptions of ordinary people, in which, besides the
name of the sacrificer, the king's name, with patriotic
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good wishes, is given, are very frequent with reference
to Deldan namgyal, Delegs' father, and Nyima
namgyal, Delegs' son. Rut up to the present, I have
not found a single votive tablet in which mention was
made of " King " Delegs. The name Delegs namgyal
occurs only on some of Deldan's tablets, where he
is mentioned as Deldan's son. That there are no
tablets in existence referring to Delegs' government,
makes me believe that the Lamas either destroyed
them all or forbade the people to mention this king
on their tablets.
A very similar case is the following: The Ladakh
chronicles speak of five sons of King Delegs, but give
the names of only four of them. The name of the
fifth, Jigpal namgyal, was crossed out, because he had
to be sacrificed to Mohammedanism for the benefit of
the whole country.
2. T o make certain of Delegs' change of religion,
[his wife and his son Jigpal-aJigs
dpal-(the
chronicles speak of " children " ; perhaps some
daughters were included) had to go to Kashmir, to
stay there as hostages for three years]. As far as
we know, they never came back to I..adakh. They
had to become thorough Mussulmans.
3. T o make Delegs' new name known to all the
world,~~coin,
- - . _.containing it in its legend, was to be
struck for Ladakh in Kashmir, This coin was called
jau ( j a u means " a little tea "), the name being taken
from a similar Central Tibetan coin. This jau is the
first and only coin which the Western Tibetan empire
has ever had. Trade was mostly carried on by barter
4----
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only, the few coins which were occasionally used
coming from the neighbouring districts. Cunningham,
who examined the jau closely, gives the following
reading of its legend :-Obverse : Mahmud Shah.
Reverse : Butan (Tibet) Zarb (struck) sanat 878 (in
the year 878).
4. Every encouragement was to be given to
Mohammedanisnl in Ladakh, and a mosque erected at
Leh. The great mosque which is now found at the
upper end of the bazaar in Leh is not the first erected
in ~ e h . There are two smaller ones which are said
to be older. We do not know whether the great
Balti village of Chushod near Leh was built after this
war, or if the emigration from over-populated Baltistan
had taken place already after Ali Mir's victory over
the Ladakhis ; at any rate, now the time of Mussulman
propaganda begins for Ladakh, and on the accompanying map, the inroads of Mohammedanism into
our country are shown.
5. Regarding the wool trade. When Kashmir was
a province of the Mogul empire, and several Moguls
built their
summer
residences on the shores
- -- beautiful
of the Kashmiri lakes, great encouragement was given
to the Kashmir industry of carpet-weaving. Most of
the wool for these carpets came from the higher
districts of Western Tibet, and thus the Kashmir
industry depended largely on the wool trade with
Ladakh. Delegs had to agree to the following
points: [The fine wool of Tibet is to be sold to no
country but Kashmir. The price shall be about seven
battis for two rupees. T o carry on the trade, four
~
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Kashmiris shall reside at Spitug and do the trading
with the Kashmiris of Kashmir ; but these four shall
not be allowed to go down to Kashmir. On the
other hand, no other Kashmiris, besides the four
residing at Spitug, shall be allowed to go to the Tibetan
highlands to buy the wool from the nomads.
6. A srnall annual tribute was to be sent to
Kashmir, consisting of 18 piebald ponies, 18 pods
of musk, and 18 white yak tails. (The latter were
probably sold to the Hindus for their temple ritual.)
In exchange for these presents, the Nawab offered to
send up to Ladakh annually 500 bags of rice, which
is a delicacy in Western Tibet].
HOW glad was Delegs when the Nawab with his
large army had left the country ! He had just gone,
when the Tibeto-Mongolians, who had been waiting
on the Panggong lake, came out of their stronghold
and dictated to Delegs what they wished him to
agree to. They brought along with them a plenipotentiary of the Supreme Government at Lhasa,
called Mipam wangpo,' and at Tingmogang the
peace negotiations took place. Delegs had to agree
to the following points :[I.
The boundary between Central Tibet and
Western Tibet is the Lhari stream, near the Panggong lake. Only in the domain of Menser in Guge
may the Ladakhi king be his own master. Delegs
protested against this sort of policy, but, apparently,
On an inscription at Nyurla, this Lama had the title of
viceroy. This shows that the authority of Delegs must have
been badly shaken.
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without any effect. And the Lamas knew how to
make the loss of the greater portion of his dominions
palatable to Delegs. They simply declared it an 1
offering to the religion of Buddha, by saying that the
taxes of all those territories were to be used to defray
the expenses of the sacrificial lamps and the readin
of prayers in Tibet. ] Although the name was sweet,
the loss was bitter, for it meant the renunciation of
the large provinces of Guge, Purang, Lowo, and
Rutog ; and after the peace of Tingmogang the
history of the " small empire" begins, which lasted for
a century and a half longer.
[ 2 . Trade regulations with Lhasa. The King of
Ladakh shall send once in three years a mission conveying presents to the clergy of Tibet. As regards
presents to ordinary Lamas, the quantity is not fixed,
but to the Dalai Lama's steward should be given
thirty grammes of gold, ten weights of scent, six
pieces of calico, and one piece of soft cotton cloth,
The members of the mission shall receive daily
rations and fodder for their animals free during
their sojourn in Tibet.
On the other hand, the
Government trader of Tibet shall come every year
with 200 loads of brick-tea, and nowhere but from
Ladakh shall rectangular tea-bricks be sent across
the frontier. 3
All these trade regulations are in force to this day ;
only a few slight alterations in favour of Ladakh have
been made. Bad as the affair had turned out for
his case would have been certainly worse, had
Delegs,
he not called the Kashmiris to his assistance. In
8
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acknowledgment of that, probably, the chronicles
conclude the account of him with these words: [The
king, indeed, in all his doings had none to surpass
him, and State and Church both made progress3
Songs of the Mongol siege of Basgo are well known
at Basgo and Nyemo.
This is one of them :Looking towards the east from the city of Basgo ;
Looking towards the east from the stronghold of Basgo ;
On the field, called Pangkatse, of the king ;
On the field, called Pangkatse, of the potentate,
There are three thousand five hundred little beds,
And three hundred and sixty little stones to regulate the
irrigation of them.
As far as these fields reached the camp of the Mongol, the
bad Hor ;
As far as that reached the camp of the Mongol, the bad
enemy.

THE QUARREL FOR THE SUCCESSION,
ABOUT

1680-1780

NYIMANAMGYAL, about 1680-1720, the son of Delegs
namgyal. This is the first king of the " little empire,"
and the king during whose lifetime the quarrel began.
His great wisdom is praised in the chronicles in this
style :[ I n accordance with the rule, to act on the
principles as described in the biographies of the
ancient kings of the faith, he lauded the virtuous
and suppressed evil-doers. In pronouncing judgment
he never merely followed his own desires, but always,
in the first place, consulted his staff-officers. He
appointed elders of superior intelligence from every
village to assist him. And such as wanted his
decision in questions relating to field and house
property he did not leave at the mercy of interlopers or partial advisers. But having instituted
the council of state-officers and elders, he introduced the oath on the three symbols, and laid
down the rule that first the primary origin of any
1x5
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dispute must be traced before the verdict was pronounced, and then found out what evidence is to
be given. This edict surpasses in excellence any
of those that were passed by all the dynastic kings
of Tibet.]
After we have heard so much about Nyima's
wisdom in pronouncing judgment, it will bk of some
interest to observe how a certain single case was
decided. A document of such a procedure has been
preserved at Kalatse, a translation of which I will
now give. From very ancient times the Gongmapa
family had held the highest position in the village,
the eldest member of it being honoured with the
title Wazir. I t was apparently King Deldan
namgyal who had made Dragchos chieftain of the
village, without deposing the old Wazir. The people
of Kalatse did not wish to have two superiors,
and were in doubts which of the two was the
person really to be respected. So King Nyima
had to decide who was the true chieftain, and the
following edict (on paper) is the document of his
procedure :"This is the word of the protector of the earth,
who is rich in power over men, Nyima namgyal,
the god.
" It is proclaimed to all under my government in
general, and to the elders of Kalatse in particular,
as well as to the messengers who are sent up and
down on errands either of peace or of war: Gangva
gyatso, whose family has been Dragchos at Kalatse
for three generations, on one occasion had a quarrel
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with Dondrub sodnam (the head of the Gongmapa
family) ; they came to the court at Leh and quarrelled.
The elders of Upper and Lower Ladakh, having
carefully listened to the case, cast lots to .-...
find exactly
---..- ..
the truth, and made the king swear an oath. Gangva
gyatso won, and my oath is: I have shown kindness
to Gangw gyatso, the Dragchos, from the days of
my forefathers, and Dragchos has always done his
work in a skilful way. Thus it is suitable for Dragchos to receive: the place of honour at festivals ;
the dish of honour; a share of the game from nine
peasants, who must offer it in turns ; a share of the
harvest of straw and lucerne. As has bcen the
former custom, I swear by the existence of the
Namgyal tsemo hill and Yutur (unknown), and
have made it clear that Dragchos receives authority
as he had before. As my mercy also extends to
letting him rank with the nobility, it is important
that you noblemen neither despise him nor give
him any commandments, but let him live in peace.
Whoever, when seeing this letter, does not heed
it, will be sternly brought to judgment.
This
must be understood by everybody. The petitioner
is Sodnam Lundrub. Thus it is written on the
29th of the eighth month of the wood-monkey
year (about 1705)~ at the Leh palace Pobrang
tsemo."
What is of special interest in this case is that even
by this king, who was particularly famous for his
wisdom in pronouncing judgment, lots were cast.
That made matters very easy indeed, and we wonder
--------.,
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what sort of administration of justice rnay have been
practised by other kings who were not particularly
famous for their wisdom. Only the noblemen were
allowed to enter into the presence of the king ; other
people had to speak to the king through one of them
who was called the " petitioner." As is shown by
the edict, Dragchos had to get his cast: stated by a
petitioner also.
[During the reign of this king the first printing
press was established in Ladakh, and after the blocks
of six Lamaist books had been engraven, King Nyima
distributed sacred Lamaist books atnong all the
laity.]
The art of printing had come to Tibet
from China, where for many ages whole pages of
books had been engraven on wooden tablets, from
which they were printed on paper. Nyima's printing
press is possibly still in existence. Some books are
still printed at one of the temples below the castle.
[The most famous structure of King Nyima is
a mani-wall at Choglamsa 1, above the bridge.
Although it is considerably long, it is not of such
imposing dimensions as the one built by Deldan,
He had also put up a huge prayer-wheel (Mani
ten skor) of gold, silver, and copper (probably
at Leh), and images of his favourite deity, of gold
and silver. The monasteries of Central Tibet as
well as of Ladakh received presents from him.]
During the reign of Nyima namgyal, in 1715, the
Jesuit Desideri passed through Leh on his way to
Lhasa.
He was the first king, for a long time, under whom
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there was no warfare ; and of this time of peace the
chronicles say : [ Amongst all the people there did
not occur either strife, or robbery, or theft; it was a
life passed in such happiness as that of a child with
his fond mother.
King Nyima was married twice. His first wife
died aften she had given birth to a son, Lhachen
This sad event seems to have
Deskyong namgyal
made an impression on the people ; for the " Song of
the girl of Sheh" shows us that people took a particular interest in little Prince Deskyong, and committed him to the care of his guardian deity. [ King
Nyima's second wife was Zizi katun of Purig. She
bore him a son, Trashi namgyal, and a daughter,
Trashi wangmo.
When Nyima became old, Deskyong namgyal was
appointed king. Rut Zizi katun, his step-mother,
wanted to get part of the kingdom for her son, Trashi
namgyal, and, as she had always been kind to
Deskyong, she persuaded him easily to give all Purig
to Trashi. This was against the wishes of the state
officials, who did not like to have a divided empire.
They entered a petition that Trashi should either be
made a Lama or live quietly at Tingmogang. When
the quarrel became acute, old King Nyima seized the
reins of the government once more and ruled for
several years.]
Deskyong namgyal, about I 720- I 740, was apparently
an utterly insignificant ruler. [With his first wife,
a princess of Lowo, he did not live in peace, until
the two separated, on account of incompatibility of
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temper, soon after a son, Saskyong namgyal, had
been born. Subsequently he married another wife,
and a son, Puntsog namgyal, was born.]
The government proper seems to have been in the hands of the
queen-mother, Zizi katun, during all this time. Her
most famous piece of diplomacy was the assassination
of the chief of Kishtawar, who had married her
daughter, Trashi wangmo. As might have been
expected from the outset, this girl was kept in a
zenana. [But when it was known in Ladakh that
Trashi wangmo was not allowed to see the light of
day, a Ladakhi was ordered to bring her back by fair
means or foul. When the girl was being carried off,
the chief and queen of Kishtawar, who were both
very fond of her, said : " Let us also go to Ladakh ! "
But Zizi katun gave secret orders to this effect:
" If the chieftain
of Kishtawar should arrive here
without being killed in some clever way beforehand,
it might injure my son Trashi namgyal's rule over
Purig ! See about this ! " So, without the knowledge of the authorities of Ladakh, a servant of
the queen went on this errand, and at a bridge
on the frontier, between Kishtawar and Paldar,
the servant, approaching the chieftain in the manner
of one who has a petition, threw him into the water.]
Puntsog namgyal, about 1740-I 760. Although he
was the second son, he seized the government through
the treachery of his mother. His elder brother,
Saskyong namgyal, was shut up at Hemis as a Lama,
much against his own will. Puntsog's realm was very
small, as Purig was still in the hands of his uncle
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Trashi. Trashi brought the whole kingdom into
great danger of a war with Kashmir, as he tyrannised
not only over his Ladakhi subjects but also the
Kashmir traders. As such a war not only endangered
Ladakh but Central Tibet as well, the Dalai Lama
resolved to regulate the political state of Ladakh, and
sent as u s plenipotentiary and peace-maker the great
Lama Rigdzin tsewang norbu. This Lama was met
on his arrival in Ladakh by King Trashi of Purig
(probably because this gentleman had not exactly a
good conscience), and all the princes and ministers
of Ladakh were invited to a great council at the
Hanle monastery. All agreed to the decisions and
obligations imposed upon them by the " Saviour,
the great Rigdzin." The results arrived at were:
[Whatever the number of princes born at Ladakh
castle may be, the eldest son only shall reign. The
younger ones shall become Lamas at Trigtse, Spitug,
and other monasteries ; but there shall not be two
kings.] If these resolutions had been carried into
effect, we should certainly be ready to praise Rigdzin
for his wisdom. But this great saviour had a very
human side to his character : he did not wish to offend
anybody; and although he was able to establish a
very useful and sound principle, he was not the
person to act according to it. There were a great
number of rulers who ought to have been turned out
at this juncture, but they all remained, and Rigdzin
had a word of excuse for each of them. [The King
of Zangskar was to remain as before, because he had
to protect the frontier against Hindustan. Those
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members of the royal family who had received the
castles of Zangla and Henasku with sixty or eighty
peasants attached to them were also to remain as
before, because their kingdoms were of little importance. 3 And uncle Trashi was to remain
by all means, probably on account of his age.
[ Fortunately, Trashi namgyal had no children, and
when he died Purig was united with Ladakh. In
accordance with the decisions of the council, the
son Tsewang namgyal (we are not told whether he
was the son of Saskyong or Puntsog) was elected
king.
Puntsog and his mother equally divided
the property i n the Leh castle and appropriated
it, and poor Saskyong had once more to enter the
Hemis monastery. ]
[ Tsewang nantgyalIl., about 1760-1780. Although
by the great Kigdzin's settlement all the noblemen,
the council of elders, and the merchants, first of all,
but the whole empire as well, were rendered happy
and contented], the new king, Tsewang, did not quite
justify the amount of trouble the great Rigdzin had
taken about his election.
Apparently, before the great saviour had left the
country, there was considerable danger of war breaking
out with Kashmir. It was averted only by a miracle.
The water-courses below Leh were not regulated,
and therefore [the Nawab sent messengers with the
request that the plain below Leh should b e cleared
of water. On the occasion when the messengers
had their audience, by a miracle tea was poured
out from one silver teapot to all the men who took
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part in the banquet. The messengers believed and
went home].
It is a pity we are not told what
was the nature of the miracle; whether a little
teapot held an enormous quantity, or whether the
teapot had not to be lifted but flew about from
At
one cup to the other to pour out the tea.
any rate, the superstitious Kashmiris thought it
wisest to leave the Tibetans and their magic powers
undisturbed.
As soon as the great Lama had left, Tsewang
became troublesome, or, as the chronicles say, " the
evil one entered his mind." [Messengers had been
sent to Zangla in Zangskar to ask one of the
princesses to become Tsewang's wife. They were
probably a long time performing the journey, and
before they returned Tsewang had fallen in love with
a low-caste Bhrda woman. The Zangla princess,
who arrived soon after, knew well that she had not
come to Ladakh to be made a fool of, and returned
at once to her home. If the Ladakhis were not quite
happy about their low-caste queen, they were even
less pleased with Tsewang's further doings, viz. that
he had one groom only for each 500 horses, and
a lamp in grandest style at night.
And when
foolish Tsewang made the taxes payable three
times in one year, a little revolution took place.
In the eyes of the Ladakhis the source of all the
offences was the low-caste queen. She was expelled
from the palace, and the minister from the village
of Stog, who was guilty in the same affair, had
to go too.
Then a Purig princess, Bhekyim
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wangmo, was asked to become queen, to which
she agreed.]
Looking at the kings of this period, the thought
cannot be avoided that the dynasty was on the
decline. Not one of the kings of this chapter was
great as a warrior, or as a politician, or organiser;
they lived debauched lives, and women became
occasionally the rulers of the state. Still, judging
from the extraordinary multitude of documents on
stone, referring to these kings, the people of Ladakh
seem to have been wonderfully loyal and devoted.
They praise their kings even for deeds of which they
were quite innocent. Thus of Tsewang namgyal II.,
who never engaged in any war, it is said that his
sword was "hot on the enemies of the country." A
beautiful feeling of loyalty finds expression in the
song about little Prince Deskyong, mentioned above,
who had never known his own mother (Ladahhi
Songs, No. XIV).
THE SONGOF THE GIRLOF SHEH
On the hill in the back there is the chorten of white crystal ;
In the front there is the lake, blue like a turquoise.
On the shore flowers are in bloom.
They grow in my fatherland together with its future.
On the shore large yellow flowers are in bloom.
In the castle of Sheh the milk (of abundance) flows.
On the high summit there lives
The eloquent god of the summit.
Wherever our gracious prince goes,
Oh God, protect his life I
T o Deskyong namgyal, the (future) lord of men
Give blessing during his lifetime.
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The Lama who is loved by the girl,
Is beautiful like a picture of the gods in the temple.
The Lama who is loved by Zangmo,
Is beautiful like a picture of the gods in the temple.
With pure and holy words
Bring offerings to God !
With pure and holy words
Give dms to the poor 1
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1780-1834

TSEWANG
NAMGYAL I I. had two sons from Bhekyim
wangmo. The name of the eldest was Tsestan
namgyal, about 1780-1790 ; that of the younger one
Tsepal (dondrub) namgyal. According to the resolution of the Council of Hanle, Tsestan was made king,
and Tsepal had to enter the Hemis monastery.
I t appeared as if the dynasty was making a new
start ; for Tsestan was more of a character than many
of the kings before him. The chronicles describe
him thus : [His personal appearance was like that
of a god. H e was diligent, and obtained proficiency
in Tibetan grammar and mathematics, Persian
letters and speech, Kashmir speech, and other such
languages. H e also knew well how to govern. He
was devout, and knew the duties of kings. Before the
enemy he was fearless. His solicitude for the welfare
of his subjects was exceedingly great. Between
himself and others he knew no difference].
Although he had no opportunity to distinguish
himself in a great war, he had opportunity to fight
I 26
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occasionally on frontier expeditions. At Kalatse
there is a document in existence, of a few years after
him, from which we learn that private individuals
were at liberty in time of peace to go on raiding
expeditions to Baltistan. The document states the
number of Baltis killed, and gives the reward (a piece
of deserr land) which the raider (the Dragchos of
Kalatse) received.
His ability to govern war evidenced in his
regulation of the taxes. [As, thus far, there had
been no principle regulating taxes and revenue, he
made a rule that henceforth taxes should be raised
only in accordance with the income, measure for
measure.
In memory of his father he built the Skyin mani
ringmo, the second largest mani-wall in the country,
with chortens at either end, of the great Namgyal
and Jangchub types.] It resembled very much the
long mani-wall built by Deldan namgyal, and is
It
situated a little above Deldan's mani - wall.
stretches from there towards Leh. Tsestan was a
great polo-player. There is a song still known,
according to which he used to play on the pologround of the Murtse garden, below Leh. Popular
tradition says that once his pony got shy, ran away
with him, and threw him off. In this accident he is
said to have lost one eye.
[The mani-wall was his last work, for in a neighbouring district some "defect" became apparent,
and in consequence of want of merit in the people
(they had apparently not prayed Om ivrani plzdme
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lzaurs enough) an epidemic of smallpox broke
out, and Tsestan died in his twenty-fourth year
at Leh in the Karzo garden. Then a great Lama
of Hemis, who once had received rich presents
from the king, performed the funeral rites in grand
style. ]
[Tsestan died without leaving any children, and
therefore his brother TsepaI namgyal, about I 790- I 841,
of Hemis, was induced to turn layman and was
invested with royal power.] He inherited from his
brother not only the kingdom but also his wife.
Lama though he was, he had always been considered
second husband to the queen ; and, indeed, the
Tibetan custom of polyandry makes it very easy for
the Lamas to surround themselves with a halo of a
pure life and yet to indulge in the pleasures of less
holy men. I n character Tsepal was the opposite to
Tsestan. H e loved an easy life, and was lazy in
every respect. He never went to battle, although he
had plenty of opportunity to do so. [ I n judgment,
he regarded the faces and riches of men.
Besides, he seems to have inherited the taint of
madness from his father ; for many strange things
are told about him. [The private servants in the
palace had to promise daily not to sleep at night.
The king also did not sleep at night. H e rose
when the sun grew hot. In the morning, when
washing his hands, he required twelve or thirteen
basins full of cold and hot water.
When he
travelled about in the provinces he went at night,
and then with lainps and torches. The King of
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Zangskar and the Purig kalon (minister) he kept
in prison.
With the men of the old regime he did not agree.
This was not so much due to his extravagance as
to the fact that he made the new-fashioned servants
that stood before him governors of the palace, and
took counsel with them. In spite of this foolish sort
of government, for some time the country was in a
flourishing state; everybody lived in affluence ; and
such "works as were all and one on the side of
virtue " enjoyed peace and happiness. This blessed
state was due to the activity of the powerful minister,
Tsewang dondrub, the brother-in-law of the king.
Rut when Tsepal took the privy seal from the
minister to his own palace, Tsewang dondrub seems
to have been offended, for he disappears from the
pages of history. Tj
In the reign of this king falls also Moorcroft's visit
to Ladakh, 1820-1822. This event is described in
the chronicles in this manner : [ A t that time, having
passed through Kulu and Lahoul, the bara Sahib
(great Lord), and the chota Saltd (little Lord), with
great wealth, came to Leh. They gave all sorts of
rich presents to the noblemen of Ladakh and many
others. " We must see the king ! " they said, and
all that was said in reply was: " What evil there is
in Indians one cannot know!" An audience for
consultation was refused for several months, but at
last they saw the king. They presented a variety
of things, but the best were a penknife, scissors, and
a gun. They said : " We have come to see the way
9
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in which your ministers and people behave, and
your majesty's wisdom ; and as there is a likelihood
of this country being conquered, if we built a tower
(fort) here it would prove useful to the king." The
king and his ministers, in considering the case, said :
" If they build a fort, no one knows what means of
doing harm it may be!" and did not allow them to
build it. Then they gave the king a letter in a box
and said : " Accept this ; it may cure the king's
mind ! " They stayed throughout both summer and
winter, and departed. These were the first European
sahibs who came].
How much Tsepal must have regretted, about
twelve years after, that he had despised the friendship of the English! How useful it would have
been to support him against all kinds of external
enemies ! When it was too late this visit of the
sahibs was remembered, and the assistance of the
English solicited, as the course of events will show.
The principal reason why Tsepal did not accept the
assistance of the British was hardly his mistrust, but
his extreme laziness, and his desire to remain undisturbed. He had apparently got a liking for the
meditative life of the monks, and would have been
best pleased had he been left at Hemis. His gross
carelessness became most evident when the people
of Kulu and I,ahoul, who had once been the subjects
of the Ladakhi emperors, came on raiding expeditions
to his own country.
[Thereupon the army of Kulu invaded Spiti, and
after having destroyed the villages, and carried away
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all the property, they returned home. The Ladakhis
petitioned Tsepal that he should wage a war of
revenge, but he said: "You have not tried your
best ! " and punished them.
Later on, the people of Kulu and Lahoul conspired against Zangskar, and laid waste the castle
of Spadum and the central districts. They stole
ponies and yaks and whatever there was of value,
and again returned home. But now, under the
command of a general of Paldar, an army, chiefly
of Lower Ladakhis (Rastanpas), went against the
enemy. All the Lahoul villages from Spadum to
Garing (Aring seems to be a mistake) were
destroyed. Throughout Lahoul and the central
districts (of Kulu) they fought; and although afterwards peace was made, King Tsepal said : "You
Zangskar people have not yet tried your best ! " and
punished them.
One year later, a Mande and Waran army (from
Kishtawar) came and devastated Upper Zangskar, up
to Dung ring. They burnt the villages with fire;
whatever of wealth and cattle they got they carried
back with them.] From all these notes it looks as if
the Ladakhi kingdom of those days had got quite a
name among its neighbours for being an easy prey to
conquerors. And in course of time its fame may
have travelled as far as Jammu.
[Although the land had to suffer so much, the
king did not perceive it, and he never asked whether
his subjects fared well or ill ; he took an interest only
in what concerned his own pocket. A t that time the
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royal treasure had increased so much that something
had to be done with it, and the king decided to use
the money for building purposes. The first work he
undertook was the new palace at Stog, a village
opposite Leh, of which people say that it is "one
dress colder" than Leh. (Difference in climate is in
this country expressed by the greater1Ur smaller
number of clothes which are worn one above the
other.) The other palace built by Tsepal is the
palace of the crown prince at Leh, above the
Chanraszigs (Avalokitesvara) monastery. Tsepal's
eldest son was Tsewang rabstan, and as he was on
the point of being married to a princess of a province
in Central Tibet (Lhagyari), the palace was built for
the couple; but it is not quite clear whether it was
built by the father of the bride or of the bridegroom.
In the end, however, through some misfortune in
Tibet, the princess could not be asked to come there.
Besides these two palaces, Tsepal erected a number
of idols, mostly made of silver : a Vajrapzni (Phyagna
rdorje) with a silver head, the figure being of the same
size as the king, because this deity was his patron ; a
figure of the saint Guru Padma od bar, made of
thirteen maunds of silver; at Sheh a Tsepagmed (a
symbol ? ), made of seven maunds of silver; a white
Tar2 (sgrolma), who since the days of Gyal katun
was supposed to be incarnated in the Ladakhi queens,
of nine maunds of silver; and a chorten of silver,
with ornaments in gold, copper, and precious stones.]
Most of these silver images were probably carried off
later on by the Dogras.
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The eldest son of Tsepal, Tsewang rabstan namgyal,
seems to have died soon ; for the interest of the
chronicles is now turned towards Tsepal's second son,
Chogsprul namgyal, who had a will of his own when
he was a child. Apparently to please his father [the
" master of perfect insight," Lama Yangdzin ngapa,
discovered that the prince was an incarnation of the
great Lama, Rhilva dorj6, who had flourished during
the reign of Tsewang namgyal I I., and then the boy
stayed at Hemis and Chemre. Having thus become
so important a personage, he found it difficult to obey
father and mother. Fortunately, there was still one
person whose word he heeded; this was the queen's
own steward, Sodnam wangchug. The queen, his
mother, who was apparently very proud of her son,
travelled about with him in Nubra, Purig, and Ladakh,
never remaining at one and the same place. " I t is
for the prince's amusement ! " she said, and they
passed their time, both day and night, with dancing
and singing. When the boy was old enough (presumably sixteen or seventeen years) the king and
ministers attempted to induce him to marry, for the
sake of the dynasty, but he would not. He replied :
" I
have to be at Hemis ! " and would not relent.
But as there was no other son, the king, ministers,
lords, council of elders and the stewards of the head
Lamaseries interceded with him ; and in order to
preserve the dynasty, he consented and married the
younger daughter of the minister Tsewang dondrub,
Skalzang rolma by name. Having once tasted the
sweetness of matrimony, he married yet another lady,
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Tsunmo palskyid, of Pashkyum, and yet a third,
Zora Katun. It was in a horse-year (1834) that he
took these three wives, and it was in the same horseyear that Zorawar, with the Dogra army, arrived at
Kartse. 7
By this time Tsepal had grown old, and although
the chronicles have not told us much to 'enlist our
admiration, still, in the memory of the people, Tsepal
lives as the ideal patriarchal King of Ladakh. As he
was the last independent king, all the virtues of his
predecessors were believed to have been united in
him. From this point of view we can best understand the description of the state of the country
before the outbreak of the Dogra war, as it is given
by ~ s e b s t a nof Kalatse : " At the time of the fatherking (Tsepal), the following were his subjects : the
people who dwelt between the Zoji Pass, Ladar,
Shedula, and Polong drandra, they all were his
subjects. Besides the father-king, no one was
allowed to say anything here. To say ' Salaam'
to the king there came from Kashmir a man called
Malik annually, and together with him about one
hundred ponymen. In reply to this the Ladakhi king
sent with a man from Kalatse, called Dragchos
dondrub, various products of Ladakh as a present ;
for instance, a horse, a yak, a sheep, a goat, a dog,
and also more valuable things. (This refers to the
peace of Tingmogang, 1647, the Sikhs taking the
place of the Moguls.)
" The head steward of the king's household was the
minister Puntsog rabstan of Nyemo ; the royal cook
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was a man of the house ' cook ' at Wanla ; the royal
butcher was Stobdan of the house ' butcher' at Alchi,
and another man in Rubchu. All the grain for the
royal household had to be brought from Nubra, and
a nobleman, called Standzin, had the care of it. The
needful butter had to be provided by a man from
Zangskar.' Besides this the peasants had no taxes to
pay, and there was no unpaid forced labour.
" When the king's merchants went to Lhasa (every
three years, according to the peace of Tingmogang),
every village had to send one man for the caravan.
This man received two @us (about sixpence) from
every peasant in the village, as wages for his journey.
For the same caravan every village had to give two
hides, but the larger villages three. They were used
to wrap up the goods.
"Toll had to be paid by the Kashmiris, Yarkandis,
and the Lahoul traders on entering Ladakh; but it
was not asked of the people of Purig, Baltistan, and
Tibet.
" Several villages were in debt to the king, and all
their fields had been given to the king as security.
On the day when the king's son (probably Chogsprul)
was made assistant king to his father, all the debts
were remitted. That act of the king was very much
liked by the people."
During this time of innocent thoughtlessness
minister Ngorub Standzin composed his hymn in
honour of King Tsepal. Of this poet we shall hear
more later on. The hymn is found in Ladaklri
Songs, No. I.
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Through perfect good fortune
T h e happiness containing garden Karzo,
Not being built, came into existence by itself.
It is the house of the gods and the sun.
Having in the zenith of the clear sky
Sun and moon like umbrellas, so it arose.
It is a wonderfully pleasing sight ;
It is like a fine room with pairs of pillars.
Within, on a lion's throne,
Sits Nyatri tsanpo's family.
That is the king of faith, Tsepal, with mother and son.
May their feet on the lotus stand one hundred cycles of years !
On this magnificent high nut-tree
Male and fernale birds sing melodious songs.
Underneath, the youths, having gathered,
Sing a song of happiness and welfare.
C

" T h i s song of praise was written by the Leh
minister, Ngorub Standzin, in the fine castle within
the Karzo garden."

T H E FALL OF THE WESTERN T I B E T A N EMPIRE,

1834-1840

DURING
the first decades of the nineteenth century
the most important power of North India, except
that of the English East India Company, was the
fast-rising empire of the Sikhs, with Ranjit Singh,
"The Lion of the Punjab," at its head. When this
great warrior conquered Kashmir, in 1819, he was
assisted by Gulab Singh, the Maharajah of Jammu,
the head of the Dogra tribe. The latter prince,
although at first an ally of the Sikhs, felt more and
more inclined to take the side of the English, when,
after Ranjit Singh's death, an estrangement between
the Sihks and the English made itself more and more
felt. As already in 1834 he considered himself the
friend of the British, he did not wish to start on any
enterprise before having ascertained the consent of
the East India Company. Thus, before his intended
conquest of the Ladakhi kingdom, he made a confidential inquiry, whether the colnparly would have
137
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any objection to such a campaign. As the English
had no reason to interfere with it, they are by certain
critics looked upon as participators in the atrocities
and cruelties of the Ladakhi wars; but, I think,
without reason. We must not forget that in the
year 1834 the districts of the Ladakhi kingdom were
practically unknown ground to Europeans Before
Moorcroft, no European had known much about the
existence of the kingdom ; l and twelve years after
him much more was not yet known. At any rate,
there was no reason why the English should have felt
responsible for the fate of the Western Tibetan State.
It was much the same as if, forty years ago, the Sultan
of Uganda had asked the English if they had any
objection to his waging war against the Unyamwezi.
That the Dogra chief had directed his attention to
Ladakh was probably due to the revelation of Tsepal's
careless policy. Still, although successful raiding
expeditions had been conducted into the frontier
provinces of the country, the direct conquest of the
kingdom was not without great risks, and of these
the Dogra chief was probably aware. The severe
cold of the climate was certain to reduce the usefulness of his Indian warriors, at least during the winter
months ; the barrenness of the country prohibited the
mobilisation of a large army. Lack of knowledge
of the roads made slow progress advisable. Still,
in certain respects the Dogras were superior to
the Ladakhis from the outset. Their participation
in several Indian wars had taught them tactics
-

The short visits of the Jesuits to Ladakh had been forgotten.
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and discipline. Their equipment was up to date,
whilst that of the Ladakhis was several centuries
behind. And they had an experienced leader, whilst
the Ladakhis had none. But one of the greatest
advantages the Dogras obtained by surprising the
Ladakhi kingdom at the time of deepest peace.
The fdllowing account is cornpiled from three
histories of the Dogra war, which are only in a few
instances, and on minor points, in conflict with each
other ; but as they all narrate different incidents of
the same war, it is not at all easy to arrange them
in chronological order. The first is the official
Ladakhi history, as we find it in the chronicleso1 The
second are the personal reminiscences of a Ladakhi
warrior, called Tsebstan, who died a t Kalatse in
1905, about ninety years old.
The third is the
account of the Dogra colonel, Basti Ram, written a t
General Sir Alexander Cunningham's request in I 846,
and published in his Ladah. In this account the
succession of events is perhaps the most correct.
As the Dogras could not march through Kashmir,
which then was the territory of the Sikhs, Gulab
Singh sent his general Zorawar, with about 10,000
men, through Kishtawar, from whence the Ladakhi
province of Purig, in particular the possessions of the
Tri Sultan of Kartse, was soon reached. On the 16th
of August 1834, Zorawar was opposed for the first
time by a Ladakhi force of about 5000, which had
been mobilised in haste, and placed under the cornIn the following pages it was found impossible to inark
passages taken from the chronicles as before.
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mand of the young minister of Stog, a dashing boy
of only eighteen years. At Sanku, the Ladakhis had
entrenched the~nselveson a hill, and defended it with
much vigour for a full day. Unfortunately, with
their very old
.-,--- matchlocks, they could not do much
r. .- -,
harm to the storming Dogras. Although the latter
exposed themselves very much more than the
Ladakhis, only six or seven Dogras were killed, while
the Ladakhi losses are given by Basti Ram as thirty
killed and as many wounded. At that time, the
eccentric Dr Henderson was in Leh. He was asked
by the king to prepare an allegiance with the English ;
but as that was not in his power, he was imprisoned
at Leh, and kept there for several months.
After the battle of Sanku the Ladakhis marched
during the night across the Russi Pass to Shergol,
where they halted for eight days. Thus the most
important fortress of the district, Kartse, the seat of
the Tri Sultans, remained in the hands of the Dogras,
and they further improved their hold on the country
by building a fort at Suru, and taking the neighbouring unoccupied fort of Shagkar. Taxes were levied
on the peasants of all the villages which had been
taken possession of. Every peasant had to pay four
rupees.
Leaving thirty-five men in the castle of Suru, the
Dogra army moved down the Suru River. First of
all Langkartse was taken, and by and by, fighting
occasionally, but never with the whole Ladakhi force,
the Dogra army arrived in the plain of Pashkyum.
By this time the Ladakhis were in expectation of
--..-u--
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reinforcements. The old king had sent his ministers,
Ngorub Standzin and Bangkapa, to mobilise all those
districts which had not yet sent any warriors, and
now a force of about 4000 men was advancing
towards Pashkyum. Apparently, before the arrival
of this army, the young minister of Stog attacked the
Dogras, and the fortunes of the day were almost on
the side of the Ladakhis, when their brave young
captain was suddenly struck by a musket ball and
died. This was for the Ladakhis, superstitious as
they are, the signal for a general flight. They fled
in all directions, but most of them across the
Pashkyum bridge, towards Mulbe and Shergol.
After having passed the bridge, they had sense
enough left to break it down. But the Dogras
knew another method of crossing the river. They
did so on inflated skins, and in the pursuit killed
many Ladakhis and made many more prisoners.
Then the Dogras directed their attention to the
Pashkyum castle, but found it empty, as the chief
had fled to the castle of Sod, a little north of Kargil.
Before Sod a battery was placed, and after ten
days' firing Rasti Ram was sent to the attack, and
seized the castle and a numerous garrison. But
the number of captives in the battles of Pashkyum
and Sod (~ooo),as given by Basti Ram, is a gross
exaggeration. There may have been 600. The
fugitive Ladakhi army had arrived meanwhile
before the two new leaders, and told them terrorinspired stories of the greatness and armament of
the Dogra army.
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But winter began to make itself felt in the Dogra
camp, and, in spite of his successes, Zorawar would
very much have liked to end the campaign and
march back to Kishtawar, at any rate to spend the
winter there. But he knew very well that he could
not come before his sovereign, Gulab Singh, without
a present of a considerable sum of money.. And up
to the present he had not got anything, besides the
few rupees of the peasants round about Kartse. So
he levied taxes on the peasants of the Pashkyum
district, and then sent an envoy to open negotiations
with the Ladakhis. He offered to go back, if a sum
of 15,mrupees was paid to him promptly. That
was Fx~cXy-what the Ladakhi generals wished to
hear, and a messenger on horseback was at once sent
with a letter to King Tsepal. Tsepal, as well as
the council of noblemen, was pleased with the offer,
and the sum would have been paid at once if one
of the queens, as the chronicles tell, had not interfered, and prohibited the payment of the sum, which,
in her eyes, was money thrown away. Thus the
messenger, when he arrived back in the Ladakhi
camp, brought nothing but a letter in which the
two generals received orders to bring Zorawar's
head and hands to Leh, otherwise they would lose
their own heads.
If the Ladakhis had not had such unenterprising
leaders they would have made use of the extreme
cold of the winter, and might have been able to
annihilate the Dogra army. A small attempt they
actually made, and the fact that the success they
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actually attained was not utilised can only be
comprehended on the ground of the incompetency
of their generals. When the Dogra envoys returned
to the Ladakhi camp, to receive the I 5,000 rupees,
as they hoped, they were, as Basti Ram tells,
treacherously seized and thrown from the bridge a t
Darkyed* Not only that, but minister Bangkapa,
by a circuitous route, attacked the Dogras in the
rear, made some prisoners, who were at once
bound and thrown into the river, and compelled
the Dogras to go back to Langkartse, near Kartse.
Now would have been the time for powerful
attacks on the Dogras.
Instead, the foolish
Ladakhis left the enemy unmolested for about four
months.
During this time they seem to have tried to
increase their army by further mobilisation. The
Ladakhi empire never had a standing army. Since
the introduction of fire-arms, which had taken place
at any rate before the reign of Sengge rnam rgyal,
under whom fire-arms are mentioned for the first
time, every household was furnished with a match- i
lock. This old weapon and a certain supply of
powder had to be kept in readiness for times of
war. When the call to arms was sent round the
country, one man with the matchlock had to come
from every house, carrying on his back provisions
to last him for a whole month (chiefly parched
grain) and blankets for the night. This load was
so heavy, as Tsebstan tells us, that the mobility
of the army was considerably impeded by it.
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Artillery there was none. Cavalry it would have
been easy to raise, but it was not of much use in
the mountainous country. The whole army may
have amounted to 15,ooo men - at the utmost,
perhaps, 20,000.
Now that the winter was almost over, the Ladakhis
decided in a long consultation to make u;e of the
heavy snowfalls, to which the Dogras certainly were
not accustomed, as they thought, and to attack them
at Langkartse. If there was anything that impeded
the Dogras, it was not the heavy snow of the late
spring but the extreme cold of mid-winter, which
deprived them of the use of their fingers and thus
also of their superior arms. Now their benumbed
fingers had thawed and the deep snow made itself
felt at least as much to the Ladakhis, with their heavy
loads, as to the Dogras. When the Ladakhi army
arrived before Langkartse nobody knew what he was
to do, as there was no agreement between the leaders.
The Dogras watched the endless consultations which
apparently led to n o result, and saw the whole army
after all settling down to prepare the evening meal.
The Dogras knew by this time that they had nothing
to fear from this sort of an enemy. They attacked
the Ladakhis, and, as these did not receive any clear
orders from their officers, they hurried away from
their teapots and fled. During their flight, however,
they made use of their arms, and the Dogras lost,
according to their own statement, three leaders and
twenty men killed, and fifty to sixty wounded; but
there may have been many more. Still, the greatest
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loss was inflicted on the Ladakhis by the snow,
which they had believed to be on their own side.
A party of 400 fleeing Ladakhis broke through a
snow-bridge over the river and were drowned. Two
hundred, as the Dogras say, were made prisoners,
among them Ngorub Standzin, the general without
any in i t iafi ve.'
The Ladakhi army retreated as far as Mulbe,
and the Dogras moved down to Pashkyum for the
second time. When the Ladakhis heard of this
movement, they retired still further towards Leh.
Thus both armies were moving in the same direction,
the Ladakhis being generally two days in front of
the Dogras. Those Purig chiefs who had been kept
in prison by Tsepal some time before, served as
guides to the Dogras. Why the Ladakhis did not
break down all the bridges during their retreat is
difficult to understand. When the Dogras arrived
at Kharbu, the people of Lamayura felt much fear,
and, to save their property, they sent a pony and
some money as a present to Zorawar, who was well
pleased, and sent a soldier to Lamayuru as a safeguard. When the army arrived at that place the
people of Tea Tingmogang became frightened.
They sent two horses with some money, and also
received a safeguard. When the Dogras had got
as far as Nyurla (s~zyzmgla)they were met by
embassies from the villages of Saspola, Alchi,
From Tsebstan's account it looks almost as if the young
minister had died in this battle. But it is more probable that
he died before, as the chronicles have it.
I0
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Nyemo, and Likir, who all brought presents and
did homage to Zorawar, and he promised to protect
them.
At Basgo, the first meeting of Zorawar with King
Tsepal took place, and it appears as if the peace
negotiations had been practically finished at Hasgo,
and that Zorawar went up to Leh only, 2s he said,
"to see the capital." When the Wazir came to Leh
he had only a very small detachment of soldiers with
him as a guard; but he had given secret orders that
more soldiers, always in twos, should come up after
him ; and shortly a considerable number were
assembled in Leh.
Dasti Ram gives a different
explanation of practically the whole Dogra army
being at Leh. He tells that Zorawar made a present
of roo rupees in a bag to the crown-prince, Chogsprul,
which he swung round the young man's head. The
latter mistook this act of goodwill for an attack, and
drew his sword. Then also the bystanding Dogras
drew their swords. Tsepal went down on his knees
and clasped Zorawar's feet, and there was a little
scene, until matters had been explained. This little
episode is given as the reason why the Dogra army
came up to Leh.
The second part of the peace negotiations took
place in the Karzo garden, where Zorawar had his
tent. Zorawar's first act was to restore the whole
kingdom to Tsepal, which the latter accepted with
much pleasure and great respect. As, however, the
kingdom was henceforth to be considered a vassal-state
of the Dogra kingdom of Jammu, Tsepal was aslted
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to pay an antlual tribute of 20,000 rupees. Besides,
he was ordered to pay on the spot 50,000 rupees
towards the expenses of the war.
As so much
money could not possibly be procured in Leh, it
was arranged that only 37,000 rupees were to be
paid at once, in cash and jewels, 6000 after one
month, a d 7000 after four months. T h e Ladakhi
chronicles give only 9000 as the annual tribute, and
Rut
do not mention the war indemnity at all.
it is more probable that Hasti Ram's higher figures
are correct.
After a stay of four months, Zorawar left Leh, and
marched back to Lamayura. The war would perhaps
have been at an end now, if the Sikhs had not grudged
the Llogras the conquest of ~ a d a k h i . But at the
instigation of Mihan Singh, the Sikh Governor of
Icashmir, the Ladakhis revolted again and again
against thcir powerful masters. The first Ladak hi
who listened to the promises of Mihan Singh was the
chief of Sod, whose castle had been bombarded.
When Zorawar was in Leh, the chief of Sod marched
against the Dogra fort at Suru, captured it, and put
the small garrison to death. Of this event Zorawar
heard when he was at Lamayura. He marched at
once to Suru, where he surprised the Ladakhis and
As, however,
seized thirteen, who were hanged.
his thirst for revenge was rlot yet quenched, he
promised a reward of 50 rupees per head for any
others of the chief of Sod's force. The peasants,
who were anxious to get their 50 rupees, soon
accused zoo men of having partaken in this
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chiefs insurrection. They were all beheaded without
trial.
Then the Wazir, Zorawar, marched in ten days to
Zangskar, the king of which place promised to pay
a tax of 3) rupees for each house. After all this
had been accomplished the Wazir went, apparently,
to Jammu, to report his successes to his master, Gulab
Singh.
During the winter (apparently I 835-36) King
Tsepal listened to the suggestions of Mihan Singh,
the Governor of Kashmir, and began to prepare a
revolution against the Dogra rule. He closed the
roads to the trade, and imprisoned and tortured the
Dogra representative, Munshi Daya Ram, who was
stationed at Leh. Before the Ladakhis had done
much more, Zorawar arrived with an army at Chemre,
above Leh, which he had reached after passing
through Zangskar and Shang, and King Tsepal, who
had not even a small army at his disposal, hastened
to the bridge at Chushod, where he humbly bowed
before Zorawar and expressed his sorrow for what
had happened. The Wazir said : "Although we
conquered your country with only 10,ooo men, we
did not place a single man of our own over your
districts ; and this is the way you show your
gratitude ! " The king was much ashamed, but he
may have thought, as we do, that the Dogras' mild
treatment of the conquered dynasty was not so much
due to their sense of mercy as to their hope of getting
more money out of the country. The heir-apparent
of Ladakh, Prince Chogsprul, who probably was
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implicated in the rising, fled on Zorawar's arrival
through Spiti to Lahoul. As popular tradition says,
he hoped to gain the assistance of the English against
the Dogras. Moorcroft's visit was suddenly remembered, and the Ladakhis still assert that in a
talk with some European sahibs Chogsprul received
the promise of military help. But about all this there
is no certainty whatever; nobody even knows who
the sahibs were. After the interview Chogsprul went
back to Spiti, and died there.
Old Tsepal had to accompany the Wazir to Leh,
where the balance of I 3,000rupees for the expenses of
the war was demanded. They had not yet been paid,
nor was Tsepal in the possession of any cash now.
royal
It was paid by taking the p r y-e--r t -y of the
__ .-_
- .--.. ladies.
But there were the additional expenses of the new
war, and to meet them Tsepal's minister offered all
sorts of things, which were accepted, as nothing better
could be got out of the country.
But the Wazir had to arrange matters on a new
principle. Tsepal could not be trusted with the
government any longer; he was dismissed, and
received the village of Stog, together with the taxes
of about sixty peasants. Then arose the question who
was to take his place? Chogsprul had died, and a
Dogra was hardly able to manage the Ladakhis satisfactorily. Zorawar had learnt to know a Ladakhi
who appeared to be a trustworthy man. This was
Dragchos: the first man of Kalatse. He was asked
to accept the responsibility for all Ladakh. However, Dragchos, who had always been a true and
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faithful servant of his old king, looked upon the
new and high position offered him as an act of
infidelity against his former master, and said:
" Until now have I been a servant of the King of
Ladakh, and have received ample food and drink
from him. I shall not now revolt against him."
Zorawar was much displeased with this proof of
loyalty, and Dragchos was taken to Jammu at the
next opportunity, and nobody has ever heard of him
since.
Then Zorawar directed his attention to Ngorub
Standzin, the Ladakhi general-a relation of the old
king-who had been made a prisoner, and found him
at once ready to accept the dignity of a king of
Ladakh. Ngorub Standzin's career was as follows :
First, an official of the king, who wrote poetry in
honour of his master ; next, a general of the Ladakhi
army, who through his want of initiative and his halfheartedness was mainly the cause of the downfall
of the empire; then, a prisoner of the Dogras ; and
now suddenly king of Ladakh. He seems to have
been one of those who easily impress others, especially
the mob; for there is a song still known about his
wedding, in which much is made of him. Zorawar
built a fort at Leh, and placed 300 soldiers in it.
Then he went to Jammu, taking along with him
Ngorub Standzin's son and several other people as
hostages. On the way down, when passing by the
palatial residence of Tingmogang, Zorawar emptied
this treasure-house of the Ladakhi kings and destroyed
it. The manifold articles which he had received as
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the Ladakhi contribution towards the expenses of
the war were probably not considered sufficient.
Presumably the castle of Basgo was destroyed and
plundered at the same time.
When Zorawar was in Jammu a little revolt took
place in Zangskar, and Basti Ram received orders to
quell it with I 500 men. He did so, and left a garrison
of twenty men at the fort of Chatgarh, on the southwestern frontier.
Gulab Singh was not pleased to hear that Ngorub
Standzin had been placed on the throne of Ladakh.
Zorawar replied that he belonged to the royal family,
but that he would be deposed if Gulab Singh preferred it. A reason for deposing the new king was
soon found, for the news was brought in that another
revolt had taken place in Zangskar, and that the
garrison of twenty men at Chatgarh had been annihilated. Although it is very improbable that Ngorub
Standzin had any hand in this affair, he was called
the originator of it.
Zorawar started with 3000 infantry. The swollen
state of the rivers made their progress difficult.
But they arrived before Chatgarh, and took it by
storm. Their losses were fifteen, whilst those of
the enemy were twenty dead and twenty to thirty
prisoners. All the prisoners had their ears and noses
cut off.
When the Dogras went from Chatgarh to Spadum,
the capital of Zangskar, the cold was so severe that
twenty-five men died in the snow, and many others
lost their hands and feet. Therefore, before proceed-
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ing any farther, it was thought necessary to stay there
for two months, to await pleasanter weather. When,
after that time, Ngorub Standzin heard that the
Wazir was advancing towards Leh, he left all his
royal dignity behind and fled to Spiti, although the
enemy numbered only rooo. Whether he actually
had a bad conscience, or whether he was cnly afraid
of slander, cannot be decided. But no favourable
interpretation was put upon his flight. He was
followed, and seized in Spiti. Then he was locked
up in the Leh prison.
Now old King Tsepal was reinstated on the terms
of 23,000 rupees annual tribute. Then the Wazir
went to Jammu and stayed there for one year. At
the end of that time he had once more to come to
Ladakh to seize imprisoned Ngorub Standzin and
several others who had been plotting against old
Tsepal. They were all transported to Jammu.
The following is a passage from the song of Prince
Chogsprul's flight :T h e sun is rising, the warm sun of the East ;
H e is rising on the summit of the good place of threefold
happiness.
May the pure rays of the sun fall on the fatherland where I was
born I
May the pure rays of the sun fall on the great town of Leh with
its three courts of government !
When I, a boy, lived in my fatherland, I was surrounded by
servants, inside and outside the palace.
When Chogsprul lived in the great town of Leh, the number of
his servants was like the stars of heaven.
When I, a boy, went to a foreign country, I was alone with my
horse.
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When Chogsprul went to Spiti, we were only one man and one
horse.
When we went across all the large and little plains, I was SO
thirsty that I humbly prayed for water.
When I, a boy, was still in my fatherland, I had always a pair
of teapots, like the sun and moon.
Then I, a boy, went to sleep under a cedar-tree.

...

THE CONQUEST OF BALTISTAN,

1841

DURINGthe winter of 1840 to 1841 the Ladakhis
were again in a state of excitement, because a man
from Purig, called Sukamir, had issued a call-to-arms
to the whole country. Several other influential men
of Purig had joined Sukamir in issuing similar orders,
and an army was being formed in the vicinity of Leh.
Although old Tsepal did nothing to encourage the
insurrection, he did just as little to stop it. Before
the movement had grown sufficiently to become
dangerous to the Dogras, Zorawar, the man who
always arrived in the country at the wrong time for
the Ladakhis, entered Leh at the head of a large
army. The Ladakhi army which was being collected
could no longer be concealed from the Dogras, and
therefore they tried to deceive them. They said
that they were a body of petitioners who had come
to greet Zorawar and tell him their different woes.
Zorawar was equal to the occasion, and advised them
to leave their leaders with him, and the rest to go
home. In this way Zorawar got Sukamir and several
154
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other Purig leaders in his power, and the hostile army
melted away of itself. After a few days the Ladakhis
were cross-examined with regard to the originators
of the revolt, and Sukamir was recognised as its
instigator.
Zorawar ordered the executioner to come with his
sword, a d to place a pot filled with butter over a
fire. Then, whilst Zorawar was abusing his victim,
the executioner was ordered to cut off Sukamir's
right hand and to dip the stump at once into the
boiling butter. (This is the Dogra way of stopping
excessive bleeding.) Then the executioner had also
to cut off Sukamir's tongue. To warn the Ladakhis
against following other evil advisers, Zorawar ordered
Sukamir's hand to be exhibited in public on a pole
at the Kalatse bridge. The hand arrived there all
right, and was placed during the night in the resthouse. But a cat stole it, and the peasants of
Kalatse greatly feared that all their hands might be
cut off, as a punishment for their neglect. Fortunately an old Lama had died only a few days before.
His hand was cut off and fastened on the top of the
pole at the bridge, where it served its purpose as well
as the other would have done.
Then Zorawar had a new idea to keep the Ladakhis
from intriguing against the rule of the Dogras. If
they formed part of the Dogra army on a new
expedition, it would give them something to do.
Therefore Zorawar decided on an expedition against
Baltistan. This time, too, he had a pretext to wage
war against that country. The old chief of Skardo,
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Ahmed Shah, had excluded his eldest son, Muhamad
Shah, from the succession, in favour of his second son.
Muhamad Shah fled to Zorawar, and asked for his
assistance in obtaining the throne. Zorawar was
very glad of the opportunity, and resolved to give
Ahmed Shah a lesson concerning the most natural
law of succession.
The Ladakhi half of the army was placed under
the command of their old general, Bangkapa, and
had orders to enter Baltistan by Hanu and the
Chorbat Pass. This portion of the army never came
within sight of the enemy, and reached Skardo in
course of time without having fired a bullet. With
this portion of the army also old King Tsepal, whom
Zorawar did not wish to leave alone in Ladakh, probably had to march.
The Dogra and Purig portion of the army started
from Kargil, and went along the Dras River and the
Indus. The Dogras had crossed the Indus, and were
on the right bank ; then the Indus had to be crossed
once more, as the road continued on the left bank,
and the Baltis, after having marched across, had
broken down the bridge. Thus the Dogras tried to
find a road on the right bank, to get round the many
precipices and empty gaps. At the beginning Mir
Nidhan Singh was dispatched with 5000 men on this
errand. But the Baltis, who had been waiting for
that, lured him into an ambush, and of his force
only 400 escaped to the Dogra camp. The situation of the Dogra army on the right bank grew
worse and worse, as hardly any provisions could be
k
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transported there, and the cold of the winter made
itself badly felt in the narrow valleys and gorges. It
was Basti Ram's energy which saved them. When
the despair of the Dogras was at its height, Basti
Ram went along the Indus reconnoitring, to see if he
could not find a place o n the river where the slower
d
the formation of an ice-bridge.
current h ~ permitted
But such a bridge he could not find. He had,
however, several Dards from Da with him, and when
they understood what he was in want of they said
that they would make him a bridge across the river
within a few hours. The Dards make bridges across
the Indus in places where they wish to have them
every year in winter. Their method is the following :
They fasten several beams to the bank in such a way
that they project into the river. After a short time
they are frozen in an encrustation of ice of such
solidity that it is possible to walk on them as far as
the outer end. Then several more beams are fastened
to the first, and are made to project farther into the
river. When they are frozen in, another set of beams
is brought, and so on, until the other bank is reached.
Such a bridge of ice and wood was built by the
Dards, and when it was ready the Dogra army
crossed the river at night and surprised the camp of
the Baltis, who had not even posted sentinels to warn
them. In this night-combat the Baltis were defeated
and fled towards Skardo. The castle of Skardo was
beleaguered by the united Dogra and Ladakhi
armies, and had to surrender soon for want of water.
Then hluhamad Shah was made chief of Baltistan,
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and a fort was built, in which a Dogra garrison was
placed.
T o warn the Baltis against future revolutions,
Zorawar gave them an object lesson at Skardo,
showing them what their punishment would be in
such a case. Among the Ladakhis who had joined
Sukamir in the revolt against the Dogras,there was
a certain Rahim Khan, of Chigtan, and a man called
Hussein, of Pashkyum. And when the chief of
Skardo, Ahmed Shah, had been made prisoner by
Zorawar, the latter gave him orders to seize Rahim
Khan and bring him to Skardo. Ahmed Shah did
not like this kind of business, and tried to avoid it.
Rut Zorawar threatened him in such a way that he
ordered his Baltis to find Rahim Khan, and bring him
bound before the Wazir. When both he and Hussein
were secured, Zorawar issued an order to all the Dogras,
Ladakhis, and Baltis who were assembled at Skardo,
to come together in a lucerne field, in the middle of
the town. Everybody had to appear, even the women,
the old, the lame, and the blind, as Tsebstan tells us.
Zorawar and old King Tsepal had a tent erected for
each of them. Old Tsepal was to see how those of
his subjects were treated who had risked their lives in
his cause.
Then Rahim Khan was escorted into the middle of
the assembly and placed, bound, before the two tents.
There he was told to eat a quantity of hemp, because
he was assured it would save him much pain. Butter
was again boiled, which made people anticipate what
was to happen. Then the executioner appeared and
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cut off Rahim Khan's right hand, his tongue, his nose,
his ears, all the time making ample use of the hot
butter, and, having finished, threw his victim in the
middle of the crowd. After Rahim Khan, Hussein
was treated in a similar way, but he was deprived only
of his hand and tongue. He remained alive, whilst
Rahim Khan died after two days.
Thus Zorawar had proved once more that he was
a genuine Oriental in the treatment of his captives.
Still, it must be acknowledged that in this case he
was satisfied with torturing two men only, and also
that such cases as the execution of the two hundred
prisoners at Suru, of which we heard before, were rare
occurrences. All the treasures were taken out of the
castle of Skardo and carried to Leh, together with
Ahmed Shah, the former owner of them.
King Tsepal, General Bangkapa, and the army of
Ladakh received permission to return home. However, King Tsepal did not get very far. He had
suffered more than his constitution could stand. He
was seized with smallpox, and died on the road.
Bangkapa met with the same fate. Their corpses were
carried to Stog, and there they were burnt.
Now we might imagine that the dynasty had come
to an end, but it was not so. Some time before Prince
Chogsprul had fled and died, a son was born to him,
whose name was Jigsmed namgyal. H e was now a
boy of eight or nine years, and was acknowledged
vassal-king of Ladakh by Zorawar. The Ladakhi
chronicles speak of the reign of Ngorub Standzin as
having lasted four years. This it is hardly possible to
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reconcile with the Dogra account. But it may be
that during the time of the minority of Jigsmed
namgyal, Ngorub Standzin was restored to grace and
made regent.
Although the reign of Jigsmed namgyal was
extremely short, as we shall see, people sing a song
u
in praise of it. It is as follows :If a castle ought to be called high, it is the castle Skukar.
If a palace ought to be called high, it is the palace of Leh.
On this height sits the Lord of All.
On this summit of happiness sits Jigsmed namgyal.
As the four continents are filled with light,
The earth is filled with grain.
The good omens are fulfilled,
The sun of happiness is risen.
All the inhabitants of the strong castle are like a knot in their
devotion to religious custom.
This knot and the good omens are only one.
The joyful omens are fulfilled ;
The sun of happiness is risen.

U

XIV
THE WAR AGAINST CENTRAL TIBET,
'

1841-1 842

AFTERthe Balti war Zorawar did not go to Jammu,

but remained in Ladakh, and made preparations for
another great expedition into Central Asia. The
main reason for his new plan was probably to give
.employment to his master's many new subjects in
Ladakh and Baltistan, and in this way to keep their
thoughts from revolutionary ideas. Besides, he seems
gradually to have discovered that he was a genius in
conquering, and that his gift had to be given a new
field of activity. He spoke of conquering Yarkand
and Central Asia in general. That he started first of
all on the conquest of Rutog, Guge, and Yurang
was probably due to his studies in Western Tibetan
history. He seems to have been told that in its best
times the Western Tibetan empire comprised those
now Central Tibetan provinces, and the Dogras, as
the present masters of Western Tibet, revived the
claims to those outlying districts.
It was a great mistake on the part of Zorawar to
start on this new expedition at the approach of
161
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winter. H e had probably forgotten entirdy what
difficulties the winter campaign in 1834 had brought
him. Or had Zorawar a particular liking for winter
campaigns? In this case it was absolute folly to
lead an Indian army in winter to a battle-field which
was situated at an altitude of 15,ooofeet. What the
cold in those regions may be like in December can be
imagined when I state that, when once spending a
night in a tent in those altitudes in June, the contents
of a teapot became one lump of ice before morning.
However, Zorawar seems to have lulled himself into
such a certainty of victory that difficulties were no
more worthy of consideration.
The army was comprised of Baltis, Ladakhis, and
6000-7000 Dogras. Of the Ladakhis the greater
part had to do transport work. Each peasant was
made responsible for 240 pounds, which load he had
to convey on horses, yaks, donkeys, or on his own
back.
I t was a long time before the Dogra army was met
by a Tibetan force. After having passed the frontier
the first places worth noticing were the great
monasteries of Hanle and Trashisgang, which were
plundered. Their treasures were conveyed to Leh.
Basti Ram was sent in advance to Dagla kar
(Taklakar) in Purang, the fort of which place he
held with a garrison of about five hundred men. A
Mohammedan of Chushod, near Leh, Rahim Khan, was
placed over Spiti, and this man's son-in-law, Ghulam
khan, made himself useful as iconoclast. Idolbreaking appeared to be the most congenial occupa-
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tion Ghulam khan had ever engaged in, and soon he
could boast of having cleared Spiti of all its images.
The vanguard of Zorawar's army was a Ladakhi
corps, under the leadership of a certain Nono Sodnam.
H e was sent to oppose the approaching Tibetan army
with three hundred men. This force was found quite
insufficienQ and therefore he was sent once more with
six hundred men. When he met the Tibetan army
the second time, he had Ghulam khan, the iconoclast,
with him. They were hopelessly beaten, and their
force annihilated. Nono Sodnam and Ghulam khan
were made prisoners.
The bulk of the Dogra army was concentrated
at Tirtapur, between Gartog and Daglakar. I t
advanced from Tirtapur in an easterly direction,
probably in order to get into touch with Basti Ram's
detachment at Daglakar. The Tibetan army was
met on the 10th December, on a plain, about I 5,000
feet above sea-level. The cold was intense, and when
during the night much snow and hail fell, the Dogras
suffered severely, and some whose clothing was quite
insufficient died. Zorawar threw up trenches, and
about these there was a three days' combat. On the
12th December, Zorawar received a bullet in his
right shoulder. H e was, however, not ready to give
in at once, and seized his sword with his left hand.
But the Tibetans knew very well that the Dogra
leader was wounded. They made a desperate rush
on the trenches, and a Tibetan horseman thrust his
lance through Zorawar's breast. This put an end to
his life and to the resistance of his army. Once the
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Dogras had given way, the whole army was seized
with a panic and fled in a disorderly manner. All
the principal officers and many men were captured.
Many others died from cold in the flight ; and of the
whole army only about one thousand reached Leh
alive. The garrison of Daglakar fled, and the
provinces of Purang, Guge, and Kutog were soon
in the hands of the Tibetans.
The many prisoners, Ladakhis as well as Dogras,
were transported to Lhasa, where they were treated
variously, but on the whole kindly. Thus, the exchief of Baltistan, Ahmed Shah, who, with his
favourite second son, spent his last days in Lhasa,
was even treated with courtesy and respect. The
fate of one prisoner only was deplorable, that of
Ghulam khan, the talented iconoclast. His treatment of the monasteries could not be passed by
without a lesson, and he was slowly tortured to death
with hot irons.
Now that the greatest general the Dogras have
ever had has found his death on the battle-field, let
us pause for a moment and place a wreath of tribute
on his grave. For, Oriental though he was, we cannot help admiring a greatness in this man by which
he by far surpassed his surroundings. In the beginning of his conquests he was extremely cautious;
but this was essentially necessary, considering the
naturally protected position of Western Tibet, and
his entire want of knowledge of the geographical
conditions of this country. But, as he had a keen
eye for the defects of his enemy, and was a great
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strategist, all these difficulties were overcome. After
the conquest was completed, the continual insurrections presented a new problem for his ingenuity to
solve. By the manner in which he treated them,
and in which he quelled them one after another,
without any extra amount of cruelty, he showed
not a littk measure of wisdom. He proved himself
a true soldier in the endurance of extraordinary
hardships, and in setting an example of personal
courage; and if he had not met with an early end
on the battle-field, he might have impressed his name
on the pages of the great history of the world.
The disastrous end of the Dogra campaign against
Central Tibet had a result similar to Napoleon's
retreat from Moscow. The hope of the Ladakhis
ofh'&<ainiig their independence was revived once
more, and from all parts of the country, even from
Baltistan, matchlock-men arrived, and the two forts
of Leh, which held a Dogra garrison of about 350
men, were blockaded. The number of the Ladakhi
warriors who acknowledged the boy-king, Jigsmed
namgyal, as their only sovereign, was 2500, according
to the chronicles. Also detachments of the Central
Tibetan army arrived at Leh, to assist the Ladakhis
in their struggle for liberty. The principal of these
Tibetans was Pishi, the head of the bowmen, who
lived in grand style at the Leh palace.
But Jigsmed namgyal's reign was destined only
to last six weeks. For soon the news arrived in
Ladakh that a fresh Dogra army of 7000 men, under
the conlinand of Devan Harichand and Ratun, was
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advancing to Leh with cannons and excellent equipment. Pishi and the other Tibetans had not come
to Leh to be killed there, and they decided on fleeing,
taking along with them the boy-king and his ministers.
They fled in the direction of the Upper Indus valley,
whilst the 1,adakhi matchlock-men returned to their
own villages. When the Dogras arrived in Leh,
they destroyed all the idols they found in the castle
and monastery. That was a new procedure, for up
to now they had spared all the Buddhist establishments, as they respected in Buddhism an originally
Indian form of religion.
The fugitive party had arrived meanwhile at
Drangtse, near the western end of the Panggong
lake, and there they were joined by a Tibetan
army of 3000 men under the command of Ragasha
and Zurkang.
At Drangtse, the Tibetans dug
trenches and erected a fortified camp. Before the
Dogras arrived there Zurkang marched against
them, attacked them on the plateau of Darkhug,
and after he had done some damage to them went
back to his fortified camp. This camp was situated
in the lower part of a narrow valley, and the storming
of it would have meant considerable loss on the side
of the Dogras. Therefore the latter decided on
driving the Tibetans out of their stronghold by
means of a flood. The Dogras dammed up the
water in the valley in such a way that the Tibetan
trenches were flooded and had to be deserted, Outside their fortifications the Tibetans were not equal
to the well-armed Dogras. Most of them fled, and
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several were made prisoners, among them their
general Ragasha. Ragasha was decapitated, for he
was a welcome subject to the Dogras to revenge
t l ~ edeath of Zorawar on the Tibetans.
Then a peace was concluded with the Tibetans,
according to which the annual trade between Lhasa
and Leh 'was reinstituted, the Dogras taking the
place and obligations of the Ladakhi kings. Jigsmed
namgyal had to be satisfied with the village of Stog
and the taxes of its few peasants, and hardly a single
one of the old Ladakhi state officials remained in office.
According to Tsebstan, after some time an
exchange of prisoners took place between Lhasa
and Jammu. He says : " Then the Dogra prisoners
returned from Lhasa, each with his Tibetan wife
and one child. Also the Tibetan prisoners returned
from Jammu, each with an Indian wife and two or
three children." Among the Dogra prisoners who
returned from Lhasa to Jammu was a certain Reyo
Singh, and of him Tsebstan tells the following
anecdote : " The Maharaja asked him, ' If once
more we go to war against Tibet, shall we win or
n o t ? ' T o which Reyo Singh replied, ' We shall
not succeed in gaining a victory over the Tibetans.
As many soldiers as we have, so many Lamas have
the Tibetans; as much food as a Dogra consumes
within a month, a Tibetan eats within a day ; as
many dresses as are put on by ten Dogras, a single
Tibetan puts on. Besides, they have great magicians,
who make rain and fire, as they please, who can also
cause heaven and earth to shake. Some men come
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flying down from the sky. Others make themselves
invisible, and kill with a sword whom they please ;
and there is much more which has not its equal in
other countries.' The Maharaja did riot like this
speech, and said, ' You are taking the side of the
Tibetans ! ' and sent him away."
Since then, there has been peace. Onl'y, in 1846
a little rebellion broke out in Zangskar, which was
promptly repressed by Basti Ram. Thus Ladakh
had become part of the Jammu State, and, after 1846,
of the Jammu and Kashmir State, and the blessing
of the Pax Britannica has made itself felt in our
country also. But another blessing of British rule,
the wise administration of revenues, and the encouragement of the much shaken agriculture of the
country, have been withheld from Ladakh, as the
administration remained in the hands of Dogra and
Kashmir officials. Since 1842 the country has made
little progress. This is even observed by the natives,
who compare other portions of Western Tibet which
have come under British rule, in particular Lahoul,
with their own country ; and the difference between
the two districts economically is surprising. As,
however, the rulers of the Kashmir State can no
longer keep their eyes shut to the example set by
British India and a number of progressive Native
States, there is hope that more attention will in
future be paid to the development of the agriculture
of Ladakh, and perhaps the standard of happiness
which was attained under some of the best native
Tibetan rulers will once more be reached.
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The Ladakhis sing a song of Zorawar's wife, whom
they believe to have accompanied her husband to
Ladakh, and who had to return alone across the
Zoji Pass. In this song Urdu words are mixed in
a quaint way with the Tibetan.
I do not wish to eat bread received from the sinful northerners ;
I do not wrsh to drink water received from the sinful northerners.
Amidst the inhabitants of this land I have no friends and
relations ;
In the northern plain I have no brothers and friends.
In the place of friends and relations I had only Zorawar.
In the place of brothers and friends I had only Zorawar.
And it was only Zorawar who made me a debpised widow.
And it was only Zorawar who made his queen a despised widow.
When arriving on the Zoji Pass, my fatherland can be seen.
When arriving on the Zoji Pass, Lahore and the Panjab can be
seen.
Although I can see my fatherland, I shall not arrive there.
Although I can see ~ n yfatherland, Zorawar's queen will not
arrive there.

MISSIONARY'S REVIEW

NOW that the historian has done his work, let the
missionary add a few words. I hope that all those
who have any judgment in the matter will acknowledge that in the preceding pages it has been my
endeavour to give an objective picture of the history
of Western Tibet, as true as is possible in the
present state of historical research. As, however,
my position as a missionary gives my interest in the
country a very subjective colouring, I wish to discuss
a few questions from a missionary point of view.
The present age is an age not only of world politics
but also of world religion. The great and the minor
religions of almost every nation meet with general
interest. But hardly any of them is studied with
more fervour than Buddhism. Occasionally even the
Christian nations are admonished to express their
gratitude for one or the other blessing which, as
they are told, has its roots in Buddhism. Buddhism
claims to be a religion of peace and goodwill towards
all creatures, and with regard to this a passage from
=70
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Hievarchic has beer, quoted
in a great number of books. Koppen points to
the fact that the Mongolians, who in former ages
used to be the terror of Europe, have left the
European continent undisturbed since the battle of
Liegnitz, 1241, or, roughly speaking, since the time
they adopted Lamaism. This continual danger to
Europe was averted, we are told, not by the energy
of European arms, but by the instilling of a religion
of peace in this warlike nation. This kind of argument can only be used with success before a public
which has not the slightest knowledge of the history
of the Mongols. And the present history of the
Western Tibetans does not speak of a continual area
of peace in their own territories either. Neither the
Mongolians nor the Tibetans have become any more
peaceful by the adoption of Lamaism than they were
before. That they did not carry their expeditions
as far as Europe can be explained by the fact that
they were kept busy nearer home. The Chinese and
the Turks had to be fought first, and internal wars
hardly ever ceased.
I t would be surprising, indeed, if the Buddhist
doctrine of peace had met with general acceptance, considering the lax attitude of the population towards
other Buddhist precepts. Buddhism would never have
spread over the greater part of Asia if it had insisted
on a strict observance of its doctrines. It was quite
satisfied to be formally acknowledged as the religion
of a country, and left the morals and customs of the
laity of the nation in their former condition. It may
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be said that also on the occasion of the intrduction
of Christianity into various European countries, concessions were made to the ancient religions of those
countries. Quite true, but Christianity was not content to be thus formally acknowledged only, but
proved itself a transforming power, which by and by
penetrated the entire life of the nations. One of the
ugliest customs, morally, of Tibet is the system of
polyandry. I t was certainly not introduced by
Buddhism, but Buddhism has never raised a finger
against it. Before its abolition, there is no hope that
the moral condition of the Tibetans can be raised.
As the history shows us, the kings who could afford
to be polygamists indulged in this custom too.
There are European scientists, among them Ramsay,
late British Joint Commissioner to Ladakh, who vindicate the custom of polyandry with regard to Tibet.
Desert as the country is, they say it can give sustenance only to a very limited number of inhabitants.
T o prevent the population from increasing, this system
was invented, and it would be a misfortune if, with
the introduction of Christianity, monogamy was introduced. These philosophers, Ramsay among them,
entirely forget that, before the introduction of Christianity, Mohammedanism had entered the country,
and that, together with it, polygamy began to spread.
The supposed aim of polyandry, to keep the population within narrow limits, can only be reached if
a number of women are ready to remain single.
Spinsters, however, are hardly found in non-Christian
countries. At the present time those women who are
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not married by Lamaists find it easy t o become the
wives of the many Mohammedan merchants a t Leh,
although they are often married for a very short
period only to a certain man. Instead of assailing
Christianity, our wise philosophers had better attack
Mohammedanism as a harmful system. Still, in spite
of Mohampedanism and the beginning of Christianity,
the country (Ladakh proper) is far from being overpopulated. Immorality, nurtured by polyandry, has
so undermined the powers of increase of the people
that uncared-for orphan children are almost nonexistent. Orphan children are adopted at the first
opportunity, because most of the peasants are short
of hands to work their fields properly.
But we must not forget that the inhabitants of
Western Tibet have to be grateful to Buddhism for
one important acquisition, the art of reading and
writing. Long before the commencement of Lamaism,
in the first centuries before Christ, the Indian HrAhmi.
alphabet, used for Sanskrit, entered the deserts of
Western Tibet as the first script. I t was followed by
several other Indian scripts, specimens of which have
been found, dating from the beginning of our era
down to the eleventh century. These scripts are:
KharoshthP, of the Kushana e r a ; BrAhmi, of the
Kushana e r a ; Indian characters, of the eighth or
ninth and of the eleventh century. T h e most
important alphabet was the Tibetan alphabet, which
in its present form may have been introduced during
the eighth or ninth century. Its importance rests on
the fact that Tibetan conquered the territorics of the

.
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Dard and Mon languages, and was the vehicle af a vast
literature. At first this literature must have exercised
a certain influence on those who studied it. But as
the aims of its study were not enlightenment but the
accumulation of religious merit, the influence of its
doctrines became less and less. It became petrified,
and the reading of it degenerated into a rattling off
of syllables, the meaning of which was not considered
worthy of reflection.
Suddenly Western Tibet was overrun by Mohammedans ; the most western portions were entirely converted to Mohammedanism, whilst the capital and its
surroundings received a considerable sprinkling of the
new religion. Therefore the question is not without
interest: Has the new religion proved to have any
elevating powers, as compared with Lamaism? In
savage countries, Mohammedanism has certainly been
the means of elevating people to a higher standard
than they had before its arrival. It is different in
countries which possess a culture of their own. Thus,
in Western Tibet I find it impossible to discover any
progress which can be put to the credit of the
Mohammedans. I will not say that the country
has deteriorated. I t seems to have remained much
the same. The art of reading and writing, as
possessed by the Ladakhis and Baltis, was not
acknowledged by the Mohammedans, in whose eyes
only a knowledge of the Arabic characters was of any
value. So, in the Mussulman territories this new
alphabet and the reading of the Koran in Arabic
were taught. As also in this case the understanding
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of the geligious text was considered to be of minor
importance, the general education of the people
remained on the same low level it had reached
before, Still, one doctrine of Mohammedanism
attained popularity and influence amongst its ad-'
herents ;' the doctrine of One God Only, and of
the vanity of all idols. This is the great truth and
strength Lf this religion, and on account of it
Mohammedanism spreads also in those lands where
it is not supported by arms. This doctrine appeals
to the common sense of all nations, as do the Ten
Commandments; and the vanity of the modern
Hindo sayingin' People must be led to a higher
understanding 6f God by beginning with visible
representations of Him !" is proved by the quick and
general acceptance of the Moslem truth.
But,
unfortunately, the understanding of this great truth,
which is not connected with a moral system of high
standard, makes its adherents self-contented and
conceited, especially if they are surrounded by
idolaters.
Mussulmans are always in danger of
developing into Pharisees, and mission work among
them is as difficult now as Christ found it to be among
the Pharisees.
But mission work among Buddhists and Lamaists
is not very easy either. A Buddhist Lama who has
understood the doctrines of his system to a certain
degree looks down with contempt on every other
wisdom, and is quite capable of enveloping himself in
as much conceit as the ordinary Mussulman does.
The laity, who have to be satisfied with the grossest
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idolatry, are kept in strict dependence on the scclesiastical institutions; for the monasteries have developed
into a sort of banking establishments, and there is
hardly a peasant who is not in debt to one or the
other monastery.
Does it not look like a hopeless enterprise to do
mission work in a country where Lamaism and
Mohammedanism meet ? And yet, God, who claims
to be also the God of the heathen, as the prophets of
the Old Testament assert, claims also the steppes of
Western Tibet as His own. That He is the God of
the heathen He has proved, as I believe, also in the
history of Western Tibet. As was noted above, even
the heathen Ladakhis believe they can see His hand
in the story of blind King Lhawang namgyal, who
was dethroned by his brother Trashi namgyal.
When hearing that Trashi remained without children,
they exclaim : " How just is God ! " although,
according to Buddhist philosophy, they ought to
be pure atheists. And we can well imagine that a
king who, like Bum lde, tried his best to fulfil the
precepts of his religion, imperfect though it was, is
more graciously looked upon by the God of the
heathen than many another whose thoughts never
rose above the things of this world. But when
looking at the inroads of Mohammedanism and
the unhappy fate of the kingdom during its last
decades, we cannot help recognising the hand of
our God, who prepared the country for the coming
of Christianity.
This preparation took place
according to a similar method, though on a smaller
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scale, a* occurred in Europe before the advent of
Christ.
Hard to conquer though both are, Mohammedanism
as well as Buddhism, they were both weakened by
being brought in contact with each other. This can
be plainly observed in Leh. The adherents of both
a
most bigoted in those territories where
religions are
they never get to see adherents of other creeds. In a
religiously mixed population the belief in the infallibility of any particular religion is often shaken,
and in consequence of this the religious convictions
of any one creed become weaker. Although the next
result of such a process is indifference towards any
form of religion, still, in a soil of that kind, Christianity
is more acceptable than it was before the process
began. The indifference towards religion is par-\
ticularly exemplified in the case of marriages at Leh.
The girls generally change their religion like a dress.
They become Buddhists if they have an opportunity
to marry a Buddhist husband, and Mohammedans in
the other case,
The hand of God showed its power in particular
during the last decades of the Western Tibetan
empire, when it was against it. Of the last two
brother-kings, Tsestan died as a young man. He was
superior as a ruler to many of his predecessors, and
might have been the man to strengthen his kingdom
to such an extent as to be able to resist the Dogras.
And during the Dogra war the only leader who
might have carried the war to a glorious end, the
young minister of Stog, lost his life in one of the first
I2
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battles. It is quite evident the time had arsived for
the kingdom to come to an end, and it could not be
saved by men. It was to become impregnated with
the great flood of new conceptions and ideas which
had found their way to India, and, together with
them, the great problem of Christian missions was to
be realised in Western Tibet. The progress of the
mission work was slow in the beginning, but has
become a little quicker in course of time, and the
importance of this work for the Christianisation of
the whole of Tibet cannot be overestimated. Here,
not only the methods for the evangelisation of Tibet
proper can be learned, but the fact is demonstrated to
the Tibetans that it is quite possible to be a Tibetan
by birth and yet a Christian by re-birth. God grant
that in no very far future the history of Tibet may
enter upon a new phase, that of a Christian Tibet !

Appendices
APPENDIX I
RINCHANA BHOTI'S CAREER, ACCORDING TO MATERIAL
SUPPLIED BY DR J. PH. VOGEL

THETibetan record does not contain more than Prince
Rinchen's name, but the chronicles of Kashmir have a long
chapter on a Tibetan prince Rinchana, who was king of
Kashmir about 1319-1323 A.D., and it is quite probable
that the two are identical, although it is somewhat difficult
to reconcile the Kashmir record with what we know of
West Tibetan history. According to the Kashmir chronicles,
it was the murder of Rinchana's father, Vakatanya, by a
tribe of Kalamanyas, that caused Rinchana's departure from
Tibet. The word Kalamanya probably stands for " men of
Kharmang," Kharmang being the capital of a tribe of
Baltis; and it looks almost as if the Baltis had at that
time tried to annihilate the Ladakhi dynasty. The name
Yakatanya may refer to the castle of Vaka near Mulbe,
which was in the hands of the Ladakhi kings. We shall
hardly ever get beyond the realm of supposition with regard
to the political state of Western Tibet of those days, and
must r.ot expect the Kashmir chronicler to have troubled
much about Rinchana's early history. There are three
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reasons in particular which make us believe in t h e possible
identity of rGyalbu n-nchen and the Ri,rchana of Kashmir :
( I ) the fact that the Tibetan record speaks of Rinchn only
as a " prince" (rgyalbu) ; ( 2 ) the identity of name ; (3) the
approximate identity of time. Still, I do not consider the
proof sufficient enough to compel me to alter my system of
chronology in favour of the Kashmir date I 3 I 9-1 329. But
even if Rinchana could be proved to be of Bdti or Purig
instead of Ladakhi descent, a history of Western Tibet
would not be complete without mentioning him.
After having avenged his family on the people of Kalamanya, Rinchana proceeded to Kashmir. H e arrived there
at a time of great disorder, which had been caused by the
raid of a Turkish invader called Druluca. The king of
Kashmir, Suhndeva, was a good-for-nothing man. But the
minister of Kashmir, Ramachandra, took up arms against
the Turks. When he was murdered by the Tibetans, and
Druluca sent out of the country, Rinchana became undisputed master of the country and married Queen Kota,
the wife or daughter of Ramachandra.
Order was at once restored, and the Kashmir chronicles
praise the time of Rinchana's government in the highest
terms. T o illustrate his wisdom in pronouncing judgment,
two Solomon-like stories are told :Two mares, which grazed in the same forest, had each a
colt. A lion killed one of the colts, and the owners of
the mares both claimed the surviving colt as their own.
King Rinchana ordered the two mares and the colt to be
brought on board a ship on the river Jhelum, and when
the middle of the current was reached he threw the colt
overboard. At once the mare which was the real mother
jumped into the water after the colt, whilst the other one
only neighed.
The other story runs as follows : One of Rinchana's
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follower~wasreported to have taken milk from a cowherd
without payment. The man denied having taken any.
In order to ascertain the truth, Rinchana ordered the man's
stomach to be cut open. When the milk gushed forth
Rinchana's wisdom was greatly admired ; but one wonders
how he would have mended his mistake if the victim had
not been guilty !
Later oxf some of Rinchana's Tibetan followers, at the
instigation of the Turk Druluca, made an attempt to
murder the king. They were headed by Tukka (probably
Drugpa in Tibetan), but were not successful. However,
Rinchana died a few months after from headache, caused
_. - - - __. --by a cold.
The son who was born to him in Kashmir did not
succeed him as king of Kashmir. But, before leaving
Ladakh, rGyalbu Rinchen apparently had a son who became
king of Ladakh, for there is no break in the line of Ladakhi
kings.
)__

APPENDIX I1
THE ANCIENT HISTORY OF LAHOUL

THEancient history of Lahoul differs from that of Ladakh.
I t is contained chiefly in the languages of the country.
The fact that the little country of Lahoul possesses three
distinct languages which are not related to the Aryan
languages of India, and only distantly related to Tibetan,
has long been a puzzle to philologists. The grand work of
the Linguistic Survey of India, recently undertaken by the
Indian Government, has, however, done much towards
elucidating the problem of Lahoul among many others.
The excellent material which the Rev. J. Bruske, one of
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the Moravian missionaries, prepared for the Linguistic
Survey revealed the fact that the grammar of the Kanaweri
language, which is spoken in the neighbourhood of Chini,
on the Sutlej, has strong affinities to the languages of the
Mundaris, who live to the south-west of Calcutta. As the
Kanaweri language was known to be closely related to
the three languages of Lahoul, these languages, Bunan,
Manchat, and Tinan, were examined in search of similar
affinities, and it was proved that their relationship to the
Mundari languages was exactly the same as that of
Kanaweri.
As regards their vocabulary, the three languages of
Lahoul show a strong resemblance to Tibetan ; but, as
regards their grammar, they differ widely from any Tibetan
dialect, and show surprising coincidences with Mundari.
Let us first examine the Mundari side of the question.
T o a Tibetan student of the three languages of Lahoul the
following facts appear extraordinary : ( I ) Higher numbers
are counted in twenties instead of in tens. Thus fifty is
(2) The
" twice twenty and ten " (nyis sai c h i ) in Bunan.
complicated system of personal pronouns. All these
languages have not only double forms for "we," one
including the person addressed, and the other excluding the
same (one corresponding to the English " I and you," the
other to the English " I and they "), as also many Tibetan
dialects have i t ; but they possess also dual and plural
forms of the pronouns. Thus, before selecting the proper
word for " we, ( 6 our," " us," etc., in these languages, the
speaker has to think as follows : Are there two or more
persons who make up the " we" ? Do I include the person
or persons before me in the "we," or do I not? Reason
enough to cause a beginner in these languages to hesitate
before he pronounces the word "we"! (3) The three
languages of Lahoul have very full systems of conjugation,
))
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with terninations for the different persons, singular and
plural, bhilst the Tibet an verb hardly ever distinguishes
between persons. Thus " I made, thou madest," etc., is
conjugated in Bunan and Tibetan in the following way :-

w
0

Runan.

Tibetan.

ligkiza
ligzana
ligza
liitsa
ligtsani
ligtsa

chospin
chospin
chospin
chospin
chospin
chospin

(4) The three languages of Lahoul have a very strange
system of pronominal "interfix," so to speak, i.e., the incorporation of the object in the verb. As we have seen, Zigza
means in Bunan " he made." A word to express " for me,"
or " me," is ku. If I wish to say "he made for me," I
have to divide the word Z&za and insert the word ku
between its two parts. Thus Z@uza, "he made for me."
(5) The three languages of Lahoul contain a certain class of
sounds which is entirely foreign to the Tibetan system of
phonetics. They are the half-pronounced g and d sounds,
which occur at the end of words. Their sound is almost
as comical and extraordinary to the European ear as are
the " clicks of the Kafir and Hottentot languages.
In all the peculiarities enumerated above, the three
languages of Lahoul, as well as Kanaweri, agree solely
with the Mundari languages of Central India, and not with
any other Indian language. Thus philology assures us of
the extraordinary fact that in very remote times in our
mountain regions the amalgamation of a Tibetan tribe with
the Mundaris must have taken place. Without the strong
evidence of philology no one would have ventured on
such an assertion; for the Mundaris are at present one
))
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of the smallest Indian tribes, numbering only fow to five
nlillions, and their principal home being near Calcutta
they live at a considerable distance from Lahoul. Philology, however, induces us to believe that at some very
remote time, say 2000 B.c., they must have extended to
the frontiers of Tibet.
Then, who are the Mundaris? In Hdrnle's History of
Indin, of 1905, the Mundaris are mentioned hmong the
uncivilised aborigines who occupied India at the time of
the Aryan invasion, about 2 0 0 0 B.C. Of these aborigines
he says : " In the earliest ages of which we know anything
at all, India was inhabited by certain tribes who were
distinguished for very dark skins and flat noses. We call
them aborigines, i.e., 'people of the beginning,' because we
do not know whence and when they came into the country.
There are certain points which seem to connect them on
the one hand with the native races of Australia, and on the
other with the Finno-Tartaric races in the north-west of
Asia. But this goes back to a time when the earth's
surface had not yet attained its present distribution of land
and water. Of India, in its present state, the earliest
inhabitants known to us are the so-called Munda races
(Mundaris). They still survive in the wilder parts of the
country, and are represented by the Bhils, ICols, Santals,
Juangs, and other uncivilised tribes of Central India. To
them also belong the natives of the Andaman and neighbouring islands, and the Veddas of Ceylon. They were
savage people, living in small bands in the dense jungles
and forests which then covered most parts of India. Their
occupation was to hunt wild animals, or to raid upon one
anbthei,'*which they did with weapons made of stone.
They lived on the wild produce of the jungle, on roots
and fruits, and on raw flesh ; and they knew neither the
breeding of cattle nor thc tilling of the land ; nor had
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they anq settled laws or forms of government. They made
pots 07 clay, and baked them in the fire. They buried
their dead, and over their graves they set up upright slabs
of rock or circles of stone. It is from these, and the things
found in then], that we are able to form some idea of the
life and customs of the wild aborigines."
The Tibetan element of their parentage is represented
more particularly in the vocabulary of the three languages
of Lahoul ; and, indeed, these languages have preserved to
the present day a number of l'ibetan words in a more
archaic form than can be found in any Tibetan dialect or
arch;eological document. Such a word is the word gyag
([~lgjlag), " day," Tibetan shag. We know from Tibetan
dialects that gy can become j, and j is often changed into
zh. I n all Tibetan records the word for "day" is zhg,
and it is only from Lahouli that we learn that in very
remote times it was probably pronounced gyag. Another
example is the word for "life," s h o g in Tibetan and stmg
in Lahouli. Tibetan phonetics teach us that the pronunciation sty, sku, etc., preceded the present pronunciation shy. But this word is represented in its ancient form
in none of the most archaic Tibetan documents, and we
know only from Lahouli that the word shrog was actually
preceded by an ancient word slrog. As regards the Tibetan
vowel system, we know that a is a more original vowel than
0, if it occurs in the same root. Thus we can imagine that
several words which contain an o at the present time may
have had an a in earlier days. Now we find a number of
Tibetan words which contain an a only in Lahouli ; for
instance, tang or thang, "see," Tibetan t h n g ; lag,
gb return," Tibetan log, etc.
Thus, also in this case, the
languages of Lahoul have preserved a state of things which
preceded by a long way even the most archaic type of
Tibetan known.
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Thus the Tibetan side of the question comes in,, to confirm what has to be surmised from the Mundari e3ldence,
viz., that the amalgamation of the two peoples must have
taken place at a very early date, probably before the immigration of the Aryans into India. But something more
should be said regarding the Tibetan element in the
languages of Lahoul, in particular Bunan. Besides the preclassical Tibetan words found in Bunan, as mentioned
above, we have traces of yet a second and a third flood of
Tibetan words which have entered this language. The
second flood is represented by Tibetan words the pronunciation of which is in harmony with the ancient classical
orthography of Tibetan, whilst in modern Tibetan the
pronunciation has become different from the original
spelling. This influx of Tibetan words into Bunan is best
illustrated by an extract from the Rev. H. A. Jaschke's list :Tibetun (classical Tibetan (modern
orthography).
pronunciation).
Khral
Khral
!ha1
Grogpo
Grogpo
dogpo
P ~ Y ~ ~ P o chugpo
P~YWP~
Bri
Bri
di
Brang
Brang
dang
Bzlnan.

This list of words testifies to the great influence which
the Tibetans must have exercised in the Bunan valley, say,
about the days of Christ, when their pronunciation may
have been in accordance with the present classical spelling.
The third influx of Tibetan is represented by another
group of Tihetan loan-words in Bunan, the pronunciation
of which is not in accordance with the classical Tibetan
orthography but with the present Tibetan pronunciation.
The following are a few specimens taken from Jaschke's
list :-
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Tibetaft (modern
pronunciation).
!an1
tam
!him
!him
jungva
jungva
chodpa
SPYO~P~
chodpa
gros
doi
doi
This 1 s t influx of Tibetan words must have taken place
in historical times.
In the same manner as Bunan was influenced by Tibetan,
the other two languages of Lahoul (Manchat and Tinan)
were influenced later on by Aryan Indian languages; for
the neighbouring States of Kulu and Chamba were conquered by Aryan tribes, the intercourse with whom brought
the introduction of many Aryan loan-words.
As with the languages, so it is with the religious customs
of Lahoul. They also represent a very mixed state of
things. There is a certain ancient custom which is observed
nowadays only in Manchat, and which probably goes back
to old Mundari times. I t is the custom of putting up a
slab of stone by the roadside in commemoration of a
deceased person. These may be seen near every village in
Manchat.
Those erected more recently have a spot
smeared with oil in the middle. Many of the stones are
quite plain, but there are some which have a rock-carving
representing a human figure in the centre, and others
again have a sculpture representing the deceased person,
in relief. The last phase in the development of the
originally plain commemorative stones is found in the
village temples. There we see large slabs of stone on which
are carved often more than ten persons in a row. They are
well bathed in oil. On making my special inquiry, the
natives told me that at irregular periods all the rich families
who had lost a member through death had to combine and
-m
#

Bzllzan.

Tibetan (classical
orthography).
kram
khrims
byungba
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give a great feast to the whole village. In recognitionef this,
a slab containing the never-flattering portraits of the dead
is .placed
in the village temple. m e more ancient of the's;
aabs are of a certain anthropological interest, as they
represent the people of Lahoul in their original costume.
I n the olden days people wore nothing but a little frock,
reaching from the loins to the knees, and the chiefs (apparently) had a head-dress of feathers, similar to t h t of the
North American Indians. This kind of dress we find
represented on very old commemorative slabs at Triloknath,
and on a rock-carving of a man hunting wild sheep near
Kyelang. The wild sheep (Sirapo) has been extinct in
Lahoul for many centuries, and it is only through this
rock-carving that we know of its former existence in Lahoul.
The most ancient religion of Lahoul was probably $hallus
and snake worship-the
two representing the creative
powersd'bf the sun and water. As regards the phallus
worship, we have to distinguish between the original custom,
which was satisfied with a raw stone of phallus-shape put
up in a little grove or beside the door of a village temple,
and the modern Hindu custom. The former is still the
most common form of phallus worship in the country. But
in Manchat there may also be seen a few well-polished
phallus stones, which were introduced when the modern
form of Hinduism gained some ground in the country.
The upper end of the ancient phallus stones is smeared
with oil or butter, whilst the modern ones are sprinkled
with water, as in India. The village temples are small
huts with a sloping gable roof of shingles, and have a ram's
head, the symbol of the creative power, carved at tEe Xnd
o ~ t ~ u p p e r m obeam
s t of the roof. In these huts the most
ancient form of habitation of the Lahoulis is still preserved.
The peasants have meanwhile taken to the Tibetan type
of house, with flat roofs consisting of willow branches and
*1-.-
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earth, qrobably because this kind of material can be
o btairkd more readily.
I n a country where phallus worship is the rule, we can
imagine that by the side of great licentiousness cruel
a11
customs are in vogue. And, indee-rtradition
over the country speaks of human sacrifices which were
offered in order to ensure a good harvest. The custom
reminds as strongly of that prevailing until quite recently
among the Khonds of India. At Kyelang the following
story is told with regard to the last human sacrifice: A
man had to be killed every year for the benefit of the fields
of the community. The peasants were to offer the victim
in turns. (They probably kept slaves, and these were
generally killed.) One year it was a poor widow's turn,
and as she had no servants, it was understood that her only
son was to be sacrificed. Whilst she was weeping sadly
about this, a wandering hermit came to her house and
offered to die in the place of her son, if she would feed
him well until the day of execution. The widow gladly
accepted the offer, and on the appointed day the hermit
was led with much noise before the wooden idol of the
god of the fields. When the executioner walked up with
his axe to the hermit, the latter said : " Wait a little, dear
friend : lend me your axe, and let me see if the god really
wants to take my life." Then he stepped with the axe
before the idol and said, "Well, Lord of the Fields, if you
really want my life, take it, please ; if not, I shall take yours."
As there was no reply, the hermit raised his axe and cut
the idol in pieces. Then he threw the fragments into the
river, and everybody went home. The water carried the
fragments as far as the village of Gugti, where they were
caught and put up again.' The consequence of the hermit's
According to another version the god of the fields lived in a rose
tree, which was carried to Gugti by the water and there planted again.
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Bonifacius-like deed was, that, ever since, the locJ deity
had to be satisfied with the sacrifice of a goat; and beople
say that their deity still becomes frightened if the 'name
of the courageous Lama is pronounced in his presence.
I n Manchat, human sacrifices were not offered with the
same regularity as at Kyelang, but apparently only in cases
of dearth. The last victim, according to local tradition, was
the queen Rupi rani. She was buried alive again* her will,
and her last words were a curse upon the land. She prayed
that henceforth the inhabitants of the land should not grow
older than she was on the day of her death, and people
believe that this curse is still being fulfilled. In provinces
bordering on Lahoul-for instance, in Kangra-the human
sacrifices continued in a milder form down to the nineteenth
century. The victim was forced to perform some dangerous
task or other. If he got through it alive, it was u~~derstood
that the local deity was willing to exist without a taste of
human blood for another year.
Buddhism seems to have entered Lahoul from India in the
eighth century A.D. We suppose this to have happened,
because the name of Padma sambhava, the famous Buddhist
missionary of that time, is mentioned, not only in connection
with the most ancient Buddhist monasteries of Lahoul,
but even in connection with Hindu places of worship
in the adjoining provinces. It is of some interest that in
the ancient book called Padma bRa btang the countries
Zahor (Tibetan for Mandi) and Gazha (=Garzha) are
mentioned among the countries visited by Padma sambhava ;
and even the name Gandola occurs among those of the
monasteries founded by the same Lama. These ancient
Buddhist temples are wooden structures with pyramidal
roofs, and exhibit interesting ancient wood-carvings. Three
are known : the Gandola monastery, at the confluence of
the Chandra and Bhaga Rivers ; the Kangani monastery,
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in Mawhat; and Triloknath. Kangani even has traces
of pictures painted in blue and reddish-brown colours
alone,' which are otherwise found only in sites of very
ancient Buddhist art in Ladakh and Yarkand.
When the history of Lahoul became bound up with the
history of the West Tibetan empire,' Buddhism entered the
country once more in the form of Lamaism, whose many
monasteries are distinguished by their flat roofs. At the
same time, from the Chamba side the influence of Aryan
Hinduism made itself felt. As archzeology shows, this
happened during the reign of the Chamba kings Jasata
and Lalitavurman in the I xth century. The latter brought
the people the modern phallic emblem (lingam), and taught
them the more refined art of stone sculpture, with which
they have thereafter decorated their wells.
But whether the Lahoulis inclined more towards
Lamaism or to wards Hinduism, 'l'rilo knath remained their
favourite place of pilgrimage. The following is one of the
prayers which are sung on the way to Triloknath (Lad.
Songs, No. XLVI.) :0, exalted one !
Give us a child ; 0 may it be granted !
Mayest thou show us mercy !
We shall offer thee a great sacrifice,
0 exalted one !
Lahoul was in a loose way part of the Ladakhi empire from almut
1I 50 to 1647 A.U. ; then it became part of the kingdom of Kulu.
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Vol. 111.-The Books of the Prophets.
Vol. 1V.-The Psalms, Solomon, and Sacred Writers.
Vol. ~ . - ~ h . eNew Testament.
The Complete Bible in Modern English. Incorporating the
above five volumes. Cloth extra, gilt top.

10s. net,

Come, Break your Fast: Daily Meditations for a Year. By

Rev. Mark Guy Pearse, Large Crown 8v0, 344 pagea, With
Portrait. Cloth Boards.

James Flanagan : The Story of a Remarkable Career. By
Dennis Crane,
2s. 6d. net.

Crown avo.

The Earnest Life.

Fully Illustrated, Cloth boards.

By Silas K. Hocking. Crown 8vo. xga

pages. With portrait and autograph.
cloth boards.

Handsomely bound in

Stories of Self-Help : Recent and Living Exam les of Men

P

Risen from the Ranks. By John Alexander, Well I lustrated,

A Young Man's Mind.

By J. A. Hammerton.

Crown 8vo.

Cloth extra, gilt top,

The Romance of the Bible.

The Marvellous Histor of the

British and Foreign Bible Society.
Crown 8vo. Cloth.

g

By Charles F, ateman.

Crown and Empire : A Popular Account of the Lives, Public

and Domestic, of Edward VII. and Queen Alexandra. By Alfred
E. Knight. Large Crown 8vo. 336 pages. Cloth boards.

O u r Rulers from William the Conqueror to Edward VII.
By J . Alexander. Foolscap 4to.
Illustrations. Attractively bound.

Cloth gilt,

Sixty beautiful

The Great Siberian Railway : What I saw on my ourney. By

h

Dr. F. E. Clark. Crown 8vo. 213 pages. Sixty- ve First-class
Illustrations on art paper, and a Map. Handsomely bound.

Chaplains a t the Front.

By One of Them. Incidents in the

Life of a Chaplain during the Boer War, 1899-1900. By Owen
Spencer Watkins, Acting Wesleyan Chaplain to His Majesty's
Forces, Crown 8v0, 334 pages, Handsomely bound,

Catalog~eof Books Published

2s. 6d. each

(conti&.)

Pollowing Jesus : A Bible Picture Book for the Young. Size,
131 by 10 inches. Contains 12 beautifully colouredeOld and New
Testament Scenes, with appropriate letterpress by D .Rp.

Brought to Jesus: A Bible Picture Book for Little Readers.
Containing Ia New Testament Scenes, printed in colours. Size,
134 by 10 inches. Handsome coloured boards.
Bible Pictures and Stories : Old and N e w Testament. In one
Volume. Bound in handsome cloth, with 89 full-page Illustratione
by Eminent Artists.

Light for Little Footsteps ; or, Bible Stories Illustrated. With

beautiful coloured Cover and Frontispiece, Full of Pictures. Size,
134 by 10 inches.

Potters : their Arts and Crafts. Historical, Biographical and
Descriptive. By John C. S arks and Walter Gandy, Crown 8v0,
Copiously Illustrated, Clot extra,

\

The Story of Jesus.

For Little Children.

By Mrs. G. E.

Morton. New E d i t i o ~ . Large 8vo. 340 pages. Eight pictures
in best style of colour-work, and many other Illustrations, Handsomely bound in cloth boards.

Victoria: Her Life and Reign.
8110. 384 pages,
3s. 6d,

By Alfred E, Knight. Crown

Cloth extra, as. 6d.; fancy cloth, gllt edges,

2s. each.
Tbe Home Library.
Cvown 8vo.

320 pages. Haudsomc CIoth Covwr,
Fully IUwtratcd.

Under the Roman Eagles. By Amyot Sagon.
Helena's Dower; or, A Troublesome Ward. By Eglanton
Thorne.

The Red Mountain of Alaska. BY willis BOY^ Allen.
True unto Death : a Story of Russian Life. By E.F. Pollard.
By Bitter Experience : A Story of the Evils of Gambling. By
Scott Graham.

Love Conquereth ; or, The Mysterious Trespasser.

By

Charlotte Murray.

White Ivory and Black, and other Stories of Adventure by Sea
and Land.
Higginson.

By Tom Bevan, E. Harcourt Burrage, and John

The Adventures of Don Lavington ; or, In the Days of the
Press Gang, By G , Manvillo Fenn,

By S. W . Partridge 6. Co.

2s. each
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(contiwti).

THE
HOME LIBRARY
(corrtinuul),
---

.-

b

Roger ?he Ranger : A Story of Border Life among the Indiana.
By E. F. Pollard.

Brave Brothers; or, Young Sons of Providence.
Stooke.

The Moat House ; or, Celia's Deceptions.

By E. M.

By Eleanora H.

Stooke.

The white' Dove of Amritzir : A Romance of Anglo-Indian
Life. By E. F. Pollard.
In Battle and Breeze : Sea Stories by G . A. Henty, G. Manvme
Fenn, and J . Higginson,
Crag Island ; or The Mystery of Val Stanlock. By W. Murray
Graydon.

Edwin, t h e Boy Outlaw ; or, The Dawn of Freedom in England.
A Story of the Days of Robin Hood. By J. Frederick Hodgetts.
Neta Lyall. By Flora E. Berry, Author of In Small Corns,"
etc.

Six Illustrations.

Robert Aske: A Story of the Reformation. By E. Fa Pollard.
Eight Illnstrations.

John Burleigh's Sacrifice.

Bg Mrs. Charles Garnett. Nine-

teen Iilusarations.

The Lion City of Africa.

BY willis ~ o p dAllen. Sixteen

Illustrations,

Aveline's Inheritance. Bp Jennie Chappell.
The Better Part. By Annie S. Swan.
Cousin Mary. By Mrs. Oliphant.
Dorothy's Training; or, Wild-flower or Weed ? By J e ~ i e
Chappell.
Honor : A Nineteenth-Century Heroine.

By E. M. Alford.

John : A Tale of the Messiah. By KsPearson Woods.
Leaders into Unknown Lands. By A. Montefiore-Brice, F.G.S.
Lights and Shadows of Forster Square. By Rev. E. H.
Sugden, M.A.

The Martyr of Kolin ; A Story of the Bohemian Persecution.
BJ H. 0.Ward.

Catalogue of Books Published
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2s. each

(cortimcsct).

THE HOME LIBRARY
-(cmtkrssd),

Morning Dew-Drops : A Temperance Text Book. B y Clara
Lucas Balfour,

o

Mark Desborough's VOW. By Annie S. Swan.
Norman's Nugget. By J. Macdonald Oxley, B.A.
A Puritan Wooing : A Tale of the Great Awakening in New
England. By Frank Samuel Child.
The Strait Gate. By Annie S. Swan.

The Spanish Maiden : A Story of Brazil. By E m ~ E.
a Hornibrook.

Stuart's Choice ; or, Castleton's 6 6 Prep." By Charlotte Murray.
Under t h e Sirdar's Flag. By William Johnston.
Wardlaugh ; or, Workers Together. By Charlotte Murray.
T h e Wreck of t h e " Providence." By Eliza FaPollard.
Alfred t h e Great : The Father of the English. By Jesse Page.

Library of' Standard Works b y Famou~Authors

.

Cvom 8v0, Bonnd i n handsomc Cloth Boards. Wcll ilLnstratcd.

T h e Water Babies.
Charles Kingsley

.

A Fairy Tale for a Land Baby.

Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales.
by Helen Stratton.

By

With Twelve Illustrations

T h e Old Lieutenant and His Son. By Norman McLeod.
Coral Island. By R. M. Ballantyne.
Nettie's Mission. Stories Illustrative of the Lord's Prayer,
By Alice Gray.

Home Influence : A Tale for Mothers. By Grace Aguilar.
The Gorilla Hunters, By R. M. Ballantyne.
W h a t Katy Did. By Susan Coolidge.
Peter t h e Whaler. By W. H. G. Kingston.
Melbourne House. By Susan Warner.
T h e Lamplighter. By Miss Cummins.
Grimm's Fairy Tales. Carefully chosen from the Tales collected by the Brothers Grimm,

T h e Swiss Family Robinson : Adventures on a Desert Island.
Tom Brown's School-Days. By an Old Boy. 344 pages.
Twelve Illustrations.

Little Women and Good Wives.

By Louisa M.Alcott. 450

pages. Six Illustrations.

T h e Wide, Wide World.
Illustrations,

By Susan Warner. 478 pages. Six

By S. W. Partridge c5 Co.

2s. each

(~ntir,d).
LIBRARY cy STANDARD WORKS BY FAMOUS AUTHORS (umtd.)

Danesbary House.

,

By Mrs. Henry Wood. 332 pages. Six

Illustrations.

Stepping Heavenward.
trations.

~p E.Prentiss. 332 pages. s i x I U U ~ =

John Halifax, Gentleman. BJ Mrs. Craik.
540 pages.
Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. Bp Daniel Defoe.
Naomi ; or, The Last Days of Jerusalem. By Mrs. Webb.
T h e Pilgrim's Progress. By John Bunyan. 416pages
Uncle Tom's Cabin. By Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Westward Ho I By Chas. ICing&ey,
"

Great Deeds " Series.
Large Crown 8vo. 320 pages. Full of ILlustrations. Handsomely bound
in Chth Boavds. 2s.each.
Great Works by Great Men. BY F. M. Holmes.
Brave Deeds for British Boys. BY C. D. Michael.

Two Great Explorers : The Lives of Frldtjof Nansen, and
Sir Henry M. Stanley.

Heroes of Land and Sea : Firemen and thek E ~ p l ~ and
it~,
the Lifeboat,

My Dogs in t h e Northland.

By Egerton R. Young. e88 pages.

Many Illustrations, Crown avo. Cloth,

Bu nyan's Folk of TO-day ; or, The Modern Pilgrim's Progress.
By Rev. J. Reid Howatt. Twenty Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Cloth
extra.

z
A Coloured Scripture Picture

Sunday Afternoons with My Scholars. B j. Attenborough.
With portrait. Crown 8vo. 290 pages. Clot gilt.

Bible Light for Little Pilgrims.

Roll. Contains 12 beautifully coloured Old and New Testament
Scenes, with appropriate texts. Varnished cover printed in xo
colours. Mounted on Roller for hanging.

Platform, Pulpit and Desk ; or, Tools for Workers.

Being

148 Outline Addresses on all Phases of the Temperance Movement
for all Ages and Classes. By W. N. Edwprds, F.C.S. With an
Introduction by Canon Barker. Crown 8vo. 300 pages.

Bible Picture Roll. Containing a large Engraving of a Scripture
Subject, with letterpress for each day in the month.
Roller for hanging,

Mounted on

Love, Courtship, and Marriage. By Rev. F. B. Meyer, B.A.

Crown 8vo. 152 pages, Embellished cloth covor. as. not. Full
gilt edges, as, 6d. oat.

Catalogue of Books ~ u b l i s b c d
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1s. 6d. each.
Ow CHARMING
STORIES
FOR HOLIDAY
AND FIRESIDE
REA*G.
Crown 8v0, 160 pages,
Well IClustratcd a d Attractively B w d .

Carola's Secret Bp Ethel F. Heddle.
T h e Home of His Fathers. By Lilliaa Campbell Davidson.
A Great Patience. By L. Moberley.
A Late Repentance. By Hannah B. Mackenzie.
Shepherds and Sheep. By E. Stuart-Langford. w
The Golden Doors. By MaS. Haycraft.
A Noble Champion. By David Hobbs.

The Up-to-date Library
01 Thkh Crown 8vo. Volnmts.

320 $ages. Many Illustrations.
Cloth Boards,

A Polar Eden. By Charles R. Icenyon.
Her Saddest Blessing. By Jennie Chappell.
Ailsa's Reaping; or, Grape Vines and Thorns.

By Jennie

Chappell.

A Trio of Cousins : A Story of English Life in 1791. By Mrs
G . E. Morton.

Mick Tracy, the Irish Scripture Reader.

By the Author of

Tim Doolm."

Grace Ashleigh. BY Mary D. R. ~ o y d .
Without a Thought ; or, Dora's Discipune.

By Jennie
Chappell,
Edith Oswald ; or, Living for Others. By Jane M. Kippen.
A Bunch of Cherries.
J. W.Kirton.
A Village Story. By Mrs. G. EmMorton.
The Eagle Cliff. By R. M. Ballantyne.
More Precious t h a n Gold. By Jennie Chappell.
T h e Slave Raiders of Zanzibar. By E. Harcourt Burrage.
Ester Ried. BY Pansy.
Avice : a Story of Imperial Rome. By E. F. Pollard.
T h e King's Daughter. BY Pansy.
The Foster Brothers ; or, Foreshadowed. By Mrs. Morton.
The Household Angel. By Madeline Leslie.
T h e Green Mountain Boys : a Story of the American War of
Independence. By E. F. Pollard,
A Way in t h e Wilderness. By Maggie Swan.
Miss Elizabeth's Niece, By M, S, Haycraft,

By S. W . Partvidge & Co.

1s. 6d. each

I3

(cmttinucd).

THE UP;TO-DATE LIBRARY ( ~ l * l w l ) .

The plan of t h e House. BY L L Pansp."
Olive Chauncey's Trust : a Story of Life's Turning Points.
By Mrs. E,R. Pitman.

Whither Bound ? a Story of Two Lost Boys. By Owen Lmdor.
Three People. By Pansy."
Chrissy's Endeavour. By L 6 Pansy."
T h e Young Moose Hunters. By C. A. Stephens.
~ a g l e u&t
h Towers. By Emma Marshall.

Uncle Mac, the Missionary. By Jean Perry. Six Illustrations
by Wal. Paget on art paper. Cloth boards.
Chllgoopie the Glad :. a Story of Korea and her Children. By
Jean Perry. With eight Illustrations on art paper, end bound in
cloth boards.

The Man in Grey; or,
Crown 8vo. Illustrated.

More about Korea. By Jean Perry.
Cloth boards.

More Nails for Busy Workers. By C. Edwards. Crown
196 pages.

8vo.

Cloth boards.

Queen Alexandra : t h e Nation's Pride.
Williamson. Crown 8vo. Tastefully bound.

By Mrs. C . N.
6d. net.

IS.

King and Emperor : the Life-History of Edward VII.

By

Arthur Mee. Crown 8vo. Cloth boards. IS. 66. net.
William McKinley : Private and President. By Thos. Cox
Meech. Crown 8vo. 160 pages, with Portrait. IS. 6d. net.

Studies of the Man Christ Jesus.
Himself. By R. E. Speer.

Studies of t h e Man Paul.
304 pages, Cloth gilt.

IS,

His Character, Hie Spirit,

Cloth, gilt top.

IS.

6d. net,

By Robert E. Speer. Long 8vo.
6d. net.

The Angel and t h e Demon ; and other Stories. By E.Thorneycroft Fowler. Cloth gilt. Eight Illustrations.

A Measuring

Eye. By E.Stuart-Langford. Illustrated. Cloth

boards.

Wellington : the Record of a Great Military Career. By A. E.
Knight. Crown Svo, Cloth gilt, with Portrait,

IS.

6d. net.

Hector Macdonald ; or, The Private who became a General. By
T. F.G. Coates. Crown 8vo. Cloth gilt, with Portrait, IS. 6d. net.
Baden-Powell : The Hero of Mafeking. By W. Francis Aitken.
Crown 8vo. Cloth gilt, with Portrait,

IS.

6d. net,

Every-day Life in South Africa. By E. E. K.Lowndea. Crown
avo. Illustrated. Cloth boards.

IS.

6d. net,

The Royal Life. By Rev. J. C. Carlile. Crown 8vo.

128 pages.

Cloth gilt

Insects : Foes and Friends, By W. Egmont Kirby, M.D.,F.L.S.
32 pagas

of Colourd Iliostrations.

Cloth b u d s .

Catalogue of Books Published
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Th Britiih Boyr' Library.
"t,

Pdly Illustuatd, Crown 8uo. 168 pqos. Cloth oxtra.

The Adventures of Ji. By G. E. Farrow, Adthor of "The
Wallypug of Why

."

Missionary Heroes : Stories of Heroism on the Missionary Field.
By C. D. Michael.

Andrew Bennett's Harvest ; or, The Shadow of God's Provin
dence. By Lydle Phlllipa.

Brown A1 ; or, A Stolen Holiday. By E. M. Stooke.
The Pigeons' Cave : A Story of Great Orme's Head in 1806.
By J . S. Fletcher.

Robin the Rebel. By H. Louis Bedford.
Runaway Rollo. By E. M aStooke.
Success: Chats about Boys who have Won it.

By Ce D.

Michael.

Well Done 1 Stories of Brave Endeavour. Edited by C. D.
Michael.

The Wonder Seekers. By Henry J. Barker, M.A.
Little Soldiers. By Kate L. Mackley.
Noble Deeds : stories of Peril and Heroism. Edited by C. D.
Michael.

Armour Bright: The Story of a Boy's Battles.

By Lucy

Taylor.

Ben : A Story of Life's Byways. By Lydia Phillips.
Major Brown ; or, Whether White or Black, a Man. By Edith
S. Devis.

Jack. A Story of a Scapegrace. By E. M. Bryant.

By S. W . Partridge 6. Co.

Is. 6d, each

15

(co~tim#d).
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Tbe S i t i ~ bGirh' Library.
P d l y Illwtuatod, Croum 8110, 160 pages, Cloth rxtra.

Her Bright To-Morrow. BY Laura A. Barter-Snow.
Rosa's Mistake ; or, The Chord of Self. By Mary BradfordwhitiZgg.

The Mystery Baby ; or, Patsy at Fellside. By Alice M. Page.
Zillah, the Little Dancing Girl. BY Mrs. Hugh St. Leger.
Patsie's Bricks. By L. S. Mead.
Salome's Burden ; or, The Shadow on the Homee. By Eleanora
H. Stooke,
Heroines : True Tales of Brave Women,

Granny's Girls. By M. Be Manwell.
Mousey ; or, Cousin Robert's Treasure.
Stooke.

By C8 D. Michael.
By Eleanora H.

Marigold's Fancies. By L. E. Tiddeman.
The Lady of Greyham ; or, Low in a Low Place. By Emma
E. Hornibrook,

The Gipsy Queen. By Emma Leslie.
Kathleen ; or, A Maiden's Influence. By Julia Hack.
Queen of the Isles. By Jessie M. E.Saxby.

~
Size 9 by 7 inches, Colo~rcda d numorows 0 t h Illvstra~ions.
Handsomg
CoEolcrcd Covcr, Paper Boards with Cloth Back,

Happy and Gay : Pictures and Stories for Evary Day.
D.J . D.

Stories of Animal Sagacity.

Bp D. 1. D,

BY

Catalogue
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&
WorlB~Wonder$" Series.
The Conquest of the Air : The Romance of Aerial Navigation.
By John Alexander,

Surgeons and their Wonderful Discoverier

BY F. M,

H 01 mes,
b

The Life-Boat : Its History and Heroes. By Fa M. Holmes.
Firemen and their Exploits. With m Amount of Fire Brigades
end Appliances. By F.M. Holmes.
The Romance of the Savings Banks. Bp Aroblbald G.
Bowie,
The Romance of Glass Making. A Sketch of the History of
Ornamental Glass. By W. Gaudy.

The Romance of the Post-Office : Its Inception and Wondrous Development.

By Archibald G.Bowie.

Marvels of Metals. By F.M mHolmes.
Triumphs of t h e Printing Press. By Walter Jerrold.
Electricians and their Marvels. By Walter Jerrold.
Musicians and their Compositions. BYJ. R.Griffiths.
Naturalists and their Investigations. By George Day, F.R.M.S

IZZuztrated Reward Boo&.
Crown dlvo.

160 pages.

Cloth extra.

F d l y ILlustratcd,

Bethesda Chapel. A Story of the Good Old Times. By Rev
C. Leach, D.D.
Donald's Victory. By Lydia ~hillips.
A Red Brick Cottage. By Lady Hope.
Marchester Stories. Bp Rev. C. Herbert.,
Sister Royal. By Mrs. Hayoraft.

By S. I17. Povtvidic

-

--

Is. 6d. each
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Popular Mi~~ionary
Bioprafihie~.
@unr

w

8vo.

160 pages, Cbth sxtra.

Fully Illwtvakl.

Gren fell of Labrador. lip I<e\p. J . Johnston.
'l'he Christianity of the Continent : a Retrospect and a
Review. By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.

Missionaries I have met, and the work they have done.
By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.
James C h d mers, Missionary and Explorer of Rarotonga and
New Guinea. By William Robson.
Griffith John, Founder of the Hankow Mission, Central China.
By William Robson.
Robert Morrison : The Pioneer of Chiness Dlissions. By William
J . Townsend.

Amid Greenland %ows; or, The Early History of Arctic
Missions, By JessePage, F.R.G.S.

Bishop Patteson : The Martyr of Melanesia. By same Author.
Captain Allen Gardiner : Sailor and Saint. By same Author.
g he Congo for Christ : The Story of the Congo Mission. By
Rev, J . B,Myers,

David

Brainerd, the Apostle to the North-American Indinns.

By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.

David Livingstone: His Labours and his Legacy. By Arthur
Montefiore-Brice,

From Kafir Kraal to Pulpit : The Story of Tiyo Soga, First
Ordained Preacher of the Kafir Race. By Rev. H. T. Cousins.

Japan : and its People. By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.
John Williams : The Martyr Missionary of Polynesia. By Rev.
James Ellis.

James Calvert ; or, From Dark to Dawn in Fiji. By ReVernon.
Lady Missionaries in Foreign Lands. By Mrs. E.R. Pitman.
Missionary Heroines in Eastern Lands. BJ Mrs. E.R. Pitman.
Robert Moffat : The Missionary Hero of Kuruman. By Davld

.

J Deane,

Samuel Crowther : The Slave Boy who became Bishop of the
Niger. By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.

Thomas J. Comber : Missionary Pioneer to :the Congo. By
Rev. J . B,Myers.

William Carey : The Shoemaker who became the Father and
Founder of Modern Missions. By Rev, J. B.Myers,

Henry Martyo. By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S r

D
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Popular Biograplk.

C

Cloth Boards. F d l y Illmstvatd,

Croum &to.

C

George Maller : The Modern Apostle of Faith. By Fred. G.
Warne,

Life-Story of Ira

D. Sankey,

The Singing Evangelist.

Davld Wlll1amson.

Bg

Great Evangelists, and t h e W a y God has Used Them.
By esse Page. Crown avo, 160 pages, with Port-Ats and Illustrat ons.

/

Women who have Worked and Won. The Life Story of
Mrs.Spurgeon, Mrs. Booth-Tucker, F. R. Havergal, and Ramabai.
By Jennie Chappell,

John Bright : Apostle of Free Trade. By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S.
The Two Stephensons. By John Alexander.
J. Passmore Ed wards : Philanthropist. By EmHarconrt Burrage.
Dwight L. Moody : The Life-work of a Modern Evangelist. By
Rev, J , H. Batt.

Noble Work b y Noble Women : Sketches of the Lives of the
Baroness Burdett-Coutts, Lady Henry Somerset, Miss Sarah Robinson, Mrs. Fawcett, and Mrs. Gladstone, By Jennie Chappell,

Four Noble Women and their Work : Sketches of the Life and
Work of Frances Willard, Agnes Weston, Sister Dora, and Catherine
Booth. By Jennie Chappell.

T h e Canal Boy who became President.

By Frederic T.

Gammon.

Florence Nightingale : The Wounded Soldiers' Friend. By
Eliza F. Pollard.

Four Heroes of India : Clive, Warren Hastings, Havelock,
Lawrence, By F. M. Holmes.

General Gordon : The Christian Soldier and Hero.

By Gm

Barnett Smith.

W. E. Gladstone : England's Great Commoner.

By Walter

Jerrold. With Portrait and 38 other Illustrations.

Heroes and Heroines of t h e Scottish Covenanters. BY

J. Meldrum Dryerre, LL.B., F.R.G.S,
John Knox and the Scottish Reformation. By G , Barnett
Smlth.
Philip Melancthco : The Witternberg Professor and Theologian
pf &haRefsrmatlon. By David J , D6mm.

19.

6d. each

(conti~d).

POPULAR *BIOGRAPHIES- (conti~lsad),

The Slave and his Champions : Sketches of Granville Sharp,
Thomas Clarkson, William Wilberforce, and Sir T.F,Buxton. By
C. D. Michael.
H.Spurgeon : His Life and Ministry. By Jesse Page, F.R.G.S
TWONoble Lives : John Wicliffe, the Morning Star of the
Reformation ; and Martin Luther, the Reformer. By David J.
Deane. 308 pages.
William Tyndale : The Translator of the English Bible. By G.
Barnett Smith.
The Marquess of Salisbury : His Inherited Characteristios,
Political Principles, and Personality. By W. F. Aitken.
Joseph Parker, D.D. : His Life and Ministry. By Albert
Dawson,
Hugh Price Hughes. By Rev. J. Gregory Mantle.
R J. Campbell, k k ; Minister of the City Temple, London.
By Charles T. Bateman.
Dr. Barnardo : 6 6 The Foster-Father of Nobody's Children." By
Rev. J. H, Batt.
W. Robertson Nicoll, LL.D. ; Editor and Preacher. By Jane
Stoddart,
F. B. Meyer : His Life and Work. By Jennie Street.
John Clifford, M k ,B.SC., LLoDa, D.D. By Chas. T. Bateman.
Thirty Years in t h e East End. A Marvellous Story of Mission
Work. By W. Francis Aitken.
Alexander Maclaren, D.D. : The Man and His Message. By
Rev. John C. Carlile,
Lord Milner. By W. B, Luke.
Lord Rosebery, Imperialist. Bp J. A. Hammerton.

c

Joseph Chamberlain : A Romance of Modern Politics. By

Arthur Mee.
General Booth : The Man and His Work. By Jesse Page,
F,R.G.S.
Torrey and Alexander: The Story of their Lives. By J.
Kennedy Maclean, Crown 8vo. Illustrated, Imitation cloth,
IS. net, Cloth boards, IS. 6d. net.
Sir John Kirk : The Children's Friend. By John Stuart,
Crown 8v0, Cloth Boards, IS. 6d net.
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Cvown 8vo. IIIwtratud. Cloth axtva.

Dick's Chum. By

Misa M I A. Paull.

"This book la well written and Illustratedu I t le juet the book for boya,"

The Bird Angel. BY M ~ S BM IA.
l1

*

Paull.

One of Mise Paull'e most delightful stories,"

Lyndon the Outcast By Mrs. Clara Luaas Balfour.
Ronald Clayton's Mistake. BY Mias M aAs Paull.
It is a oapital book to plaoe In the hands of worklng lade."

Nearly Lost, but Dearly Won. By
Author of

" Frank Oldfield," etc.

Rev.

TIPI Wilson, M.A.,

1s. each.
A Ncw Sen'as of Devotional Books by Stuudavd Autlrors. Wctl pm'ntcd on
good papm. Siaa 64 b y 44 inches. Beautijully bound in Cloth Boards,
1s. cach, NET; Leuthcr, 2s.ctcch, NET. (Not illust~utcd.)

The Imitation of Christ. By Thomas i Kempis.
*The Holy War. By John Bunyan.

Letters on the Simple Life. Bp

the Queen of Roumania, Marie
Corelli, Madame Sarah Grand, " John Oliver Hobbes," Sir A.
Conan Doyle, The Bishop of London, Canon Hensley Henson,
Sir J. Crichton Browne, Rev, S. Baring-Gould, Dr. Robertson
Nicoll, etc. Crown 8vo. 160 ages. With Alltographs of contributors In fac-simile. 'Imitat on Llnen, 6d. net. Cloth boards1
re. net. (Not Illustrated.)

P

WJ

Y .

' ' W.

A

Partridge 6. Co.

1S. each
.

V

(continued).

One Sbilliing Reward
book^.
------FnlZy Illustrated. Crown avo. Cloth extra.

Secrets of the Sea. B y Cicely Fulcher.
Norman's Oak. By Jennie Chappell.
A Fight for Life, and other Stories. By John R. Newrnan.
The Fairyla~ldof Nature. By J. Wood Smith.
'True Stories of Brave Deeds ; or, What Boys and Girls can
Do. By Mabel Bowler.

The Mystery of Marnie. By Jennie Chappell.
Gipsy Kit ; or, The Man with the Tattooed Face. By Robert
Leighton.

Dick's Desertion ; A Boy's Adventures in Canadian Forcste.
By Marjorie L. C, Picktball,

The Wild Swans; or, The Adventure of Rowland Cleeve. By
Mary C. Rowsell,

George & CO.; or, T h e Choristers of St. Ansalm's. By Spencer
T,Gibb.

Caravan Cruises : Five Children in a Caravan-not to mention
Old Dobbin. By Phil Ludlow.

Little Chris the Castaway. By F. Spenser.
The Children of the Priory. By J. L. Hornibrook.
Tom and the Enemy. By Clive R. Fenn.
Ruth's Roses ; or, What Some Girls Did. By Laura A. BarterSnow,

In Paths of Peril : A Boy's Adventures in Nova Scotia. Bg
J , Macdonald Oxley.

Pets and their Wild Cousins : New and True Stories of
Animals. By Rev. J , Isabell, P.E.S.

Other Pets and their Wild Cousins. By Rev. J. Isabell, F.E.S.
Many Illustrations.

Sunshine and Snow. By Harold Bindloss.
Donalblane of Darien. By J. Macdonald Oxley.
Crown Jewels. By Heather Grey.
A11 Play and No Work. By Harold Avery.

.

1s each

(continuut).
V

ONE SHILLING REWARD BOOKS
- - (co~tinusd)~

L

A

J

1

Always Happy ; or, The Story of Helen Keller. By ~ e n n i e '
Chappell

.

Birdie and her Dog, and other Stories of Canine Sagacity. By
Miss Phillips (Mrs.H . B. Looker).

Bessie Drew ; or, The Odd Little Girl. By Amp Manifold.
Cola Monti ; or, The Story of a Genius. By Mrs,Craik, Author
of

John Halifax, Gentleman."

T h e Children of Cherryholme. BY M. S. Haycraft.
T h e Fatal Nugget. By E.Harcourt Burrage.
Harold ; or, Two Died for Me. By Laura A. Barter-Snow.
Indian Life in t h e Great North-West. BY Egerton R. Young,
Missionary to the North American Indian Tribes.

Jack t h e Conqueror ; or Difficulties Overcome.
Author of " Dick and his Donkey,"

By the

Little Bunch's Charge ; or, True to Trust. By Nellie Cornwall.

Lost in t h e Backwoods. By Edith C. Kenyon.
The Little Woodman and his Dog Csesar. By Mrs. Sher.
wood.

ROY'S Sister; or, His Way and Hers. By M aB. Manwell.

Partridge 's ShiIIing Library .
Crown avo. 736 pages. IlZ~cstvatiorrspvinted
Series of Sto~iesfor Adzllts.

otr

Art Papcu, A spleudid

O u t of t h e Fog. By Rev. J. Isabell, F.E.S.
Fern Dacre : A Minster Yard Story. By Ethel Ruth Boddy.
Through Sorrow and JOY: A Protestant Stbry. B~ Ma A. It.
A Brother's Need. By L. S. Mead.
At t h e Bend of t h e Creek. By E. Gertrude and Annie A.Hart.

1s. each net.
(Not Illustrated.)
Partridge's Popular Reciter. Old Favourites and New. no8
pages. Crown avo. Imitation Cloth, IS, net; Cloth boards,
IS. 6d. net.

Partridge's Humorous Reciter (uniform with Partridge's Popular
Reciter). Imitation Cloth,

IS,

net ; Cloth beards IS, 6d, net.

By S. W . I'crutvidgt: G Co.

Is. each

23

(~~(tin~ea).

d h ~ irprintr
p
of PopuI'r
Boo& for tbe Youq.
-.

Crown 8vo. 160 pages,

IUocstr~tcd. Cloth Boards, Is. dacha

Hubert Ellerdale : A Tale of the L)ays of ~ i c l i i f i . By W.
Oak 1Chind.

Our Phyllis. By 11. S. Haycraft.
The Maid of t h e Storm : A Story of a Cornish Village. By
Nellie tornwall.
Philip's Inheritance ; or, Into a Far Country. By F. Speuser.
T h e Lady of the Chine. BY M. S. Haycraft.
In t h e Bonds of Silence. By J. L. Hornibrook.
A String of Pearls. BY E.F. Pollard.
Elsie Macgregor ; or, Margaret's Little Lass. By Ramsay Guthrie.
Hoyle's Popular Ballads and Recitations. By WiLIIam Hoyle,
Author of Hymns and Songs,'' etc,
Heroes All 1 A Book of Brave Deeds. By C. D. Michael.

T h e Old Red Schoolhouse. By Frances Ha Wood.
Christabel's Influence. By J. Goldsmith Cooper.
Deeds of Daring; or, Stories of Heroism in Everyday Life.
By C, D. Michael,

Everybody's Friend ; or, Hilda Danver's Influence. By Evelyn
Everett-Green,

T h e Bell Buoy ; or, The Story of a Mysterious Key. By F.Mw
Holmes,

V ~ C: A Book of Animal Stories.

Gy Alfred C. Fryer, PhaDa,

F.S.A,
In Friendship's Name. Bp Lydia Phillips.
Nella; or, Not my Own. By Jessie Goldsmith Cooper,
Blossom and Blight By Ma A. Paull.
Aileen. By Laura A. Barter-Snow.
Satisfied. By Catherine Trowbridge.
Ted's Trust ; or, Aunt Elmerley's Umbrella. By Jennie
Chappell.

A Candle Lighted b y t h e Lord. By Mrs. E. Ross.
Alice Western's Blessing. By Ruth Lamb.
Tamsin Rosewarne and Her Burdens: A Tale of Cornish
Life. By Nellie Cornwall.

Raymond and Bertha : A Story of True Nobility. By Lydia
Phillips.

Gerald's Dilemma By Emma Leslie.
Fine Gold ; or, Kavenswood Courtenay, By Emma Marshall,
Marigold. By Mrs. L.T. Meade.

Catalogue of Books I'lrblished
_ -_
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.

1S. each

l____

(cortinwd.)

CHEAP REPRINTS
----- OF POPULAR BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG
L
(continvcd).
E.
_

-

-

_

_

-

_

.

-

_

_

_

~

Jack's Heroism. By Edith C. Kenyon.
Her Two Sons: A Story for Young Men and Maidens.
M<S.

Charles Garnett,

-

-

By

Rag and Tag. By Mrs. E. J. Whittaker.
The Little Princess of Tower Hill. By L. T. Meade.
Clovie and Madge. By Mrs. G. S. Reaney.
c.
Ellerslie House: A Book for BOYS. By Emma Leslie.
Like a Little Candle ; or Bertrand's Influence. By Mrs,
Haycraft.

Louie's Married Life. By Sarah Doudney.
The Dairyman's Daughter. By Legh Richmond.
Bible Jewels. By Rev. Dr. Newton.
Bible Wonders. BY the same Author.
The Pilgrim's Progress. By John Bunyan. 416 pages. Eight
coloured and 46 other Illustrations,

Our Duty to Animals.

By Mrs. C. Bray.

Every one'r Library.
_

.

A re-isnce oJ Standad Works in a cheap form, containing jyom 320
to 500 pages, Printed in the best style; with Illustrations on art papw
and tastefdly bound in Cloth Boards. l s , cad,

Alice i n Wonderl;~nd.
The Lamplighter. BY Miss Cuxnnlings.
What Katy Did. By Susan Coolidge.
Stepping Heavenward.
E. Prentiss.
Westward HO ! By Charles Kingsley.
The Water Babies. By the same Author.
The Swiss Family Robinson.
Grimm's Fairy Tales. By the Brothers Gritnm.
The Coral Island. By R. M. Ballantyne.
Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales.
John Halifax, Gentleman. By Mrs. Craik.
Little Women and Good Wives. BY Louisa M. ~ l c o t t .
Tom Brown's Schooldays. BY an old Boy.
The Wide, Wide World. By Susan Warner.
Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. By Daniel Defoed
Uncle Tom's Cabin. By H. BwStowe.
The Old Lieutenant and His Son. BY Norman McLeod.

By S. W . Partridge 6 Co.

-

IS. each

Larga Crow l6mo.

25

(continwd).

728 pagas,

Chaslcly bound in Ctoth Boar&.
Is. such.
Deeper Yet : Meditations for the Quiet Hour. By Clarence E.
Eberman.

The Master's Messages to Women. Bp Charlotte Skinner.
Royal and Loyal : Thoughts on the Twofold Aspects of the
~ h r i s t i &Life. BY Kev. W. H. Griffith-Thomas.

Thoroughness : ~ a l k sto Young Men. By Thain Davidson
D.D.

Some Secrets of Christian Living. Bp Rev. F. B. Meyer.
The Overcoming Life. By Rev. E. W. Moore.
Marks of the Master. By Charlotte Skinner.
Some Deeper Things. By,Rev. F.B. Meyer.
Steps to the Blessed Life. By Rev. F. Be Meyer.
Daybreak in the Soul. By Rev. E. W. Moore.
The Temptation of Christ. By C. Arnold Healing, M.A.
Keynotes to the Happy Life. By Charlotte Skinner.
For Love's Sake. By Charlotte Skinner.
,

In Defence of the Faith : The Old Better than the New.
By Rev. F. B. Meyer.

Cloth boards.

IS.

wet.

Novelties, and How to Make them : Hints and He1 s
in roviding occu ation for Children's Classes.
Mil red Duff. Ful of illustrations. Cloth boards.

I

P

Compiled

riy

Ingatherings : A Dainty Book of Beautiful Thoughts. Compiled
by E. Agar. Cloth boards,

IS.

tzet, (Paper covers, 6d. net.)

Golden Words for Every Day. By M. Jennie Street. A
prettily illustrated Text Book for the Young.

Hints on Prayer, Revivals, and Bible Study. By C. H. ~ a t n l a n .
64 pages.

Leatherette.

The Armour of Life.

3

A Little Book of Friendly Counsel.

Edited by J . A. Hammerton. Foolscap avo, Cloth boards,

The New Cookery of Unproprietary Foods By Eustace
Miles, M.A. 192 pages,

IS,

net,

The Child's Book of Health. A Series of Illustrated and Easy
Lessons for Children and Parents on taking care of ourselves.
Walter N. Edwards, F.C,SI IS, net,

Eon the Good ; and other Verses.

By

By Charlotte Murray.

Crown 8vo.

Uncrowned Queens.
pages.

By Charlotte Skinner. Small 8vo.

Cloth.

Victoria : the Well-Beloved.
Attken.

I 13

(l819.1g01.) Uy W. Franoh
Eight Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Cloth boardsl

Is. each

( ~ ~ ~ t i ~ r t ) .

New Serie~o j One Shilling Picturr S o & .

-

',

Sixc 108 by 8 iltchcr. 96 p q w , Colmrcd FronH$picca and numerous otha
ittustrations, Handsomely bound in Paper Boards, covrrs printed in 10
colows a& uamishcd,

By t h e Silver Sea. BY K. V.
Funny Folk in Animal Land. B y Uncle Frank.
T h e Prodigal Son. TWO Eil~lekictoro i<ooksbwith colourad
T h e Prophet Elijah.
Illustrations,
AiTrip to Storyland. BY R. V.
Holiday Hours in Animal Land. By Uncle Harry.
Animal Antics ! By the Author of In Animal Land with Louis

1

Wain."

Happy Days. BY R. V.
Old Testament Heroes. By Mildred Duff.
Feed My Lambs. Fifty-two Bible Stories and Pictures. By the
Author of " The Friends of Jesus."
Jesus t h e Good Shepherd. A Book of Bible Pictures in
colours, with suitable letterpress.

Tell Me a Tale ! A Picture Story Book for Little Children,
By J. D.

Little Snow-Shoes' Picture Book. By R. V.
In Animal and' with Louis Wain. Coloured Frontispiece
and many other of Louis Wain's striking animal pictures for the
young.
Two Little Bears at School. By J. D.
Merry and Free. Pictures and Stories for our Little Ones. By
R. V.
Bible Pictures and Stories : Old Testament. By D. J. D.

Bible Pictures and Stories:

New

Testament.

By Jamea

Weston and D. J. D.

Pussies and Puppies. By Louis Wain.
'The Life of Jesus. By Mildred Duff. 112 pages.
Gentle Jesus : A Book of Bible Piaturee in colour. Size, X I by
8 inches.

Commendations from all parts of the world have reached
Messrs. S.W. Partridge and Co. upon the excellence of their
Picture Books. The reading matter is high-toned, helpful, and
amusing, exactly adapted to the requirements of young folks;
while the Illustrations are by first-class artists, and the paper is
thick and durable, Bound in attractive coloured covers, they
form e unique series,

By S. CV. Pi~rtvidge6 Co.

27

9d. each.
Polly's Hymn ; or, Travelling Days. Uy J. S. Woodhouse.
Frank Burleigh ; or, Chosen to be a Soldier. By Lydia
Phillips.

.

T h e Mischievous Puppy, and other Stories.
Spoil.

Hy Lydia de

Lost Muriel ; or, A Little Girl's Influence. By C. J. A. Opper-

mann.
Kibbic & CornBy Jennie Chappell.

Marjory ; or, What Would Jesus Do ? By Laura A. Barter-Snow.
Brave Bertie. By Edith C. Kenyon.
T h e Little Slave Girl. By Eileen Douglas.
Marjorie's Enemy : A Story of the Civil War of 1644. By M r r
Adams.

Lady Betty's Twins. By E. M. Waterworth.
A Venturesome Voyage. By F. Scarlett Potter.
Out of t h e Straight; or, The Boy who Failed and the Boy
who Succeeded. By Noel Uope.

Bob and Bob's Baby. By Mary E. Lester.
Robin's Golden Deed. By Ruby Lynn.
The Little Captain : A Temperance Tale. By Lynde Palmer.
T h e Runaway Twins ; or, The Terrible Guardian. By Irene
Clifton.

Grandmother's Child. By Annie S. Swan.
Dorothy's Trust. By Adela Frances Mount.
Grannie's Treasures ; and how they helped her.

By La E.

Tiddeman.

His Majesty's Beggars. By Mary E. Ropes.
Love's Golden Key. By Mary E. Lester.
Faithful Friends. By C. A. Mercer.
Only Roy. By E. M aWaterworth and Jennie Chappell.
Aunt Armstrong's Money. By Jennie Chappell.
T h e Babes in t h e Basket; or, Daph and Her Charge.
Birdie's Benefits ; or, A Little Child Shall Lead Them.
Edith Ruth Boddye

By

Carol's Gift ; or, "What Time 1 am Afraid I will Trust in
r , Thee," By Jennie Chappell.
Cripple George ; or, God has a Plan for Every Man. A Ternperance Story. BY John W Kneeshawe
Cared For ; or, The Orphan Wanderers. By Mrs. C. E. Bowen.
A Flight with the S W ~ ~ ~ QBy
W Emma
S.
Marshall.
#

28

Cntnlo,oue of Books PILZ islzed

9d. each

(contiwd.)

w
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NINBPENNY
SERIES OF ILLUSTRATED
BOOKS
(cbatinwd).
- . --- -- -- -- --- - - - -- --- -

4

The Five Cousins. By Emma Leslie.
For Lucy's Sake. By Annie S.Swan.
Giddie Garland ; or, The Three Mirrors. By Jennie Chappell.
How a Farthing made a Fortune ; or, Hone~tyis the Best
Policy. By Mrs. C. E. Bowen.
How Paul's Penny became a Pound. By Mrs. Bowen.
How Peter's Pound became a Penny. By the same Author.
J o h n Blessington's Enemy : A Story of Life in South Africa.
By E. Harcourt Burrage,
John Oriel's Start in Life. Ug Mary Howitt.
T h e Man of the Family. By Jctltlie Chappell.
Mattie's Home ; or, The Little Match-girl and her Friends.
Nan ; or, The Power of Love. By Eliza F. Pollard.
Phil's Frolic. By F.Scarlett Potter.
Paul : A Little Mediator. By Maude M. Butler.
Rob and 1 ; or, By Courage and Faith. By C. A. Mercer.
A Sailor's Lass. By Emma Leslie.
Won from t h e Sea By E.C. phillips (Mrs. H. B. Looker).

6d. each.
A n uneqvalled series of Standurd Stories, printed on good h i d paper.
Inrpeviai avo. 128 bugcs. Illustruted overs with vigttcttcd dcsiqn
przutod in eight colours, Price 6d. each net.

PRIDEA N D PREJUDICE.By
. Jane Austen.

I

THE WIDE, WIDE WORLD.
By Susan Warner.

Ily S. 1V. 1'rirtritQ.r~ (IS Co.

-

6d. each

29

( c ~ t ~ ) .

New ~erIrio j Sixpenny Picture Boot;.

rn

Cvown &to, With Colovrad Pvontispbcs a d many othw Illustrations.
Handsomsly Bound in Papsv Boavds, with covsr printed in ten w h u r ,

Playtime ! A Picture Book for Boys and Girls.
Happy Times ! A Picture Book of Prose and Rhymes.
The Good Shepherd.
Parable of h e Sower. Four Rible Picture Books with coloured
T h e Child Moses.
illustrations.
Samson and the Lion.
Off to Toyland I By Uncle Jack,
Going A-Sailing I By J. D.
Follow the Flag. BJ J. D,
Dollie Dimple. Bg J. D.
Little Snowdrop's Bible Picture Book.

t

Mother's Sunday A B C : A Llttle Book of Rible Pictures,
which can be coloured by hand,

Th Red Dave " Serie~.
"

New and EJargsd Edetion. Handsomely bound in Cloth Boards.
Well Illorstratcd.

ALMOSTLOST.By Amethyst.
IEPTHAH'S
LASS. By Dorothea

do 1 By J. S. Woodhouse.

Moore.

ROY CARPENTER'S
LESSON, By

Knight.

GERALD'S
GUARDIAN,
By Charlea

KITTY KING. By Mrs. H. C,
THE DUCKFAMILY
ROBINSON.
By A. M.T.
ROAST
POTATOES
I ' I A Temperanoe Story. By Rev. S. N. Sedgwick, M.A;

HIS CAPTAIN, By Constancia
Sergeant.
la

FARTHING
DIPS; or, What can I

INA MINUTE
I " By Keith Marlow.

UNCLE JO'S OLD COAT. By
Eleanor8 H. Stooke,

Keith Marlow.
Herbert,

DWELT,
9
WILFULJACK. By M. I. Hurrell
WHEREA

WEEN ONCE

Bp letto ogel.

WILLIE THE WAIF. By Minie
Herbert.

A LITTLETOWNMOUSE,
THE LITTLEGOVERNESS,
PUPPY-DOG
TALES.

6d. each
THE
-

" RED

(~onbimc&).
w

DAVE" SERIES
(continued).
--

k
L

TEATBOYBOB.

BENJAMIN'S
NEW B o ~
ENEMIES
: a Tale for Uttle Lads

a

BUYYOUROWNCHERRIES~
LEFT I N CHARGE,and other

and Lasslea,

CHERRY
TREE PLACE.
A TALEOF FOUR
FOXEI.
JOEA N D SALLY
: or, A G00d D&

Storlee.

A THRBEIOLDPROMISP.
THEFOUR
YOUNGMUSICIANS.
Two LITTLEGIRLSAND WHAT

and lta Fruits,

They Dld,

A SUNDAY
TRIPA N D WHAT
CAME
of It, By E.J , Romaneea
LITTLE TIM A N D HIS PICTURE.

TEE ISLAND
Ho-,
CHRISSY'S
TREASURB.
LOSTIN THE SNOW,
REDDAVE; or, What Wilt Thou
have Me to Do 1

By Beatrioe Way,

DICKA N D HIS DONKEY,
JESSIEDYSON.
COMEHOME,MOTHER,

MIDGE, By L,E mTiddemaa,
THE CONJURER'S
WAND. By
Henrietta S. Streatfeild.

each.
Impaial 8vo. 64 pages. Many Illustvations, Cover printed in five colotcrs.

THESTRAITGATE. By Annie S,

JULIARIED,

MARKDESBOROUGH'S
VOW. By

ESTERRIEDYET SPEAKING.
ECHOING
AND RE-ECHOING,

Swan,,

Annie S. Swan.

MISS PRISCILLA
HUNTER,and
other Stories.

I

I

WILDBRYONIP,
AVICE: A Story of Imperial Rome,
LINKSIN REBECCA'S
LIFE,
FROM
DIFFERENT
STANDPOINTS,
THOSEBOYS.
CERISSIE'B
CHRISTY
AB.
FOURG I R ~ AT
S CBAUTAOQUA, I

I

TIP ~ W I AND
S
HIS LAMP.
THE KING'SDAUGHTER.
HOUSEHOLD
PUZZLES.
T e s RANDOLPHS.
WISE TO W I N ; or, The Master
Hand,

A

NEW G R Aon~
Tree,

THEMANO?

THP

THE

FAMILY

HOUSE,

each

~ & * * * f Ai@' Library
w

01 Cbth-bound Boohs.
I

b

With Colourd Fvoutitpiac.~. 64 pagas.
W6lC Illustrated, Handsoma Cloth Covsrr.

SYBIL
A N D HER LIVESNOWBALL.
THEC ~ u n c aMOUSE,
DANDY.
JIM.
A TROUBLESOME
TRIO,
PERRY'SPILGRIMAGE,
NIYA; or, Among the BHgands.

3d. each.
New Pretty " Ggj-Book " SerLr.
With BawtifnZ Colowrcd Frontispiccc, a d many ot& ILLustratwns.
Pap* Boavds, Covw printed in eight Colorrvs a d Varnished, 3d, cuh.
Sire 6 by 5 inches.
LADY- BIRD'S PICTURES
AND
Stories.

PLAYTIME
JOYSFOR GIRLSA N D
Boys.

DOLLY'SPICTURE
BOOK,

Paternoster Serk~or Popular-Storier.
- ----

-

An tntircly New Scvics of Books, Medium avo. in sise, 32 pages, f d l y ~Llustratcd.
Covcr daintiLy Printed in two coiours. Id, ccrch, Titles as jollows :THELITTLEPRINCESS
OF TOWER
"OURFATHER."
By Alice Gray.
Hill. By L. T. Meade.
By Dr.
RABA N D HISFRIENDS.
THEGOLDTHREAD.By Norman
John Brown.
Maoleod, D.J.1.
THE SCARRED
HAND. By Ellen
THROUGH
SORROW
AND JOY. By
'Dhorneycroft Fowler.
M.
A.
R.
THE GIPSY
QUEEN. By Emma
THELITTLEWOODMAN
A N D HIS
Leslie.
Dog
Caesar.
By
Mrs.
Sherwood.
A CANDLE
LIGHTED
BY THE LORD,
By Mrs. Ross,
CRIPPLEGEORGE, By J. W.
Kneeshaw,
GRANDMOTHER'S
CHILD, By
Annie S. Swan.
ROBA N D I. By C. A, Mercer.
THEBABESI N THE BASKET
; or,
DICKA N D HIS DONKEY.By Mrs.
Dapb and her Charge.
flowen.
J E N N Y ' S GERANIUM
; or, The Prize
THBL I G AQI~ T a p GOSIB&.
Flower of a Loadoo Court.

Partrzdge' J Pictokl Magazines.
" A word of em hatlo pcalae ohodd be #Iven to the old-eetabllebed,and rxoellent
rnaga~lneao r ~ e t a r aPartrld#e
.
and Co. They ought to hold thelr own a g a l a ~ the
t
teat oom etition, for they ere emlnentl~eound, healthy, and I ~ t e r e e t l n g , " ~
8 1 1 1 1 ~~E~E I K L Y .

L

" It -DAILY
would be dlmoult to surpass these Mtagaclnes,
TELEQEIPH,

All hove marched wltb the timer,"

There ace no more attraotlve Annual Volumes than those lwued by S, W, P A R T R I D ~ E
and CO."-THE CURIBTIA#,

The Bdtish Workman.

Contains popalar Articles and Stories
on Temperance, Thrift, eto., and short biograpWes of eminent
Self-made Men ; also interesting information of special value
to the sons of toil.
~ d Monthly.
.
The Yearly Volume,
11.

M

e

a t pagee full of Illaetratlons, ooloured paper boardo,

14

; clotb, O.

The Family

Friend. A beautifully Illustrated Magazine for the
Home Circle, with Serial and Short Stories by popular
Authors, Helpful Articles, Hints on Dressmaking, etc.
~ dMonthly.
.
The Yearl Volume, In ooloured paper board8 and oloth baok, 18. ad.
oloth, 8. ; gilt edges, 91. Id.

I

The

Friendly Visitor. An Illustrated Magazine for the people,
full of entertaining reading with sound religious teaching in
the form of story, article, and poem. Printed in good type
and fully illustrated. Just the paper for the aged.
~ d Monthly.
.
The Yearl Volume, ooloured paper boards and oloth baok, 1s. Id.; oloth,
h.; g 8 t edges,

(8.

M.

The Children's Friend. Charming Stories, interesting Articles,
Indoor Recreations, beautiful Pictures, Puzzles, Prize Cornpetitions, e t ~ .
xd. Monthly,
The Yearly Volume, ooloured aper boards, with 010th baok and exoellent
ooloured frontispieoe, 11. e l , ; oloth, 91. ; gilt edges, 21. W.

The Infants' Magazine. No other periodical can be compared
with the Infants' Magazine for freshness, brightness, and
interest, Full of bright pictures and pleasant reading to
~ d Monthly.
.
delight the little ones.
The Yearly Volume, aoloured paper boards, with oloth baok and beautifully
ooloured frontisplece, 16. 8d. ;eloth, Bu. ; gilt edges, 88. 6d,

The Band of Hope Review.

The Leading Temperance
Periodical for the Young, containing Serial and Short Stories,
Concerted Recitations, Prize Competitione, etc. Should be
In the hands of all Band of Hope Membere,
id. Monthly.
The Yearly Volume, coloured paper boards, 1s. ; cloth boards, 1s 6de

